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GENERAL

The European Conference on the Elementary Processes in
Atomic Systems (CEPAS'2000) is being supported by the European
Physical Society and organized in accordance with the rules for
Ewophysics Conferences. The international Scientific Committee and
the Local Organizing Committee have the pleasure to invite you to
participate in the conference, which is being held in Uńgorod, Ulaaine
on July 25-28, 2000. The meeting is organized by the Institute of
Electron Physics, Ulaainian National Academy of Sciences, and will
include plenary lectures, invited talks, oral presentations and poster
sessions The official language of the Conference is English. The list of
topics, covered by the Conference, includes:

c Elementary processes and phenomena stimulated by interactions
of electron, ion, ątomic andmoleculąr beams of low and
intermediąte energy with each other andwith condensed matter

o Elementary processes and mechanisms of lasing excitation in gas
ląsers

o Photonuclear reactions, radiątion strength ofmaterials and
devices, nuclear-physical technologies in indusĘ and medicine

C Bound stątes in nuclear systems and elementary particle systems,
bound stątes in adsorption and catalysis processes

CONFERENCE CIIAIRMAN
o.B.Shpenik (Ulłaine)

TNTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE
D.Berenyi (Hungary), I.I.Fabrikant ( USI)A.A.Kikineshi (Ubaine),
V.F.Klepikov (U lcr aine), I V. Ll'enevel I (U la aine), N. J.Mason ( UK),

A.G.Naumovets (Ulłaine)' L.P.Presnyakov (.Russla),
E.Sheregii (P olanĄ' V.Yu.Slivka (Ulłaine), I.Stasiuk (Ulłaine),

Cz.Szmytkowski (P olanĄ, L.Szótćr (Hungary),
A.N.Zavilopulo (Ulłaine), M.Zubek (P olanĄ

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Yu.M.Ańniuk, L'A.Bandurina, A.A.Borovik, M.M.Erdevdi,
A.N.Gomonai, V.A.Kelman, L.G.Romanova, A.V.SnegursĘ,

Z.Z.T orich, AN.Zavilopulo

CONFERENCE SECRETARIES
LG.Romanova,Yu.M.Ańniuk



FOREWORI)

Let me sincerely greet all the participants of the International
conference on Elementary Processes in Atomic systems in our beauti-
ful city of Uzhgorod. I hope that interesting tąlks, creątive atmosphere,
stimulating discussions, hospitality of the organizers will prwide the
,uccess of the conference, enabling to establish fruitful ćontacts be-,
tween the scientists of dffirent countries.

Ayong the variety of internationalforums devoted to studies of vari-
ous phenomena ąt the interąctions of atomic particles, in our opinion,
rh7re is ą lgck of a conference unifying the processes taking ptace in
łolid, gaseous and liquid stąte. Thus, the organization of sich confe-
pence mq) become a start of the "unifiing" forum of physicists working
in dffirent areas of science.

It is a pleasure to note thąt the idea of such a forum was eagerly
supported by Prof H.Hotop, the Executive Chairmąn of the Interna-
|ionąl Conferences on Electron and Atomic Collisions and met response
znd approval in the European Physical Society which has ftouńd the
zossibility offinancial supportfor this scientific event.

The conference was preceded by a thorough work of the Interną-
'ional Scientific and Locąl organizing Committees, Ministry of Educa-
'ion and Science of Ulvaine, Bureąu of Physics and Astronomy of
'Jkrąiniąn National Academy of Sciences, Trarscarpathian Płtysi.cil
łocieĘ, Science and Technolog,l Centre in Ulqąine. Due to their efforts
ve managed to meet here the representatives of scientific schools ąnd
nstitutions from vąrious countries of the world, in spite of the estab-
ished tight schedule of international forums being traditionalty held in
'ummer.

Unfortunately, todąy here we miss the distinguished scientist Prof,'
Tolodymyr Lengyel, for whom the organization ofthis conference has
,ecome his last contribution into the noble work in the field of science.
Ye will always miss his bright image, inexhaustive energ/ and great
ąlent.

This conference, as planned by its organizers, is intended to be a
tarting event for a series of meetings of scholars working in the
dvancedfields of modern science. Wshing it to be successful, we hope
t will become traditionąl ąnd will be held in different countrłes
hroughout the world. Let our results be the realization of all our efforts
|.irected at deeper knowledge of well-known, not very well knowi ąnd
'.nknown phenomena of nature.

With the best wishes offruitful worĘ
Otto Shpenik
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trffiffiSffieY, dwBp ffi
08:0049:00 Reghtation

09:00 OPENINGCEREMONYANDWELCOME
Chairman of CEPAS'2000 Otto Shpenik

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS SESS'O'V 
'

Chairman: Prof, Otto Shpenik (Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ukaine)

Secretary: Dr. Yuriy Azhniuk (Institute of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)

09:30 AGooa]ar' J3Ó,mmels, E Lxb€r' J.MWeber' S3mmi D.Klą MW.Ru{
IJHowp (Facłrbereich Płtysik Universittjt Kąiserslanterą Germoty)

"High Resolution Studies of Low-Energy Electron Collisions
with Gaseous Targetsrr ffiffi

10:00 l.I.Fabńkant , (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
N e br ąslrą- Linc oln, Linc oln, USl ).'' Theoretical Studies of Dissoci-
ative Attachment: from Gas Phase to Condensed Phase" ffi

10:30 A.A. Sorokin, L.A. Shmaenolg S.V.Bobashęv (I offe P hy s ic o-T e c hnic al
Institute MS St. Petersburg, Russia), B.MÓbus, M.Richter, G.Ulm
(Pttysikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Berlin, Germany) "New
Measurement of Absolute Electron-Impact lonization Cross-
Section of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe from 140 to 4000 eV' P.?#EEEffi4&'tffi

11:00-11:30 COFFEE BREAK

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVTTED TALKS SESS'O'V ,,

Chairman: Prof. Ilya Fabrikant (University ofNebraska_Lincolą Lincoln, USA)

Secretary: Dr. Lyudmila Bandurina (Institute of Elecron Physics, Uńgorod" Ukraine)

1l:30 N.Avdonina (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USl) ''SmalL-ĄI9.Ł
EL.t'". s*th'i'g: Geńń Propeńió and Specń Feaures'' m

12:00 A.Kalinin (Institute for Problems in Mechanics of Rtłssian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow, Russia) 'Study ofElastic and Inelastic Interac-
tions in Atoms and Molecules by Small-Angle Fast Moleculal B1...
am Technique" ' 

,

12:30 A.F.Borghesani, G.Bręssi, G.Carugno, E.Conti, C.Del Noce, D.Iaruruzzi
(NFM, Sezione di Padova, (Jniversita'di Padova, Ital) "Infrared
Emission Induced by Electrons Moving in Noble Gases and Liquids"

13:00-14:30 LUNCII

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS SESS'OA' 
"'Chairman: Prof. Alexander Kikineshi (Uńgorod state University, Ukaine)

Secretary: Dr. Anna Gomonai (Instifute of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)

6



14:30 C.Szmytkowski, P'MoŻęjko. (' tomic Płryics Divisioru Faculty ofĘplied
Płrysics and Matłtematics, Teclmicąl University of Gdartsk PolarĄ''Recent
Progress in Absolute Total Cross Section Measurements for
Electron Scattering from Molecular Targets at Low and
Intermediate EnergyRange" - 

ffi
15:00 V.G'Litovchenko (Institute of Semiconductor Płrysics, NAS of Ulłaine'

Kiev, Ulaaine) "Peculiarities of Secondary lon Emission from
Matrices with Polar Chemical Bond" '.ffi

15:30 A.Glushkov (Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inst. Appl.Math.
oHMI, odessą, Ulaaine) ''QED Theory of Deformation
of the Radiation Atomic Lines in Strong Laser Field. Multiphoton
Resonancestt

16:00-16:30 COFFEEBREAK

ORAL PRESENTATIONS sEssrow t

Chairman: Prof. Mariusz Zubek (Technical UniversĘ, Gdańsk, Poland)
Sęcretary: Dr. Myko|a Erdevdi (Institute of Electron Physics' Uńgorod, Ukraine)

16:30 S.V.Ambrosov (Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inst. Appl.Math.
OHMI, Odessa, Ubaine) "Selective lonization of Atoms and
Molecules by Electric and Light Field. Autoionizing Rydberg
Resonances in Heavy Atoms. Optimal Isotope-Separation ffi+$ritrirrtr-
Selective Ionization Schemes" 

Ntffiu.{
16:45 A.I.Bęrchą P.Boedan. K.Glukhov,(UzĘorod State UniłersĘ, Ulłaine)

M.Sanajder, D.M.Berchą (Pedagogical UniversĘ, Rzeszów, Poland)
"Energy States and the Type of the GaAs/AlAs Short-Period

T.,.ffiffi#ffiSuperlaftices" .,łffinłffi
1 7:00 J.Cebulski, J.Polit, E.M. Sh er egii (Institute of P łtys i c s P e dagogi c a l

University, Rzeszów, Poland)''Magnetophonon Spectroscopy
of Zn'CdrHg1_'_rTe'' //lł//'M

fni#ffi#ffi
l 7: l 5 A.A.Efr emov. G.Ph.Romanov a (Ins titut e of S emi c onduct or P łty s i c s,

NAS of Ulłaine, Kiev, Ubaine) ''Interaction of Low-Energy Oxygen
Ion Beam with Silicon Surface: Transition Kinetics
of Phase and Structural Transformations."

17:30 Yu.A.Bandurin (Uzhgorod State University, Ulłaine) ''Cotr- ****'**
tinuum Radiation D;uring Ion Bombardment of Metals" ffi

17:45 AGlushkovr, S.V.Malinovskaya (tAton-Mol.-La.ser Spectr. Centre and lrst.
Ępl.Math OHMI' "NPo "Contpł. Centre", odessą Ulvaine) "Relativi-
stic Models in Dynamics of Interaction for Atoms, Atomic lons,
Molecules Electron Shells with Nuclei Nucleons: New Efrecb"m,ffiffi

łi{łsTill'tj'l!i'Ę!':Ę

18:00 L.A.Vitavetskava (ftom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inł. Appl.
Math. )HMI' odessa, Ulłaine) ''Accuratc QED Peńurbation Theory
Calculation of the Heavy and Super Heary Elemenb Atoms and lons

't

i

ZrllGtl4 andMulticharged lon Sftucture with Account EE#SssFi N
ofNuclear Size Efrect andQED Corrections" ' 

#ffiffi.f.#



18:15 l.Yu.KrivsĘ (Institute of Elecnon Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine)
"Further Development of Many-Particle, Many-Channel and Field
Methods in Atomic Physics Problems" ffi

POSTERS (14:00-15:00) sEssroil,
Chairman: Prof. Arpad Imre (Institute of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)
Secretary: Dr. Alexander SnegursĘ (nstifute of Electon Physios, UzhgoroĄ Ukraine)

1. E.T.KuchereŃo, o'E'Lushkin, V.B.Nazarenko, (Kyiv T. Shevchenko Uni-
versity, Radiophysical Dep., Kyev, Ulłaine ) "The Magnetron Spraying
Equipment for Obtaining Ferroelectric Films" 

ffi
2. I.E.Kachęr, A.K,Shuaibov, A.I.Dashchenko, M.Ju.Rigan (Uzhgorod State

Unhlersity, Uzhsorod, Ulłafue) "Experimental Equipment for optical
Studies of Laser Plasma of Multicomponent Compounds" ffi

3' ŁM.It4iĘ@, Zh.o.Kormosh, o.o'Semrad (Uzhgorod State University,
Department of Qhenistry, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Rhenium Doped Alloys
of Pb-Sb-O System : Synthesis, Analysis and Some Physico- ffi*ffiHffi#ffi{
Chemical Properties" ffi

4. Yu.M.Ańniuk, A.V.Gomonnai, D.B.Goyer, I.G.Megelą V.V.Lopu-
shansĘ (Institute of Electron Płrysics,Uzhhorod, Ulłaine)''Resonant
Interactions and Disorder Effects in CdSl-,Se, Mixed Crystal. 

-

Raman Spectra" ffi
5. V.V'Betsą L.V.Galagovets, L.E.Barchij, E.Yu.Pęresh, Yu.V.Popik,

M.Yu.Szabo (Uzhgorod State University, Chemistry Depąrtment, Uzhgo-
rod,Ulłaiłu)"The Influence of Electron Processes at Adsorption 

-

on the Thermoetectric Properties of TtaTiSa Single Crystats;' W
6. M.V'Kurikl, L.T' S iksai, o.Yu.Bandurin (Uzhgor od St ate Univ ers iĘ,

Uzhgorod, Waine, I Institute of Ecology (Jlłainian Nątional Academy
of Sciences, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Studies of the Bile
Structure for Patients with Liver Pathologies"

7. I.I.Bondar, V.V.Suran, M.I.Dudich (Physical Department, Uzhgorod State
UniversiĘ' Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) ''Nonresonant Mixing of Low Meta-
stable Levels of Ba Atoms by Laser Radiation" 

ffi
8. G.G.Bogachev (Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine)

"On the Configuration Mixing Effects in the Excitation of ZnII
and CdfI Lines at Electron-Atom Collisions" 

W
9. A.A.Borovik, V.N.Krasilinec, O.I.Zatsarinny (Institute of Electron

Płtysics, Uzhgorod Ulłaine\''Total Electron-Impact Excitation Cross
Sections for Low-f,nergy Autoionizing States in Lithium" 

ffi
1 0. I.V. Chernvshoval, J.E.Kontros l, o'B. Shpenikl' L,Szótćł ( Institute of

Ekrt-, P hy'ir', iJzhgorod, itooirr, 2 DŻpartment of rłlyiics, Miskoic
University, Miskolc, Hungary) "Cross Sections for Slow
Scattering by Cadmium Atoms"



I l. Yu.G.Chemyakova (Aton.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inst. Appl. Math.
oHMI, odessa, (Jlłaine)"Relativistic Peńurbation Theory Calculati_o'n^.'-. *
of the Na-Like Spectra Satellites to 2-3 Ne-Like lons Transition.'ffi-B;m

12. M.I.Dudich, V.V.Suran, I.I.Bondar (Physical Department, Uzhgorod State
IJniversiĘ, Uzhgorod Ukraine) ''DoubĘ{haIged Ion Formation During
Multiphoton lonization of Ba Atoms"

Itffi_rv#;E

l 3. V.M.Fever. T.Yu.PopiĘ o.B.Shpenik,Yu.V.Popik', M.M.Erdevdy. (.Iz-

stitute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod Ulłaine, 'Uzhgorod State Universi-
ty, Ulłaine) ''Peculiarities of Slow Electron Scattering
by Si-p(100) Surface"

l 4. A.V. Glushkov, YJśQZlovskaJą (At o n. - M ol. - Las er Sp e ctr. C entr e

and Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI, Odessa, Ubaine) "Rydberg States
of Diatomic Molecules:,4ó Iniłio Perturbation Theory Calculation
of Alkali Dimers"

Cross-section Excitations of Isomeric States of Nuclei
in (ył') Reaction''

tEittffiŁTł'?:lffi

ił.&tffir.l_{ll,tffi

15. A.V.Glushkov, M.Zuda (1nst. Appl.Math. OHMI and Atom.-Nucl.-Mol.
Spectr. Centre, odessa, Ulłaine) ''Bound States in Quarkony and_ 

_

Śuperatoms Systems:Enerry Levels Splitting. Ionized Superatoms Single
Electrons counter and superatoms MassiveMemory Cens" 

ffi
16. A.I.Gomonai, O.I.Kudelich, A.N.Nemeth (Institute of Electron Physics,

(}zhgorod, Ulłaine)''Three-Photon Ionization of Neutralsamarium" ffiffi
1 7. A.V.Glushkovr,M.V.Beloust, Yu.AKruglyakr, V.D.Parkhomenko2,

nNrsytutef, A.S.KatashinsĘl (l lttst. Appl. Math' oHMI and Atom.-Nucl.-
Mol. Spectr. Centre, odessa, Ulłaine,/IrstiĘte of General andNeorganic
Chemisw, NAS of Ulvaine, Kiev, Lrlłaine,2lnstihrte of Intellectual Property,
Kiey, Ulłaine,3Nątional Technical UniversĘ of IJlłaine "KPI'" Kiev'
Ulvaine) "Bound States in Catalysis: New Electrodynamical atrd *,**.o,o*r"

Quantum Chemical Models in Electron Theory of Catalysis" ffiffi
18. A.N.Gomonai, A'I.Imre, V.S'Vukstich, Yu.I.HuĘch (Instihłte of Electron

Płtysics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine\"Excitation of Laser Transitions froq th-ę-''_*
iłś;;'ń;r3;-i.".l. of id* Ion in Etectron-Ion Collisions'' ffi

19. A.V.Gomonnai, A.M.Solomon, V.V.LopushansĘ, I.G.Megelą Yu.M.Ań_
niĘ I.I.Turok (Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulaaine)
"Optical Absorption Spectra of X-Ray Irradiated CdSl-,Se, 

ffi_"ffiQuantum Dotstt

20. N.N.Guivan, A.N.Malinin, L.L.Shimon (Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ,
UrnSo-d Utorine) "Poputation Density of the B2!p State

3:f::::?#,:llorornide 
and Monochroride in Excimer ffi'

2 1. A.I.Guthy, V.S.Bohinyuk, A.G.Okunev, A.P.Osipenko, A.M.Parlae,
A.M.Fradkin, I.V.Khimich (Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Department
of Nuclear Physics' Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''The Study of Integral



22. M. Rlłęl (Atomic and Moleculąr Physics Laboratory, Pedagogical
University in Rzeszow 35-310 Rzeszow, Poland),.The Radial Harmonic
Oscillator Problem: Some Results" W

WffiffiffiffiSffiAYs #w$p ffiffi

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS sEssrolrry
Chairman: Prof. Volodymyr Litovchenko (Institute of Semiconductor physics,

NAS of Ukaine, Kiev, Ukaine)
Secretary: Dr. Lyudmila Romanova (Instifute ofElecton Physics, UńgoroĄ Ukaine)

9:00 A.Kisięl (Instytut Fąki, Uniwersytet Jagiellonski, PolanĄ,,Band
Structure Analysis of II-YI Group Ternary Compounds with
Transition Metals"

Nlffi

9:30 I.I'Fabrikant, (Department of Physics and Astronomy, UniversiĘ
of Nebrasla-Littcoln, Lincoln, USI) "Theory of Electron-Molecule
Collisions in the Sub-meV Range"

yffiy#łr,#ł

10:00 N.J.Mason, (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College
London, United Kingdom) "Experimental Studies of Transient
Molecules't W

10:30 A.A'Kikineshi, (Uzhgor od State University, Uzhgor od,Ulłaine)
"Structural Transformations in the Amorphous Nano-Layered
Chalcogenide Films"

11:00-l 1:30 COFFEE BREAK

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS

BfiStt{*tffi

sEssrorv v
Chairman: Dr. Nigel Mason (University College London, London, UK)
Secretary: Dr. Zoltan Torich (Instifute ofElecfoon Physics, UńgoroĄ Ukraine)

11:30 T.Mżirk' (Institut filr Ionenphysih Leopold Frałuens (Jniversittjt,
Inns bruc h Austr ia), G. Senn, G.Hanel, T.Fiegele, H.Drexel, M.Rtimmele,

2.Muigg, G.Denifl, P.Scheier, A.Stamatovicn, N.Masonb, J.D.Skalnyc.
(oFaculty of Physics Beograd, Yugoslavia, bDept. Physics and Astro,nomy,
UCL, London, United Kingdom, "Dept. Plasma Physics, Comenius tJni-
versiĘ, Bratislava, Slovak Republic),'Inelastic Interaction of Electrons
with Atoms, Molecules and Clusters: Attachment CrÓss Sections
and Appearance Energiestt

12 :00 E.Takacs (Mas s ac hus ett s Ins t itut e of Te c hno I o gt, C anbri dge, USA and
UniversiĘ of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary) ''Laboratory Astrophysics
with Highly-Charged Ions Using an X-Ray Micro-
calorimeter" +Ęś:RĘiiw_Ż

12 :30 D. B. Goyer, I. G.Megelą A'V. Gomonnai, Yu.M.Azhniuk (Ins titute of
Electron Płrysics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Investigation of Formation and
Annealing of Radiation Defects in III -V Semiconductors WplWł"
under Electron lrradiation'' łmim,#

l0



l2z45 V.Maslłuk' o.Parlag, o.Lendyel, T.Marinets, V.Bondarenko (Institute

of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "The Effect of Elementary
Particles Emissioń at the lleary Nuclei Fission Fragments Mass
Distribution" ,ffi

*ffEi',.YJffiffi

13:00-14:30 LUNCH

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS sEssrow vt

Chairman: Prof. Eugen Sheregii (Instifute of Physics Pedagogical Universią
Rzeszów, Poland)

Secretary: Dr.Tetyana Popik (Instifute of Electron Physics' Uńgorod t]krainę)

14:30 AK.Kazanskv, (Institute of Plrysics, St.Petersbułg Untversity, St.Petersburg,

Rwsia), L.Malegat, P.Selles, (LSAI, Batiment 350, Universite Paris-Sud,
Orsay Cedex, France) "Account ofthe Two Electron Correlations in the
Two-Electron Near-Threshold Photoionization" 

ffi&ittffi

15:00 N.Stolterfoh! J.Tanisr, J.-Y.Chesnel2, J. H.Bremer, (Hahn-Meitner-hstihrt
Cnn, Brriir, Germany, I Western Michigan (Jniversity, IJSA, 2 Centre
Interdisciplinaire de Recherche Iołls Lasers andUniversitć de Caen, Cedex,
Frarrce), B.Skogvall (Ze chnische Universiltjt Berlin, Germałry), F.FrómonĘ
D.Lecler, D.Hennecar! X.HussoĄ A.Cassimi, J.P.Grarrdn (Centre Inter'
discipliratre de Reclprche Iors Lasers and Universitć de Caen, Cedex, Fran-
ce)' Cs.Koncą L.GulyĄ B.Sulik (Insł'rłfu ofNuclear Research (ATOMKI),
DebreceĄ Hungary) ''Analogies in the lonization Mechanisms Induced
by Photons and Fast lons"

15:30 V. Matolin, N. Tsud (Department of Electronics and Yacuum Physics,
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, V Holesovickach
2, 180 00 Prague 8, Czech Republic) Influence of Metal-Substrate
Interaction on Mechanism of Co Adsorption on Alumina Suppońed
Palladium Particles: XPS and TDS Studies 

ffiI(i(ŁlśP]łffi
15:45 O.B.Shpenik (Institute of Electron Physics, Ubainian National Academy

of Sciences Universitetsla 21, 88000 Uzhgorod. Ubaine) Elementary
Processes And Phenomena Stimulated By The Slow Electron Colli-
sions s6sźffi#ffi

*_l'Eźłltffi
&ffi$łffi

16.00-16.30 COFFEE BREAK

ORAL PRESENTATIONS sEssrorvrt
Chairman: Prof. Alexander Kalinin (Instifutę for Problems in Mechanics of

Russian Academy of Scięnces, Moscow, Russia)
Secretary:,Dr. Yuri Shpenik (InŚitute of Electon Physics, UńgoroĄ Ukraine)

16:30 MTAsyen. Yu.Fekete, I.Haysak ({Jzhgorod State (Jniversity,

Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Spin Effects in Quarkonia" m

1l



t6z45 M.M.Kapustey, I.V.Khimich, V.Yu.Pojdą RM.Plekan (Uzhgorod
State University, Department of Nuclear Physics, Uzhgorod, Ubaine)
"The Adiabatic Three-Particte Shell-Model of Nucleus" 

ffi
ffi

17:00 I.I.Shafranyosh, V.Marushką I.I.Shafianyosh (Department ofPhysics,
Uzhgorod State University\ "Measurement of Cross Section
of Superelastic Electron Scattering from Magnesium" 

ffi
l7:15 V.A.Kelman, A.S.Rybak, Yu.o.ShoęniŁ Yu.V.Zhmenyak (Institute of

Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Discharge in Indium Iodide
Vapor for Laser on In 451.1 nm Selfterminating
Transition" 'ffi

17:30 N.V.Maksyutą V.I.Vysotskii (Shevchenlro University, Radiophys ical
Faculty, Kiev, Ulłaine) ''The Mechanism of Particle Requ-
larization of Positive lons Motion in Monocrystals" ffiffiffi

17:45 S.V.Malinovskaya (Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inst. Appt.
Math' oHMI, odessą, Ulłaine) ''$'Mafix Formalism in Calculation

18:00 P.Możejko, B.Zyrłicka-Możejko, C. Szmytko wski (At omic Physics
Division, Faculty ofApplied Physics and Mąthematics, Technical (Jni-
versiĘ of GdańsĘ PolanĄ ''Elastic Cross Section Calculations for

of Oscillator Strengths, Radiation and Autoionization Widths
for Complex Atoms and Multicharged lons"

Electron Scattering on Polyatomic Molecular Targets: Xya
(X = C' Si' Ge; Y = ą ą Cl), XFu 1y = 5, w, {.D, c2F6,
and CuYu1l'=ąl.)'

18:15 R.olszewski, M.Zubek (Department of Płrysics of Electronic
Phenomena, Technicąl University, Gdaiuk P olanĄ
"Electron Impact Excitation of Nitric Oxide"

POSTERS (14:00-15:00) sEssrorv,,
Chairman: Prof.Votodymyr. Kelman (Institute ofElecton Physics, UńgoroĄ Uloaine)
Secretary: Dr.Irina Chernyshova (Instifute of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)

l. B.M.Hundą V.M.Marunchak. A.M'Solomon, I.I.Turok, M.M.Borisyuk
Qnstitute of Electron P hysics,Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Thermostimulated
Luminescence in the Tb-Doped Lithium Tetraborate
Polycrystals"

2. V.M.Holovey, o. o.Parlag, V.T.Maslyuk, P.P.Pugą V.M.Marunchak,
M.I.Holovey, I.Yu.Kobaly (Institute of Electron physics, Uzhgorod,
Ulłaine) ''The Use of the Photo- and Neutron Activation Analysis
in Determining Eu Content in Lithium Tetraborate'' 

'ił,gffiss*ffiffi
t2



J. l\.r.I\altnm, u. r u.l.ruorovltsKll, v./\.vlorozoY, l.r
I.P.Rodionova2 (1Institute for Problemś in Mechanics of Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow, Russia,2Semenov Institutefor Chemical Physics of
Russian Academy of Sciences' Moscoul, Rłssia) "on the PossibilĘ to
Determine Repulsive Potentials in eV Region from Fast Molecular
Beam Scattering Experiments' ffi
D.Kaynts, A.Horvat (Department of Semicorlductors Płtysics, Uzhgorod
State University, Uzhgorod,Ulłaine)"The Influence of Domain Walls
on the Physical Properties ofSbSI and Sn2P2S5 Ferroelectrics" 

m
M. I.Karbovanets' M.V.Khcimą V.Yu.Lazur (Uzhgor od State Univer s i ty,

Department of Theoretical Płrysics, Uzhgorod, Ubaine) 'Asymptotic
Approach to the Processes of Two-Electron Capture at Slow lon-Atom
Collision" W

6. I.V.Kędyk' A.A.Grabar, I.M.Stoiką M.I.Gurzan, Yu.M.Vysochanskii (1z-
stitute of Solid State Physics and Chemistry of Uzhgorod State University,

5.

Uzhgor od, Ulłaine)''Photorefractive Propeńies of Modified
Sn2P2S6"

Continuum for lonization Problems"

V.F.Klepikovl, V.V.BryukhovetsĘl, R.I.Kuzrretsoval, v.P.Poida2, N.I.Ba-

'"'.*rT-J J<ivshyk', v. v. un*on' ( 
t S c i e nt ifi c and T ź c h n o l o gi c a i C e nt e r

of Electrophysics, National Academy of Science of Ubaine, Kharkiv, Uk'
iatne, 2 Kiaikiv National UniversiĘ, Kharkiv, lJlłaine, 3National Science
Center " Kharkav Institute of Physics and Technologt", Kharkiv, Ulvaine)
"Stimulating the Superplastic Deformation of the Al-Mg-Cu-Si-Mn-Zr
Alloy by the Preliminary Pulsed Electron Beam lrradiation' 

ffi
A.D.Kondorskiy (Moscow Institute of Płrysics andTechnologl (State
University) Moscow, Russia) "Role of Close-Coupling Effects in ffi

9. M.Kovaćić, J.HoraceĘ K.Najzar (Charles University, Faculty of Mathe-
matics and Płtysics, Prague, Czech Republic.) ''Use of Wavelets
in Potential Scattering Problems" W

l 0. Gy' Sh.Kovócs, I.P. Sfu denyĄ V.V.Panko' o.A.Mykaj lo' V.V.Mitrovcij,
A.G.Okunyev, A.M.Fradkin (Institute of Solid State Physics and Chemistry,
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Influence of p Radiation
on Optical Absorption Edge in CuiPSsI Crystals" 

W
l l. S.S'Krafchik, S.D.Chepur, B.M.Hundą P.P.Pugą I.I'Turok Qratitute of

Electron PĘsics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Thermografic and X_Ray Phase
Studies ofUndoped and Doped Lithium Tetraborate' W

ffis:E:Ę*lffi*ii

l2. V.N.Krasi1inec, A.A.Borovik (Institute of ElectronPlrysics, rlrłtgorod,
Ulłaine) ''PCI Effects in Electron Excitation of AutoionizinE ayffi
States in Lithium" W

l3



13. I.Y.Kuklina (Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre and Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,
odessa, Ubaine) "H-Like and He-Like Systems in Supóistrong
Magnetic Field: Numeral Calculation, 

ffi
'W

14. V.Yu.Lazur, L.M.Khalus (Uzhgorod State {Jniversity, Department of
Theoretical Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) 'Coulomb Effócts at the
Reaction of One-Electron Transfer at the Frame of Distorted-Waves
Methodt' ffiW

15. Y,Yu.Lazuf, O.K.Reyty (Uzhgorod State tJniversity, Department of
Theoretical physics, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''WKB-Methód in the Two_

l 6. S_.V.Malinovskayą N. S.Lobodą S.V.Filatov (At om. - Mo l. - Las e r Spe c tr.
Centre and Inst' Appl.Math. )HMI, odessą, Ulłaine) ''Unified Quantum-
Mechanical Theory Calculations of the Electron-positron pair pro-
duction in Intense Laser Field and in rreavy Atomic Nucleus collisions,

Center Problem for the Dirac Equation"

Atomic PariĘ Nonconservation Effect'

odessa, Ulaaine ) ''Dynamics of Polarization of the Twó-Level Medium
in Laser Field. Photon Echo and Applications in the Neural Networks
Theorytt

1 7. A.V.Lobo.dal, N. s.Loboda', A.V' Glushko ł (t C omp ut. D ep t. o H M rffi ,

Ulłaine, 2 Inst. Appl. Math. oHMI and Atom.'-Nucl. -Mol' śpectr. ientre,

1 8. V.Yu.Loj ą A.V.Ladą I.I.Turok, A.M. Sólomon, B.M.Hundą s. s.K&fchik,
Yu.I.Semak (Institute of Electron Physics, (}zhgorod, Ulłaine)
"Production of Zinc Sulphide and Sodium Ftuoride-Doped Lithium
Tetraborate and Studies ofltsproperties" 

ffi
19. Ya.Lykhach, V.Nehasil (Faculty of Mathematics and physics, Charles

Uniuersigł. Prague, Czech Republic) ''Electron Spectroscopy Study
of Metal Particle - Gas Molecule Interaction' 

ffi
20. R.T.Marivchukr, P.p.popovich r, V.V.Bunda2, E.E. Semrad I (t (Jz hgor od

St ate University, Chemistry Department, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine, 2 Uihg or od
State Institute oflnformation Science, Economics and Lav)
''SuperconductiviĘ at 100K in CdBaCaCuo Ceramics" ffi

21. V,M.Mazur, Z.M.Bigan, T.Y.Marynets, yu.V.pylypch erko (Institute
of Electron Physics, {Jzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Barium Isotopes
as the Object for Studying the Isomeric Ratios" 

W



BffiWffiSmeY$ SwEp trtr

ffiffiEffiAW, dw$p &&

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS sEsstow vt,

Chairman: Dr. Nina Avdonina (University of Pittsburgh, PittsburglL USA)
Secretary: Dr. Alexander Borovik Qnstitute ofElec{ronPĘ'sics' UźĘoroĄ U|aainQ

8:30 l.Sęllin (National Cancer Institute' Frederich USl). ''Coronal
LithiumAtoms" 

W
9:00 N.J.Mason (Department of Płrysics andAstronomy, University College

London, London, United Kingdon ). "Molecular SpectoscopyProbed by
Synchroton Radiaiton and Elechon Scattering" .,W

9:30 M.loeiash E.M.Sheregii (Pedagogical University, Institute of Physics,
Rzeszów, PolanĄ. ''Creation of the Heterojunction and Periodica|
Structures in Solid Solution by Laser Annealing". -ffi.ffi

10:00 L.P.Presnyakov (P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscov,, Russia\.''Ionization of Atoms by HĘhy{harged
Ions and by Intense Electromagnetic Fields". M

WPffiE

10:30 B.V.Robouch, A.Kisiel2 (1Ex-Associazion Euroatom ENEA Sulla
Fusione,2 Instytut Fizyki, lJniwersytet Jagiellonski, P olanĄ''Ternary
Elemental Zinc Blende Tetrahedra Size, Shłpe' Preferences as
Deduced From EXAFS Observations (Generalities' Model'*r***
Validation, Analysis, Comment on Some Results)" ffi

11:00-11:30 COFFEE BREAK

PLENARY LECTURES AND INVITED TALKS

Chairman: Prof. Tilman Merk flnstitut fiir IonenphysĘ lropold Franzers
UniversitĄ kmsbrucŁ Austia)

Secretary: Dr. oleg Parlag (Institute of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)

11:30 M.Popescu (National Institute of Materiak Physics, Bucharesb
Magurele, Romania).'Modilications Induccd by LJltraviolet Ligbt in
Non{rystalline Chalcogenides" W

$'tmi''ffiffi

12:00 M'Zubek (Department of Płtysics of Electronic Phenomena, Technical
University, Gdansk P olanĄ. llElastic and Inelastic Electron
Scattering by Atoms and Molecules in the Backward *ffiffiDirection'' ffią_''Hffi

sEssrorv vtt,

i

Ir

B
l5



12:30 D,Uskov (P.N.Lebedev physical Institute, Moscow, Russia).
"Collisional processes Involving Negative
Hydrogen lons"

Chairman: P_rof. Vyacheslar Klepikov (Scientific and Technological Center of
^ Electophysics, NAS of {.lkaine)
secretary: Dr. Boris Hunda (Instifute ofElectron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukaine)

14:30 Ą.54a!ansky (Institute of Physics, St.Petersburg LlniversiĘ, Russia),
A.G.Borisov, J.-p.Gauyacq (LCAM, Unite Mixte de Recherihe CNRS:
Universite, Cedese, France) "Application of the Wave-packet
Propagation Approach to somi probrems of Interaction Between

l3:00-14:30 LUNCH

ORAL PRESENTATIONS

[6:15 -16:30 COFFEE BREAK

.6

sEss/o r/rt

ffiffiffiffi

14:45 V.Ą'Kelman. Yu.o.Shpenik (Iłtstihłe ofEtectron P|rysics, ('Ińgord,
Ulłaine) ''Metal Vapor Lasers on Seif-Terminatinerransitions" 

ffi,ffiffi
15:00 Ł.P.Pugą B.M.Hunda (Institute of Electron Płrysics, Uzhgorod,

Ulłaine\''Thermostimulated Luminescence_and X_Raly
Luminescence of Undoped Li2B4O7 Single Crystals" 

ffi
15:15 ĄI.Imre (Institute of Electron Physics, (}zhgorod, Ulłaine\ ''Study

of Direct and Resonance processes in Col-iisions of Etecirons

Atomic Particles and Metal Surface"

with Atoms and lons"

of the Semiconductor Thin Films"

15:30 VZubskr, B.Mielewskar, G,C.King2 (tDepartment of physics of
Electronic Phenomena' Technical Unnerśry, Gdańsk póląnd,
' !;royt.*t -r1 

Physics and Astronomy, śc,ńuster Laboratory,
Mąnchester UniversiĘ, UĘ ''Absoluie Differential Cross śections
for Electron Scattering in Nitrogen in the Angutar Range
from 120"to 1800" 

ffiffi
15:45 J'Polit'' E.M.Sheregiil' E'Sciesińska2, J.Sciesński2. (|Institute of

Plllsics P9dagogical (Jniversity, Rzeszów,Poland, Instrite o} Ńu"ko,
P hysics, Cracow, P olanĄ''Tńe Reflection_Absorption spettr;;c;;y

1 ó: 00 M. I. Haysak, M.M.Dovhanich,, V. V. onys kol 1I w t itut e of El e ctr on
P hys ic s, Uz hgor o d, U lł ą i ne,, {], hgo, ód S tot e Univ er s ity, ('Iz hg or o d,
Ulłaine)^-"Hyperspherical Approach in Few_BodySystemj' 'rł'P'vaLll rll I'Ew_DUuy 

ffiffi



ORAL PRESENTATIONS sEss,o^rrv

Chairman: Prof. Anatoly Zavilopulo (Institute of Elęctron Physics, Uńgorod,
Ukraine)

Secretary: Oksana Kudelich (Instifutę of Electron Physics, Uńgorod, Ukraine)

[ó:30 o.Parlag, M.Stets, P.Pugą V.Maslyuk (Institute of Electron
Uzhgorod, Ulaairte) "Natural Gamma-ActivĘ Dynamics
Monitoring"

Thermal Stress in the Multiple Quantum Wells Using
Magnetophonon Spectroscopy"

17:00 A.V Snegursky (Ittstitute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulaaine)
"Threshold Fcculiarities of Electron-Impact Dissotiative Ionization
in PolYatomic Molecules" 

ffiffi
17: 15 n.V. Sokolwk, T.M.Zajac (Uzhgorod St ate UniversiĘ, Department of

Nuclear Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) 'On the Question of the Agre-
ment of Experimental Data with Theoretical Estimations of the
Cross-Sections of Reactions of Non-Elastic Gamma-Quanta
Scattering on Metastable States" 

ffi
1 7:30 V.M. Simulik, I.Yu.KrivsĘ (I nst itute of el ectr on phys ic s, Uzhgor o d,

Physics,

w.
w.&ffiffi

ló:45 G.Toma!ca', E'M'Sheregiil, J.Cębulski', W.SciuĘ W.Strupinski2, L.Dobr-
zańskt (1 Ilstitute of Płrysics of Pedag. (Jniver., Rzeszów, P oląnd, 2 l^tihrte
of Electronic Materiak Technologł, Warsaw, PolanĄ"Controlling of the

Ulłaine) 'nFurther Development of the Classical Electro- ł*t$E* ffi
dynamical Model of Atom" offi

17:45 l.I.opachko (Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Uzhgorod, Ukraine) ''Silver
Jubilee ofLaser-Plasma Investigations in Uzhgorod State
UniversiĘ'"

POSTERS (14:00-16:00) SESSTOTV T/

Chairman: Prof. Yolodymyr Masluk [nstitute of Electron Physics' Uńgorod,
Ultraine)

Secretary: Tetyana Smereka (nstitxe of Electon Physics, Uńgorod' tJlaaine)

l. E.Yu.Remetą V.I.Kęlemen (Institute ofElectron Physics,(Jzhgorod,
Ulłaine\ ''optical Potential Model for Elastic Scattering of the
Metastable He(2 tJS) Atoms by the Na(3 2S1 Atoms
in the 0.1 - 1000 meV Energy Region" 

ffi

t7



2. E.Yu.Remetą V.I.Kelemen' Yu.Yu.Bilak' L.L.Shimon (Institute
of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod,Ulłaine) " optical Potential Approach
for Low-Energy Electron Elastic Scattering by the Be, Mg, Ca, Ba
and Yb Atoms in the Forward and Backward Hemispheres tuffi_-t*fr
of Angles" 

ffi,1$ilffiffiffi

3. I.I.Shafranyosh, M.O.Margitich, L.L.Shimon (Department of Physics,
Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Electron-Impact loni-

4.

zation Cross-Sections of Sr Atoms from Ground- and
Statest

5.

I'I'Shafranyosh, T.A.Sneeurska}'a ([Jzhgorod State (JniversĘ, (}zhgorod,
Ulłaine) ''Energy Dependences of Electron Excitation Cross Sect'ions
out of Metastable States of Lower Mg, Ca and Sr Levels" m

V.N.Polischuk (C o nput. Dept. o H M I, odess ą, U tłaine) "Quasimotecular
Terms for Systems: "An Inert Gas Atom - Halogen Atom", "An Inert
Gas Atom - Rare Earth Atom""

6. P.P.Popovich (Institute of Solid State Physics and Chemistry, Uzhgorod

Uzhgo-

Wffi

State University,Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Fluctuation Effects in High- ,,,*.*.
Temperature Superconductor Oxides" ffiffi

7 . Yu.Pylyochenko, Z.Bigan, I.Kobal (Institute of Elecn on P hys ics,
rod, Ulaaine\ "Formation of Nuclei lsomeric States
in the Photofission Reactions"

8. I.V.Sheverą A.K.Shuaibov, L.L.Shimon, A.I.Dashchęnko' A.I.Minja
(Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, rJbaine) "Investigation
of the Work Conditions and Characteristics of Multiwave
Emitters on Rare Gas Chtorides and Ftorides" 

ffiffiE#ffi

9. I.V.SokoĘuk' T.M.Zajas (Uzhgorod State (Jniversity, Department
of Nuclear Plrysics, Uzhgorod, t}lłaine\ ''Isomer Hf_178m (16+)
as an Effective Solid for the Realization of a "Hot Gamma-Lap*p##*.TWffi,

10. M'Stets, M.HoshovsĘ o.Parlag (Institute of Electron Plrysics,lJzhgorod,
Ulrłaine), V.Buzash, V.okogrib (Uzhgorod State (}niversiĘ, Uzhgorod,
Ulłaine) ''The Activation Analysis of Electronic Scrap SamplesElementalComposition" 

,ffi_-ffi
I l. M.Stets, M.Hoshovsky (Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine),

M.Potushnyak (Uzhgorod Group of Archaeological Department of the
I.Krip'yakevich Inłtitute of Ulłainian Studies, National Academy of
Sciences of the Ulvaine) "Gamma-Spectrometry in ldentification
of Archaeological Samples" 

W

18



I 2. LP. Studenyak, V.V.Mitrovcij, Gy. Sh.Kovacs, O.A.Mykajlo, M.I.Gurzan,
Yu'M.Vysochanskii (Institute of Solid State Physics and ChemisĘ,
Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ulrłaine) ''Influence of Cationic
Substitution on Optical Absorption Processes in CuMP2Ę
(M= In, Cr) Layered Crystals"

WffiTW

I 3. I.P. Studenvak, Gy. Sh.Kovacs, V.V.Panko, V.V.Mitrovcij, O.A.Mykaj lo
(Instihłte of Solid State Physics and ChemisĘ, Uzhgorod State
University, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine) ''Growth and optical Propeńi*Ł-*- *
of CuTGeS5I Argyrodite-Type Crystals'o ffi

14. V.S.Vukstich, N.M.Erdevdy, J.E.Konffos, I.V'Chemishovą o.B.Shpenik
(Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod, Ubaine') "An Automated
Setup for Studying the Atomic Systems Excitation by Ultramono-
energetic Electronst'

płjfrłIffiiffi

l5. A.orbrłn. B.Sulik (Institute ofNuclear Research of the Hungarian
Academy ofSciences, Debrecen, Hungary) 'The Electronic
Screening Effect in Impact-Parameter Calculations"

Bllł3s:łffi
E{sp'łj:łd+]łłs*

l6. A.orbónl, T.J'M.Z,ouros2, L.Gulyast arrd B'Sulikl 1l Instirute o|Nuclea5
Research ofthe Hungańan Academy ofSciences, Debreceru Hungary,'De-
partment of Płtysics, University of Crete, HeraclioĄ Greece) ''Study of the
Transfer-Loss Process in Collisions of Li-Like lons with LisĘ9'*r***,*,,
Targets at Intermediate Energies" ffi

l7. H.V.Vasilieval, V.V.Strelkol, A.P.osypeŃo2 (1Institute of Sorbtion and
Endoecologł Problems, National Academy of Sciences of Ulłaine, Kyiv,
2(Jzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) ''Comparative Study of
the Interaction ofDifferent Types ofSyntbetic Sorbents with the
MicroquantĘ of Radionuclides in the Water Solution''

18. V.I.Sabov, T.I.Danylo, A.V.Sabov (Uzhgorod State University, Depart-
ment of Theoretical physics, Uzhgorod, Ubaine)rrMasses of Pseudo-
scalar Mesons in the Low - Energy Quantum Chromodynamics(QCD)" WWyn:JłE'#

19. N.Tsud' D.Baća, K.Veltruskó and V.Matolin (Department of Electronics
and Vacuum Physics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles
UniversiĘ, Prague, Czech Republic)''Structural Characterization
of Pd Thin Film Growth on Al2O3 Using Photoelectron
and Ion Spectroscopy"

20. IAs!ę!s' V.Maslyuk, o.Parlag (Institute of Electron Physics, Uzhgorod,
U lł a i ne), V'Buzash, o.Boldyńar (lJz hg or od St a t e (Jniv ers iĘ, Uz h gor od'
Ulłaine\ ''Gamma_Spectrometry of the Samples from
Mine"

I'

t
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21. O.I.Zatsarinny, L.A.Bandurina (Ins titute of Electr on P hysics, Uzhgorod,
Ubaine) "R-Matrix Calculation of the Electron-Impact Excitation
ofZn+and Cd+." ffi
B.Sulik", Cs.Koncz", A.orbrin", K.Tókósiąb', D.Berćnyf (ą Institute of
Nuclear Research of the HungarianAcademy of Sciences (ATOMKI)'
Debrecen, Hungary, olnstitute 

for Theoretical Physics, I/ienna University
of Technologł, Vienną, Austria) ''Multiple Scattering of the Electrons

23

Emitted in 150_250 keY/u C* + Ineń Gas Collisions'

18:00 Farewell

ffi
A.K.Shuaibov, L.L.Shimon, A.J.Dashchenko, M.P.Chuchm an (Uzhgorod
State (JniversiĘ, UzhgoroĄ Ubaine) ''Optical Characteristics of Laser
Erosion Plasma of Gallium, Indium and Copper' 

ffi
F F. Telyclko (Uzhgord State Univercity, Uzhgorod, Ulvaine) "Nw Yiew
on the Initial Cause of the Appearanct of Pathological Proc€ss€s'' 

ffi
MlayvĘ M.NagvL 'v 'anyskoz 1hrstiał" of Elearon Płt1sics NAS of
Ubaine, Uzhgorod, Waine,Ilwttnłe of Physia of SlovakAS, Bratislavą
Slwakią 2 (''lzhgorod State UniveriĘ, Uńgorod, Ulraine) "Dxripiion
ofAngular Correlation of Elecrons in Posibon Nęative lon by ffi
Hyperspherical CoordinatesMethod" #ffi

L.V.Pooerenko, M.V.Vinnichenko, V.S.Voitsenyal1Płyslcs Depart'
ment, National Kyiv Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ulłaine,
INational Science Center "Kharkoy Institute ofPlrysics ąnd Tech-

nolog/", Kharkov, Ulłaine)"SpectroeltipsometricStudies ffi
ofD* Ion IrradiatedW (110) and (111) SingleCrystals" ffi

A.K.PrykarDatsky. A'.Szum (Dept. of N onlinear Mathematicąl
Analysis, IAPMM the NAS, Lviv, (Jlłaine , Dept. of Applied
Mathematics at the AGH, Krakaw, Poland, Dept.of PĘsics, Adam
]ł{ickiew icz UniversiĘ, P oznan, P olanĄ''Chern-Simons Field
Theory and the Hadrons Continement Problem Within a *ffi
Faddeev Yang-Mills Field Decomposition" ffi#ffi

-V.G.Kravets, K.L.Vinnichenko (National Taras Shevchenko Kyiv
UniversiĘ, Physics Department, Kyiv, Ulłaine) 'Electon-Beam ffi
Irradiation-Based Recording on organic Ęe tr'ilms'' ffi

V.Moroz, K.Maśek @aculty of Math. and Phys., Charles University,
Depth. of Electronics andVacuum Physics, Prague, Czech Republlc)*^*
"RHEED investigation of noncontinuous bimetłllic layers' ffi
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HIGII RESOLUTION STT]DIBS OF LOW EI\'ERGY
NLECTRON COLLNIONS WITII GASEOUS TARGETS

A.Gopalan, J.BÓmmels, E.Leber, J.M.Weber' S.Barsotti,
D.Klar, M.-W.Rut H.Hotop

Fachbereich Physik Universitcźt Kaiserslautern,
D-6765 3 Kaiserslautern, Germany

Collisions between elęctrons and atoms, molecules or clusters at low
energies are of great fundametal and applied interęst. Especially, the attachment
af electrons to molecules XI with formation of either lóng-tived anions XI. or
dissociated products ,t + I (dissociative attachment) is an-important process in
connection with the dieleckic breakdown strength ofgases. processes^involving
vibrational excitation and negative ion formation are śtrongly mediated through
resonances in the collision complex. Apart from the-well known shale
resonances, vibrational Feshbach resonances have recently been observed io
play an important role. In these studies, it became clear thit very high energy
resolution (energ1z width around l meV) is necessary to reveal ttró oetiit orńe
resonance strucfure and - in electron attachment experiments - the steep rise in
the cross-section towards zero energy (s-wave attachment).

. , 
over the last ten years, our group has developed laser photoelectron sources

with (sub).meV-energy widths [l-3]. They rely on resonant two step laser
photoinization cf metastable Ar* or ground statek atoms with tunable nuoo*-
band lasers in conjunction with a careful characterization and minimization of
the residual electric field in the reaction region. so far, most of the experiments
have addressed electron attachement processes with selected moleóules and
molecular clusters. In these studies, the photoelectrons react with a collimated
target nozzlebeam in the region oftheir production.

At very low photoelectron currents energies down to E : 0,02 meV and
energy width down to 0,015 meV where achieved [3], but more Ępically,
effective energy widths between 0,2 and 2 meV where usio at 

"u'."nt' 

-bit*.óń

1 and 50 pA. For the first time, the E-ll2 limit (E-+0) for s-wave attachment
processes was clearly observed F-a] and step-like structure was observed in the
attachment yield at onsets for vibrational excitation [l-4]. prominent, narrow
vibrational Feshbach resonances were recently observód in electron attachment
reactions.with c_ryl I4l and, CH2Br2 molecules as well as with clusters of N2o
[5' 6] and co2 [7]. Experiments are under way to exploit the potential of thele
laser photoelectron sources for scattering experiments involving atoms in a well
collimated supersonic beam. In this setup, tńe electrons are cre-ated at threshold
with very low kinetic energy, extracted by a weak electric field and formed into
a collimated beam by suitable electron optics.

^ our work has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the
Graduiertenkolleg Laser_ und Teilchenspektroskopie aoo ńe Zentrum ffir
Laser-meBtechnik und Diagnostik.
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THEORETICAL STTIDIES OF DISSOCIATIVE
ATTACHMENT: FROM GAS PIIASE

TO COIYDENSED PIIASE

I.I. Fabrikant
D ep artm ent of P hy s i c s and As tr ono my, Univ er sity of N e br as lea- Linc o I n,

Lincoln, NE 68588, USA

Dissociative attachment (DA) processes in electron cbllisions with mo-
lecules are important for the description of a broad variety of phenomena
including gas discharge, controlled thermonuclear fusion, astrophysical
processes and environmental control. In spite of this, DA reactions are

relatively poorly studied theoretically. There are many examples where we have

not achieved even qualitative understanding ofthe DA processes. The situation
becomes even more complicated when DA is affęcted by environment, like in
the case of DA to clusters and adsorbates and molecules embedded in
condensed medium.

The present paper will discuss recent theoretical studies ofDA in gas and

condensed phase performed at the UniversĘ of Nebraska' our approach is
based on two formulations of the resonance scattering theory. The first one is
the Feshbach pĄection-operator method which we employ for sfudies of
collisions with simple diatomic molecules. The second formulation employs the

single-pole approximation of the R-matrix theory which is convenient for
semiempirical calculations. The R-mahix theory has'been used to calculate DA
cross sections and rates for methyl halidęs. We have shown that the rates for
methyl chloride and methyl halide obey Arrhenius law with thę activation
energy which is higher for the methyl halide wheręas methyl iodide does not
obey the Arrhenius law. For all methyl halides the cross section as a function of
elecffon energy eńibits structure at the vibrational excitation thresholds which
is associated with the vibrational Feshbach resonances.

The semiempirical R-matrix approach allows us to extend the theory to the
description of condensed-matter effects in DA. The position of the negative-ion
resonance is affected in this case by the polarization of the environment by the
negative ion. This effect leads to a massive enhancement of the DA cross
section for methyl chloride adsorbed on surfaces.

I

iI
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NEW MEASUREMENTS OF' ABSOLUTE ELECTRON
IMPACT IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS

OF Ne, Ar, Kr AI\[D Xe FROM 140 TO 4000 eV

A.A. Sorokin, L.A. Shmaenok, S.V. Bobashev
Ioffe Physico-Technical Institute MS St. petersburg, Russia

B. MÓbus, M. Richter, and G. Ulm
P łrysilralis ch-Technis che Bundes anstalt, Berlin, Germany

A method and apparatus for precise measurements of absolute total
cross-sections for electron-impact ionization of Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe have been
developed. Method is based on the comparison of the total ion yields resulting
from ionization of rare gases by ęlecffons and photons. Ratios of total crosi
sections for electron-impact ionization and photoionization in Ne, Ar, Kr, and
Xe in the energy n''.ge aom 140 ev to 4000 ev for electrons and from 16 ev to
l0l2 ev for photons were measured. comparatively low relative standard
unceńainties of l'3%oto |.9o/o were achieved using an apparafus combining
two insffumental developments. The flrst is associated with a highly accurató
device for the detennination of soft X-ray and vacuum-UV photón flux, a
cryogenic electrical substitution radiometer [l]. Tbe second is associated with
an experimental approach proposed in [2] and an upgraded ionization chamber
fnr the precise comparison of total ion yields for elecffon and photon impact.
on the basis of our measured cross-section ratios and well-known total
photoionization cross section data, we deduced absolute total elecfron-impact
ionization cross sections for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe with ręlative stanłard
uncertainties as low as 2.8%.13,41. A comparison of new cross-section data
with published experimental and theoretical data is given.

References:
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SMALL-ANGLE ELECTRON SCATTERING:
GEI\ERAL PROPERTIES AI\D SPECIF'IC FEATI'RES

Nina Avdonina
UniversiĘ of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

The difficulties of measuring reliably the electron differential cross sections
at small scattering angles, including their attendant normalization, are well
documented in the literature. In the talk we present a new and simple
representations of the kinematics of the inelastic electron scattering. We use
these representations to elucidate the behavior of the apparent generalized
oscillator strengths (AGOSs) at small, including zero, scattering angles. Our
approach can be used as a test for reliability ofthe experimental and theoretical
results in general. Possible specific features of AGOSs are discussed. We show
that analyical properties of matrix elements and kinematic properties of the
process of the small angle scattering dictate asimilarity in their behavior. To
support our predictions for AGOSs we use results of the close coupling
approximation (CCC). The AGOSs obtained in CCC are used to reveal
improper normalization of the measured and to identĘ spurious behavior in the
theoretical calculated eloctron differential cross sections. We also contrast the
small scattęring angle AGoSs to the results obtained in the First Born
approximation in high-energy limit as węll as at noar threshold energy.
Sipificance of the higher-order Born terms is manifested by the fact that
neither the slope of AGOSs with respect to the momentum transfer K nor
d(AGOSydK2 at the zero K obey the FBA. At big K apparent generalized
oscillator strengths and First Bom approximation results also have different
asymptotic behavior. We show that they converge to different limits at low
energy.
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STI]DY OF ELASTIC AIYD INELASTIC INTERACTIONS
IN ATOMS AIID MOLECULES BY SMALL ANGLE FAST

MOLECULAR BEAM TECHNIQUE

A.P.Kalinin
Institute for problems in mechanics of Russian Academy of Sciences,

Prospect Vernadskago I0l(1), Moscow I l752d, Russia

It is more than fifty years since the method of fast (enersy E-l keV)
molectllar.beam scattering at small angles (l0a - l0-2 rad) ii useó_to study thó
repulsive interaction.potentials of atońic particles (atoms, 

-molecules 
and ibns).

As usual.such exqeriments were consideród to have only elastic collisions. We
have desigred and constructed experimental set up at thó tnstitute for Problems
in Mechanics of Russian Acaderny of Scienceś which allowed not only to
measure the fact of particle scattering (differential cross section measurements -
black'squares in Fig.l) but simultaneously to define the energy of a scatteręd
particles (energy loss spectra measuremenis - ttg.2).

p, arbitr. units

Fig.l uses reduced
coordinates: t=0 E and
p=oe2 (e- scattering an-
gle, o - differential cross
section). Fig.2 gives the
energy loss spectra per
several scattering angles.
Peak I conesponds to
elastically scattered par-
ticles, and peaks II and
III - to inelastic ones.
Thereby one experiment
combines both angle and
energy measurements and
allowing to obtain the
doublę differential cross
sections. This became
possible by using the
position-sensitive micro-
channel plate detector
and the energy loss spect-
ra time of flight measu-
ring technique. Measure-
ments of double differen-
tial cross sections for
various systems including
molecules proved good
possibilities for definition
either elastic (open circ-
les, Fig. l) and inelastic
(triangles, Fig. 1) ditre-
rential cross sections, or
studies of the low lying
electronic states excita-
tion in molecules for
collisions ofthe fast pro-
jectile and target partic-
les.

He-N2
E = 2.5 keV

-10 o lo
Energy loss, eV

-.- total* elastic
_ 
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Fig. l. Differential cross sections
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INFRARED EMISSION II\DUCED
BY ELECTRONS MOVING

IN NOBLE GASES AI\D LIQUIDS

A. F. BorgJresaniąb'', G.Bressid, G'Carugro", E.Conti.,
C.Del Noceo'", end D.Iannuzzią"
,NFM, Sezione di Padova, haly,

b(,lniversita' di Padova, Italy
,INFN, Sezione di Padwa, Italy
dINFN Sezione di payia, Italy

" [Jniy er s it a' di P av ia, I t aly

The motion of excess electrons in matter is mainly determined, among other
things, by the electron-atom scattering properties. In rare gases and liquids two
different behaviors can be observed. The first one is related to electrońs with a
mean energy much higher than the thermal contribution. ln this case electrons
loose energy by inelastic collisions with łre sunounding atoms. A quite
diffęrent phenomenology shows up when elecffons interact with atoms at near
thermal energies. Elastic collisions prevail under these conditions. We present
an. experimental study on both phenomenologies. We are investigating the
infrared (IR) emission induced by both high-and low-energy electrons drifting
in noble gases and in noble liquids at near afonospheńc pressure. A 100 keV
electron beam enters an ionization chamber containing the sample. The IR light
emission is measured for the high enerry electrons as well as for the drifting
electrons as a function of the applied electric field. IR emission specfia are
recorded by mearrs of a spectrometer. We observed expeńmentally IR emission
at 7śro field. In this case, IR radiation is emitted during the elecfion
thermalization process involving only energetic electrons. A detailed study of
this phenomenon may shed light on the interaction experienced by the high-
energy electrons in the sample. As the electric field is increased and the
thermalized electrons drift, also the intensity of the IR emission increases. The
enhancement of the IR light output seems to be related to the drift motion of the
low energy electrons. This phenomenon, still to be clearly understood, may
prove a valuable tool for the investigation of the interaction betweęn low-
energy elecffons and atoms in dense gas€s or liquids.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN ABSOLUTE TOTAL CROSS
SECTION MEASTIREME}TilTS FOR ELECTRON
SCATTERING FROM MOLECULAR TARGETS

AT LOW AND INTERMEDIATE ENERGY RANGE

Czesław Szrnytkowski and Paweł Możejko
Atomic Plrysics Division, Faculty of Applied Pfusics and Mathematics,

Technical UniversĘ of Gdansk, ul. Gąbriela Nąrutowigza I1/l2,
80-9 5 2 Gdąńsk, P oland (czsz@mif'pg. sda. pU

Electron scatttering on atoms and molecules is an important tool in
investigation of interaction of electrons with matter. Total cross section (TCS)
for electron collision with atoms or molecules contains information of all
possible processes which occurs in collision phenomena and thus is valuable
and usefull quantity which may be used in atomic and molecular physics, low
temperafure plasmą astrophysics and otc.

In the present work we review absolutę total cross sections for electron
scattering from molęcular targets obtainęd recently of plasma interest and
molecular compound of great importance in manufacturing of electronic
microcircuits: XY4 (X = C, Si, Ge; Y : H, F, Cl), XF6 (X: S, W), X2Y6 (X : C,
Si; Y: H, F), C6Y6 (Y: H, F).

In figure I we compare TCS for e:C2F6 collisions determined in different
experiments: normalized TCS for energies ranging from 0.9 to 20 eV was
obtained by Sueoka et al [] with time-of-flight technique, Sanabia etalfzl

determined absolute TCS
from near-thermal energi-
es to 20 eV with the tro-
choidal spectrometer, for
measurements of absolutę
TCS from 0.5 eV to 250
oV, electrostatic l27o
electron spectrometer
was used by Szmfkow-
ski et al [3], Description
of methods and further
results will be presented
at the Conference.

This work has been
supported in part by
Polish State Committee

for Scientific Research
(KBN215/P03/9/r7)
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[2] j.E. Sanabią G.D. Cooper, J.A. Tossell and J'H' Moore, J' Chem. Phys. 108' 389
(19e8)

[3] Cz. Szmytkowski, P. Może-iko, G. Kasperski and E. Ptasińska-Dengą J. Phys. B. 33'
ls (2000)
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PECULIARITTES OF' SECONDARY ION EMISSION

FROM MATRICES WITII POLAR CIIEMICAL BOND

V.G. Litovchenko
Ilstitute of Semiconductor Physics, NAS of Ulłaine'

45 Pr. NauH, 252028 Kiev, Ulłaine
E-mąil : Lvg@Div9. Semic ond. Kiev -ua

It was found that secondary ion emission (SIE) from non'conductivę

matrices with polar chemical bonds (pure ionic, or mixed ionic-valence)

demonstrate some interesting and important peculiarities. The most important

are the high values of secondary ion yields for single atomic particles' These
yields cońlate fairly well with the bond ionicity degree, or *'q q. effective

óha.g. on an atom. The next important feafure is a correlation between

-*i.o* position of energy specfffof respective single atomic secondp i9n:

and structural parameters oT a iarget, nameiy displacement energy and chemical

bonds rigidity.
Seveial iOOitionat peculiarities are observed for emission of cluster

secondary ions.
Theń yield drops suffrciently with the increase of number of atoms in a

cluster. Such behavior as will be shown in the present work may be described

by exponential dependence, which takes into account the effective charge

iumbór ofaclusterand the degree ofinner ionization ofthe cluster.

Experimental data' dealńg with secondary ion emission from Sio2-Si

systernand illustrating the mechanisms dęscribed here are presented.

BAI\D STRUCTI}RE ANALYSIS
OF U.VI GROUP TERNARY COMPOUNDS

WITI{ TRANSITION METALS

A. Kisiel
InsĘtut Fizyki, Uniwersytet Jagiellonski ,

30 059 Krąkow, Reymonta 4, Poland
Ki s iel@c ast or. if. uj. e du.P I

The problem of the electronic strucfure of the II'VI semiconducting t€rnary

co-pounds with transition metals is still topical. To resolve this problem many

experimental and theoretical approaches were used. [n this lecture our interest

has beęn limited to the experimental analysis of the selected optical methods i.e.

reflectivity of light and pńotoemission spectroscopy, which serve in the study of
valence tanOs ana X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structwe (XANES) and

Bremstrahlung Isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) collecting information.on the

density of stitęs of conductivĘ bands. These experimental approaches are

compared with LMTO theoretical band structure calculations.



QED THEORY OF DEFORMA'TrON
OF THE RADIATION ATOMIC LINES

IN STRONG LASER FIELD.
MULTIPHOTON RESONANCES

A.V. Glushkov
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHW,

a/c 108, Odessa-9, 65009, fJbaine Lmail: glushkov@ltaco.net

A quantum-electrodynamical (QED) approach is utilized for studyng the
interaction of the atom with the laser field. Method bases on a descriptión of
atom in the field by the k- photon emission and absorption lines [1,2]. The lines
are described by their QED momenta of different orders which are calculated
with the use of the Gell-Mann & Low adiabatic formalism. To calculate the
values m, we use ńe Gell-Mann and Low adiabatic formula for the Lorentz &
Gauss (there are considered the cases of the single-, multimode, coherent,
stochastic) laser pulse shape. An account for the stochastic fluctuations in a
field effect is of a great importance. Results of the calculation for the
multiphoton resonance and multiphoton ionization profile in the H, Na,Cs
atoms are pr€sented. It is sfudied ńe phenomenon when an energy spectrum
liberated in the high intensity multiphoton ionization eńibits succeśsion of
peaks separated by photon energy (above threshold ionization). Efficiency of
method is demonstrated by calculating two-photon ionization cross-sections and
photoelectron angular distribution for extended photon energy range (inctuding
above-threshold ionization) in magnesium. comparison with the eigenchannel
R-matrix calculations of Luc-Koenig et al [3] is given. There is considered a
phenomenon of the Rydberg stabilization of the H atom in a strong laser field
and estimated the rate of transition bętween the stabilized Rydberg state
(n:40, m:2; E-10(8)V/cm ) and ground state, when it's possible the radiation
of photons with very high energy(the short-wave laser amplification). There are
presented the generalization of method for description of the multiphoton
processes in molecules. Preliminary results for some molecules are considered.
It has been developed the consistent QED theory for the Relay and Raman
vibration scattering of the light on the metastable molecular levels. As example
the H2, HD, D2 molecules are considered. The polarizability estimates and
depolarization degree under Relay and Raman light scattering on the
frequencies ofNd and Rb lasers are presented.
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TIIEORY OF ELECTRON.MOLECULE COLL$IONS
IN THE SUB-MEV RANGE

LI. Fabrikant
Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588, USA

Low-energy ęlęctron-moleculę collisions are strongly affected by long-
range interactions and weakly bound or virtual states. The present paper
discusses the rolę of these states in the processes of rotational deexcitation and
dissociative electron attachment in the energy region below about I meV. tn
particular we analyze thę ro1ę of dipole-supportęd states in collisions with tIF
and CH3CI molęculęs. Both molecules possess supercritical dipole moment that
męans that they can support bound states in the fixęd-nuclei approximation.
However, when rotation is included, thesę states tum into virtual states

conesponding to S-matrix poles for each particular set of rotational quantum
numbers. We analyze the position of thesę poles in the complex energy plane
and their role in rotational deexcitation. The dipole-supported states can also
play important role in dissociative attachm€nt. A typical example is ęlęctron
collisions with methyl iodidę molecules where the cross sęction is enhanced by
two orders of magritude. Another important fęature of low-ęnęrgy attachment
is a strong ęnhancement of the capture cross section due to polarization
interaction. This can be described by the quantum-mechanical model for
capture into polarization well developed by Vogt and Wannier []. We
generalize this model for targets possessing permanent dipole moment and
aoa|yze its validity for several moleculęs.

This work was supported by the US National Science Foundation.
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DGERIMENTAL STUDIES OF TRANSTENT
MOLECULES

N. J. Mason
Department of Physics and Astronomy, I}niversiĘ College London, Gower

Street, London WCIE 68T, United Kingdon

The need for an accurate understanding of the interaction of electrons with
molecular targets remains a crucial prerćquisite for many aręas of applied
research and technolory while providing academic 

- 
researchers 

- iith
conśderable challenges both in laboratory sfudies and theoretical modelling.

onę of the major resęarch imperative in electron collisions in the*next
9|ańer cenfury will be to increase our knowledge of ńe interaction of electrons
with mor_e complex targets, for example those śhort lived (unstable) molecular
targets often classified as 'transients' since they provide drive much ofthę local
site reactive chemisĘ.

Low energy collisions with molęcules arę diffrcult to modęl theoreticallv
and hard to measure experimentally. Theoretically the problem arises because
(a) the multicentręd nature of the interactions which cannot bę handled by a
simple potential, (b) the need, for problems of interest, to treat many elecfionic
states of tle target molecule, (c) many dissociation and excitation processes
occur outsidę the standard Bonr-oppeńeimer approximation. These problems
are particularly exacerbated for polar .open shóil and fiee radical siecies as
even modelling the targęt wavefunctions for these species is difficult. Hence it
is unlikely that thęoretical models will be able to piovide thę dąta required by
the applied communĘ, thus the emphasis is pliced upon the expórimental
community to providę fundamęntal data upón elęctron interactions with
transięnVreactivę molęcular species. Howevęr to date few experimental groups
havę bęęn able to combine the synthesis techniques needed to producó suóh
ffansięnt species with current collisional apparatus.

In this talk I will revięw recęnt scattering experiments fiom reactivę,
transięnt molecules illustrating the techniques dóveloped by describing recent
low energy elęcffon collision dynamics with the transiónt @óhr/radicalfspecieso:; oClo; Cl2o; Clo and No2 (all important moleńles in the E_ańh's
stratosphere) and discuss how these techniques may be used to study other
transient species important in astrochemisĘ, technológical plasmas and the life
sclences.
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STRUCTT]RAL TRANSFORMATIONS
IN AMORPHOUS NAI\TOLAYERED

CHALCOGENIDE FILMS

Kikineshi A.A.
Department of Solid State Electronics,

Uzhgorod State University, Ulłaine

Sizo restrictions and quantum-size ęffęcts in artificial nanostructures have
been ęxtensively investigated within last decadęs with a vięw to the
fundamental problems of elecfion spectra, electron or mass transport, optical
properties and their applications in materials science, elecffonics. Amorphous or
amorphous-crystalline, one- two- and three-dimensional semiconductor
nanostructuręs (first of all basęd on a_Si:H) became important besides the
Ępical crystalline GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices.

Amorphous nanolayered films containing 3-6 nm thick sub-layers were
produced with success on thę basis of a-Se, AsSe' As2Se3, As2S3, SąTe1-" or
similar glasses and usęd for fundamental investigations of the photoinduced
structural fransformations, hologram recording [l,2]. Two main groups of
problems in thęoretical and experimental investigations of thesę films are as
follows: i) electron energy spectra and related optical, elęctrical properties and
ii) material strucfure dependence on thę thickness, technology conditions and
extęrnal influences.

The first group of the problems werę examined with respect to the "blue
shift'' of thę fundamental absorption edge, changes in the ręflection, absorption
and refraction of the material, ęspęcially during light- or hęat treatmęnt of the
nanostructure.The second-type problems are connected with the change ofthe
intemal energy of the system, phase transitions, diffirsion and stress relaxation.

Both groups of problems have been demonstrated in the developed
amorphous nanolayered films' The photo_ and thermoinducęd changes of
optical parameters (due to the lasęr irradiation with diffęrent intensities) were
especially investigated and the mechanism of structural transformations was
connected with amorphous-amorphous or amorphous-crystalline transitions, as
well with interdiffirsion and related intermixing, stress relaxation in the given
nanolayered structure.

These ręsults węre used for thę development of possible mechanisms of
optical recording with surfacę deformations, for the optimization of the
recording process and resulting parameters ofthe ręcording materials.
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I TELASTIC INTERACTION OF ELECTRONS WITII
ATOMS, MOLECULES Al[D CLUSTERS: ATTACHMENT

CROSS SECTIONS AND APPEARANCE ENERGIES
G. Senn, G.Hanel, T.Fiegele, H.Drexel, M.Rtirnmele, D.Muigg, G.Denifl ,

P. Scheier, A. Stamatovico, N.Masonb, J.D. Skalnl and t-D.Uart
Institut filr lonenplrysiĘ Leopold Franzens (Jniyersitdt,

Technikrstr.21, A-6020 Innsbruch Austria

Electron impact ionization and elecffon attachment is an important tool in the
sfudy of atoms, molecules and clusters, in particular conceming the production
and identification of the corresponding cations and anions in mass spectrometry
and related studies about the properties of these ions (determination of cross
sections, fragmentation pattems, structure, reactivity, energetics, etc.). Details of
these properties are of importance for modelling and diagrrostic purposes in a
variety of fundamental and applied fields including plasma physics and chemisĘ,
afinospheric and interstellar physics, environmental sciences, etc.

With the recent progress conceming high resolution electron guns (achieving
well monochromatized electron beams with appreciable currents allowing to
study also reactions with small cross sections close to the ionization onset) it is
now also possible to perform high resolution measurements with electons on
rather elusive species such as atomic or molęcular clusters. Particular successful
examples for invesĘations along this line are recent elecffon attachment sfudies
in our laboratory using a high resolution ffochoidal electron monochromator
which allowed us to measure vibrationally ręsolved elecffon/cluster attachment
specffa for oxygen [,2] and nifiic oxide clusters [3,4] thus obtaining quantitative
information about the undeĄing attachment reactions (attachment mechanisms,
energetics, cross sections). Moreover, we have also investigated recently electron
affachment to Ę [5] and 03 [6] molecules and N2o clusters [7] using a high reso-
lution hemispheńcal monochromator in an attempt to solve open questions con_
cerning the details ofthe corresponding cross sections curves for dissociative elec-
tron attachment.

In addition, we have applied this new generation ofhigh resolution crossed
electron/molecular beam type machines to the investigation of the elecffon
ionization near thręshold (detemrination of appearance energies) of various
molecules (O3 [8] etc.) and clusters (including rare gas clusters [9], H2 clusters [9]
and N2O clusters [10]).

Ęork partia1ly supported by the FWF, Wien, Austria and the Austria-
Slovak cooperation 2l s 17.
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LABORATORY ASTROPHYSIC S
WITH IIIGHLY CIIARGED IONS USING

AN X-RAY MICROCALORIMETER

Endre Takacs
Massachusetts Institute of Technologł,

77 Massachusetts Ayenue, 26-239, Cambridge, MA 02139-4i07,
and University of Debrecen,

H-4001 Debrecen, Bem ter l8/A, Hungary

Highly charged ions in nature are created under extreme conditions, mostly
in hot plasmas of different astrophysical environments. Plasmas of special
interest are found for example in the magretically heated coronae of late-qpe
stars, the bubbles of gas heated by supernovae, the halos of elliptical galaxies,
the nuclei ofactive galaxies, and the vast regions in galaxy clusters.

Recently new X-ray telescopes and specffometers were sent into space
aboard satellites (e.g. ASCA, Chandra and XMM-Newton) to study X-rays
emitted by cosmic sources. These measurements are used to determine the
temperature distribution, densĘ, ionization stato, and elemental composition of
hot astrophysical plasmas. Although, the determination of the physical
parameters that define the plasma relies on complex models of the continuum
and line emission, there are only rare cases where the theoretical atomic physics
data are adequate with the accuracy achievable with the new X-ray space
insfruments. To achieve the best scientific interpretation of the data from
Chandra, XMM-Newton arrd ASCĄ theoretical calculations must be verified or
modified by the results obtained from spectroscopic measurements in thę
laboratory.

An excellent way to study the behavior of highly charged plasma ions is to
confine them in an Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT). The EBIT produces
customized, well-characteńzed plasmas suited to a wide varieĘ of precision
measurements. The manipulation of the plasma conditions in the EBIT can
generate a comprehensive database for comparison with theoretical atomic
physics calculations. We used a cryogenic X-ray microcalorimeter to conduct a
spectroscopic survey of astrophysically relevant plasma ions in the EBIT at the
National tnstitute of Standards and Technolory NIST). The X-ray
microcalorimeter combines the broadband capabilĘ and high throughput of the
semiconductor ionization detectors with a resolving power approaching that of
a Bragg crystal. Single X-ray photons absorbed in the microcalorimeter are
converted into heat causing a temperature ńse proportional to ttre X-ray energy.
It is an ideal instrument for EBIT plasma studies.

In this talk the EBlT-microcalorimeter instrumental combination will be
discussed and an overview of the recently obtained data will be presented.
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INVE STIGATION OF F'ORMATION
AND ANNEALING OF RADIATION DEFECTS

IN IN.V SEMICONDUCTORS
UNDER ELECTRON IRRADIATION

D.B.Goyer, I.G.Megela, A.V.Gomonnai, yu.M.Azhniuk
Instilute of Electr on physics,

Ula. Nat. Acad. Sci., Uzhhorod, Ulłaine

il-V semiconductors are widely applied in modern engineering.
Improvement of solid-state elecffonic devices operation is directly relited to thi
studies of various structural defects in these materials, the presence of which
determining their physical and operational properties. one of the most suitable
ways for simulation of physical processes in defect crystals is electron
irradiation, enabling both elementary point defects as well as more complex
cluster_Ępe aggregates to be introduced' depending on the irradiition
conditions.

In optical absorption spectra of electron-irradiated III-V crystals additional
absorption in the near-edge range is revealed due to large-scale spatial
fluctuations ofpotential caused by strongly compensated radiation defect fuveb
and disordęred areas' The analysis ofthe frequency dependence offręe-canier
absorption in InAs,Pl-, has shown an additional free carrier scattering
mechanism in the irradiated samples, resulting in the increase of the absorption
cross-section o: aln and the decrease of the power index in the frequincy
dependence o-v-r and being caused by local deformational fields.

The studies of the radiation defect thermal stability have shown that in all
the materials under investigation the radiation defects are pańly mobile a|ready
in the process of iradiation at 78 K, hence the resulting stable radiation defects
being the complexes containing the impurĘ atoms.

Th.e thermal stability of the radiation defects is shown to depend not only on
the electron energy' but on the iradiation dose as well. At the dose increasó the
annealing stages are observed to shift to higher temperatures; in the course of
annealing new complex defects are formed, annealing at higher temperatures.
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TIIE EFFECT OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
EN{ISSION AT TIIE IIEAVY I\UCLEI FISSION

FRAGMENTS MASS DISTRIBUTION

V. Maslyuk, O. Parlag, O. Lendyel, T. Marynets, V. Bondarenko
Ins titut e of El e ctr on P hy s ics,
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The mass and charge distribution (MCD) of fission products is a

fundamental characteristic that defines the peculiarities of heavy nuclei fission
and allows one to study the influence of shell effects and initial nucleus
excitation energy on that process. ln the case when fission product sets create a
canonical ensemble, MCD is dofined by the probabilĘ of their realization and
can be described within a framęwork of statistical thermodynamics'

ln the present paper, the data on the MCD calculation are glven both with
and without the inclusion of nuclear particles emission: neutrons (n), elechons
G-) and posifions (p*). Calculations were caried out at the example of the
uranium isotopes. The 2- fragments fission model was applied assuming the
emission of 6 to 8 nuclear particles of each sort. When calculating the enfiopy
term the statistical non-equivalence of nucleons present in different products
has been taken into account.

The MCD calculation was performed for the tranium isotopes at the
following assumptions:

The 2-fiagment clustęr and fission product (n, p- and p*) set is a canonical
ensemble taken at the same temperature. The nucleon temperature is defined by
the character ofthe initial nucleus excitation;

Elementary particles emission may effect the intemal energy of clusters.
MCD for U236 is analysed in detail at different approximations of nuclear

binding enerry calculation with the use of the experimental values. A role of
fission products with magic nucleons number and that of the initial nucleus
excitation energy in the formation of heavy nuclei fission mass channels is
discussed.
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II\-FLTIENCE OF METAL-SUBSTRATE
INTERACTION ON MECIIAMSM OF' CO ADSORPTION
ON ALUMINA SI]PPORTED PALLADIUM PARTICLES:

XPS AI\D TDS STUDIES

V. Matolin and N. Tsud
Department ofElectronics and Vacuum physics,

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles (Jniversity,
V Holesoviclrąch 2, I80 00 Prague 8, Czech Republic

The adsorption of carbon monoxidę on small alumina supported Pd
particles has bęen sfudied by temperature programmed desorption 1reo; using
molecular beam techniques and X-ray phótoelecłon spectroicopy'(xrŚ;. rrró
results showed clearly different surfacę properties of clusters deposited on a-
and g- alumina substrates. The XPS studies of Pd binding energy variation as a
function of Pd particle morphology showęd the different metal_substrate
interaction (MSI) effects for both substrates. The CO-pd interaction was
investigated using C Is photoelectron sp€cha that exhibited two Co-related
components. The CO dissociation was monitored as a rise of C Is signal at 285
eV while the molecularly adsorbęd Co eńibitęd the intensity at 287 eV' The
TDS method was used for the investigation of pd particle size dependent
vala1ion9 ofCO desorption activation energy and the CO dissociation activity
(via C +CO: CO2 reaction), respectively.

The effect of partial Co dissociation was observęd in the casę of Pd
deposited on g_aluminą but not in the case of small Pd particles prepared on a-
alumina substratę. The )(PS results explained this behavior as an_effect of MSI
ręlated to the clustęr - substrate charge transfer.
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: ELEMENTARYPROCESSES
AI\[D PIMNOMENA STIMT'LATED

BY TIIE SLOW ELECTRON COLLISIONS

O.B.Shpenik
Institute of Electron Physics, Ulłainian National Academy of Sciences

Universitetska 2l , 88000 Uzhgorod, Ulaaine

The report will deal with the survey of experimental research on the sfudięs
of elęmentary processes and phenomena in atomic systems stimulated by slow
(0-20 eV) electron collisions. The basic principles of experimental technique
will be presented: the electron and atomic beam sources, the electron
monochomators and arralyzers, thę methods of measuring the total and
differential scattering, excitation and ionization cross sections, the problems of
absolutę scattering cross-section dętermination.

In addition, thę most interesting data on the total scattering cross sections'
ęxcitation of the spectral line and energy level excitation, near-thręshold
ionżation of atoms and the lower (metastable) level excitation some atoms will
be discussed.

Among the phenomenó observed in the electron collisions, thę threshold
scattering feafures will be considęręd at thę example of thę II group atoms' the
role of the processes of the formation and decay of the negative-ion statęs
(resonances), autoionizing atomic states and thęir contributions to the different
elementary processes, as well as the post-collision interaction of scattered and
ejected electrons will be discussed.

And, finally, the recęnt ręsults on the electron scattering by single-charged
ions and solid surfaces will be presented.
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ACCOUNT OF TIIE TWO ELECTRON CORRELATIONS
IN TIIE TWO.ELECTRON NEAR.THRESHOLD

PIIOTOIOIIIZATION

L.Malegal P. Selles
LSAI, Batiment 350, Universite Pąris-Sud,

91405 Orsay Cedex, France;

A.K.KazansĘ
Institute of Physics, St.Petersburg University,

St.Petersburg, I 98904, Russia.

Near-threshold double photoionization of atoms by one photon is nowadays
an 'overheated' topic for both experimental and theoretical physics. The
contemporary experimental setups based on third-generation synchrotron
facilities and position_sensitivę dętectors with very high resolution have made it
possible to measure even absolute triple differential cross sections for such
processes wiń energies and angles of both ejected electrons being fxed in
coincidence. This experimental situation has provided a challenge for
theoretical studięs. Although the initial and final statęs of the two_electron
system can be fully determined, keeping track of the dynamical effects in the
system is quite difficult in the near_threshold region whęre the triple differential
cross sections are formęd due to thę extręm€ly subtle correlation between the
ejected electrons. The rolę of such conęlation w.rs very well-known aftęr thę
fundamental paper by Wannier [l]. Albeit the Wannier conclusion regarding the
threshold behaviour of the total cross section for double ionization sęems to be
confirmed with a number of theorętical and experimental sfudies, the problem
of calculation of angular distribution and energy sharing between the ejected
elecffons is still on agenda oftheoreticians. In this report a brief presentation of
a novęl- approach [2'3] for complete ab initio calculation of the triple
differęntial cross śection is given. This approach unites the accurate R-matrix
calculation of thę electron pail wave function in a certain vicinĘ of the nucleus
with the semiclassical routine [4] used for propagation of the wave function in
the extemal region. The calculations do not contain any additional fitting
parameters and give the results quite close to the experimental data. From the
theorętical point of view, it is very important that in our latest calculations we
have obtained the results which do not depend on the gauge used. This is
achieved with very precise calculationt of the electron pair wave function in the
intemal region. At the conference some new ręsults of the calculations will be
presented.
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ANALOGTES IN THE IONIZATION
MECIIAMSMS INDUCED

BY PHOTONS AI\D FAST IONS
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Cs' Koncz, L. Gulyós' B. Sulik,
Institute of Nuclear Research (ATOMKI), H-4001 Debrecen, Hungary

An overview is given over fundamental properties of ionization
mechanisms by particles impact. The analogićs between the interactions of
photons and fast ions with matter are elucidated. The discussion is focused on
the target atom Li which has a tightly bound ls orbital and a weekly bound 2s
orbital. Single ionization of the ls and 2s orbitals as well as double vacancy
production in thę ls orbital arę sfudied. Experimental cross sections for single
electron emission were determined in collisions of 95-MeV/u Arrs* projecti,les
for electron energies ranging from 3-1000 eV and angles ranging from 25u -
155". Models based on the Bom approximation are introduced to separate two-
and three-body effects, which can be attributed to characteristic properties of
ion and photon impact. Pointing out analogies in the impact by photons and
ions, the two- and three-body processes are associated with Compton scaffering
and photoabsorption, respectively. The cross section for three-body collisions
rapidly decreases with the electronic energy ffansfer involving a power law with
an exponents of -3.5 in accordance with the corresponding photoabsorption
cross sęctions. Two-body effects dominate at high electron emission energies.
Remarkably large contributions from two-body collisions were also observed
for the low-energy emission. For double vacancy production ofthe ls orbital,
sequential interactions of the pĘectile are considered. Furthermore' shake
mechanisms and dielectronic processes produced by dynamic electron
correlation are taken into consideration. Experimental results for fast ion impact
and s1łrchrotron radiation are suitable tools to obtain information about the
importance the different mechanisms for double ls vacancy production.
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MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY PROBED
BY SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
AIYD ELECTRON SCATTERING

N.J. Mason
Department of Physics and Astronomy,

University College London, Gower Street,
London WCIE 68T, United Kingdom

Molecular spectroscopy is fundamental to many aspects of atmospheric and
astrophysical science. Measurements of basic physical parameters in planetary
aEnospheres and in the interstellar medium (ISM), such as temperature, wind
fields and number densities of the constituent gases, use rómote sensing
techniques. The raw data is typically a measurement of the intensity of thó
elecffomagretic radiation emitted by the molecules themselves, or transmitted
through the molecular environment from an extęmal source such as the sun.
Mo:ritoring insfiuments may produce spectra, as in the (IV specfiograph on
Hubble, or intensities ofradiation over a relatively broad band, such asiecbrded
by weather satellites. ln all cases the required physical parameters of the
molecular environment cannot be derived from the raw data unless
spectroscopic lnowledge of the molecules themselves (in appropriate physical
conditions) is available. The construction of a .Spectral Atlas' is therefore
essential to our understanding of atnospheric and astrophysical sciences.
However at present our knowledge of the spectroscopy of many molecular
systems is incomplete, particularly in the UV spectral region.

In this talk I will review how modern experimental techniques using
synchroffon radiation and electron impact are providing fundamental
information on the W spectroscopy of those moleculęs playing a key role in
current environmental research and astrophysics, Opportunities for new
research utilising recently developed apparatus will be outlined and a discussion
given of the importance of UV spectroscopy in the new scientific discipline of
astrobiolory (and the search for possiblę existence ofextratenestrial life).
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CREATION OT' THE IIETEROJT]I\CTION
AIYD PERIODICAL STRUCTURES

IN SOLID SOLUTION BY LASER AhII\EALING

M. Pociask, E.M. Sheregii
Pedagogical UniversiĘ, Institute of Physics'

Rejtana 16a, 35-3I0 Rzeszów, Poland
e- mail : p o ci as le@at ena. univ. rze s z ow. pl

A method using laser of segregation of impurities or interstitial mercury
atoms (IMA) in solid phase HpsCdozTe (MCT) is presented [1-2]. A
theoretical model for this process is also proposed. The equation for the

diffiision of impurities or IMA was completed by a term describing the
influence ofphonon flux on diffiision process.

Computer simulation of the laser annealing process reveal the possibility of
obtaining a sharp maximum of Hg concentration for appropńately chosen
parameters of laser pulse.

This was verified experimentally with MCT specimens annealed by using a

YAG: Nd3+ laser 2. Photoresponse and voltage-ampere characteristics show
that heterojunction is created in laser annealed HgCdTe [3].

Concentrations of Hg, Cd, Te as a function of the depth from the irradiated
surface, for samples with the same composition, but with different initial
concentration of intrinsic defects. (vacations and interstitial Hg atoms) were
measured before and after lasęr annealing. Unexpected oscillations regularly
repeated in each sample can be noticęd. The possibilĘ of interpreting these
results based upon the thermodynamic theory of decomposition of solid
solution having two thermodynamic potential minima with different values has
been considered [4].
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IOIIISATION OF ATOMS
BY TIIGIILY CIIARGED IONS

AI\TD STRONG ELECTROMAGI\IETIC FIELDS

Leonid P. Presnyakov
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute,

Rus sian Ac ade my of Sc ienc es,
LeninslE pr. 5 3, I 17924 Moscow, Russia

The following topics are discussed:
Similarity of ionisation processes (by HCI and SEF);
A single non-stationary approach for descńption ofboth processes;
- Gordon-Volkov-KeĘsh states and their generalżation for one-and two-

electron continuum wave functions;
Complete and orthogonal set of basis wavę functions' importance of

orthogonality;
Close coupling equations including the continuum, unitarity of S-matrix;
- Single- and double- elęcfion removal in collisions of atoms and negative

ions with HCI, charge fiansfer and ionisation;
- Ionisation of atoms by SEF, role of close coupling effects in the

continuum, physical model and related mathematics;
- lnteractions of atoms with short and super short laser pulses;
- Comparison with experimental data availablę and other theories
- Future developments.
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TERNARY ELEMENTAL ZINC BLEI\DB
TETRAHEDRA SIZE, SIIAPE, PREFERENCES
AS DEDUCED FROM EXAFS OBSERVATIONS

B.V.Robouch, A.Kisiel
robouch@frascati.enea.it kisiel@castor.if.uj. edu.pl

Zinc Blende (ZB) fcc Ą--B-Z (or AYl1-) ternary semiconductors pfesent
both fundamental and practical interest. They are currently studied by EXAFS
and FIR lattice vibration. The talk presents a 5 axiom model to deconvolve
EXAFS observations of the variation with dilution x of the average
coordination number and averase inter ion distance. Site occuoation oreferences
(SoPs) were FlR reported 

"for 
GaAs*P1-"t'1 and cdselTe1"tĄ. EXAFS

confinned SOPs in quaternary GalnAsSbtsl and CdMnTeSetal and temary
ZnMnSetsl; the threę were disóussed using our probabilistic modęlt61 A neń
probabilistic approachtTl applied to ZB temary compounds has been checked for
the following GaInAs, GaAsP, CdZnTe, ZnMnSe, ZnMnS' Złllvlile, CdMnTe,
HgMnTe ternaries. In aLI ZB fcc ternary materials, of the five tetrahedron
configurations two have regular binary tetrahedra, while the strictly temary
three preserve symmetries but are distorted. SOPs repeatedly reported in
literature can be interpreted as differences of enthalpy of formation -Aff of
the two binary constituents AZ and BZ, random distribution resulting when
both are equal. Deconvolution of data retrieved from literature (l2 articles
covering 8 materials) is carried out assuming as per model axioms: 1) Weight
biased {Wp} Bernoulli binomial polynomials describe the populations. 2) NNN
sitę fills are determined by the three NN SoP preferences of the Z ion'
3) Conservation at all dilutions of the total coordination number delimit the
range of validity within the {0<Wr<4;0<WzŚ2;0<W3<4/3} space. y') The 19
inter ion distances of the 3 ternary configurations and 7 pairs respect 9
tetrahedron constraints. 5) Relaxation of each configuration sublattice
tetrahedron volume pair to common values (3 constraints). The reduction tom
50 (:31+19) parameters to l0 (=3+7) degrees of fteedom consents
deconvolution of literafure reported data. For the model credibilĘ, validation is
done at three levels' Ą Evaluated curves and corresponding virtual crystal
approximation (VCA) curves are graphically compared with the 152 retrieved
values and conesponding Vegard Law lines. IĄ Coordination number clrves
evaluated from distance observations are graphically compared with those
experimentally observed, giving credibilĘ to SoPs derived from distances
(universally observed) in the absence ofdirect observations. lll) Obtained SOP
values reveal a direct correlation wit}r i) EnthaĘy of formation MApIo of
component binaries value differences, ii) Configuration T3 rejection in materials
with monophase structure disruption (not attributable to odd magnetic coupling
or superexchange in all 5 retrievęd DMS's)' Neither enthalpy nor disruption afe
knownto the model.
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MODIF'ICATIONS INDUCED BY ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT
IN NON.CRYSTALLINE CHALCOGEIYIDES

Mihai Popescu
National Institute of Mąteriak Płlysics,76900-Bucharest-Magurele, P.o. Box
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Arsenic sulfide and arsenic selenide glassy samples with plane natural
surface have been inadiated by ultraviolet light with thi wavelength situatęd in
the range 330 - 360 nm, for various time intervals and variouslemperatures:
Aom room temperafure up to glass transition temperafure.

structure of the non-inadiated and inadiated samples was investigated by
X-ray diffraction.

Inadiation in ambient afinosphere leads to the formation of As2O3
(arsenolite) crystallites, which show a (ll1) crystallographic orientation at thó
sample surface. some chalcogen effirsion was reveiled. The crystallization
proceeds at around softening temperature and the non-stoichiometrió crystalline
phases are formed. For example, at the surfacę of As2Se3 bulk glass aró formed
AsSe crystallites.

_ The changes induced by thermal annealing and Lrv irradiation in complex
glasses were interpreted in the frame of the structuro-chemical thiorv
developed by Myuller.
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ELASTIC AI\D INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING
BY ATOMS AND MOLECTILES IN TIIE BACKWARD

DIRECTION

Mariusz Zubek
Department of Plrysics of Electronic Phenomena,

Technical UniversiĘ, 80-952 Gdansk Poland

In this report progress made recently in the studies of electron scattering by
atoms and molecules in the region of large scattering angles up to 1800 will be
presented. Measurements of elastic and inelastic scattering in the backward
direction are important for determination of the respective differential cross
sections over the complete angular range from 00 to 1800. Such sfudies are
especially significant in the developing adequate models for the short- and long-
range correlation (polarization) and exchange interactions. It is also expected
that new cusp structures and resonance negative-ion states will be discovered in
observations of scattering under large scattering angles. In the report recent
experimental developments, the electron-mirror spectrometer I I ] and magnetic
angle-changing technique [ 2,3 ] will be described. Results obtained for large
scattering angles l200 - l 800 for elastic electron scatteńng by molecules [ 4,5 ],
vibrational excitation [ 4 ], electronic excitation ofhelium [ 6 ] and resonance
elastic [ 7,8 ] and inelastic scattering [ 9 ] will also be discussed.
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COI,LISIONAL PROCESSES IIYVOLVING
NEGATIVE I{YDROGEN IONS

D. B. Uskov
P.N. Lebedev P hysical Iwtitute,

LeninslE Prospect I17924 Moscow, Russia

The recęnt interest in collisions involving negative hydrogen ions was
mainly stimulated by the possible application of the energetic bęams of H_ ions
in the technology of auxiliary heating of magnetically confined fusion plasmas.
one of the promising męthods of neutralization of If ions necessary tb obtain
the beam of neutral hydrogen is based on the męchanism óf electron
detachmęnt in collisions of H- ions with multiply charged ions in the plasma
neuffalizer Fl. The following processes are quite important for the calculations
of neutralization efficiencies and stability of H- beam :

H-+Xq*-r#+...
lf+;1r+-+ff+..'
H- + Ho-+ ff + H- +e'
H- + H--+ ff + ff+ 2e-
H- + e-+ Ho + 2e-
H-+e'-+ tf+ 3e-
Rearrangement collisions of ions with nęutral atoms have been studied in

detail during the last decades. The experimental studies of collisions between
negative and positive ions required development ofcrossęd_beam arrd merged_
beam techniques [l] which stimulatęd the development of reliable thęorętical
methods for calculations of various relatęd cross sections in a wide range of
collision energies and ion charge states" From the theoretical point of view
negative hydrogen ions are "exotic" atomic species having very low ionization
potential and the outer electron in many cases can be considered as being bound
by a short-range forces. The theory presented in the present report makes
extensive use of the methods developed in the theory of multiphoton ionization
by a strong electromagnetic field [2]. Extension of these methods to the
rearrangement collision problems [3,4] allowed to perform calculations of
various cross sections in very good agreement with recent experimental data and
to predict rather ręliable scaling properties ofsome collision cross sections [5-7].
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ELASTIC AI\D II\ELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING
BY ATOMS AI\D MOLECULES IN THE BACK\ryARI)

DIRECTION

Mariusz Zubek
Department of Płtysics of Electronic Phenomena,

Technical UnilersiĘ, 80-95 2 Gdansh P oland

In this report progress made recently in the studies of electron scattering by
atoms and molecules in the region of large scattering angles up to 1800 will be
presented. Measurements of elastic and inelastic scattering in the backward
direction are important for determination of the respective differential cross
sections over the complete angular range from 00 to 1800. Such studies are
especially significant in the developing adequate models for the short- and long-
range conelation (polarization) and exchange interactions. It is also expected
that new cusp strucfures and resonancę negative-ion states will be discovered in
observations of scattering under large scattering angles. In the report recent
experimental developments, the ęlectron-minor spectrometer I l ] and magnetic
angle-changing technique [ 2'3 ] will be described. Ręsults obtained for large
scattering angles 120u - 180u for elastic electron scattering by molecules [ 4,5 ],
vibrational excitation [ 4 ], electronic excitation ofhelium [ 6 ] and resonance
elastic [ 7,8 ] and inelastic scattering [ 9 ] will also be discussed.
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SELECTIVE IONIZATION OF' ATOMS AI\D
MOLECULES BY ELECTRIC AND LIGHT FIELD.

AUTOIONIZING RYDBERG RESONANCES IN IIEAVY
ATOMS. OPTIMAL ISOTOPE.SEPARATION

SELECTIVE IOMZATION SCHEMES

S.V.Ambrosov
Atom.'Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,a/c 108, Odessa-9,

65 009, Ulvaine E-mail: glushkov@paco.net

On the basis of the quantum mechanical perturbation theory calculations it
has been considered the optimal scheme for the selective ionization of atoms
method [1], based on the selective resonance excitation of atoms by laser
radiation into states near ionization boundary and further autoionization decay
of excited states under action of extemal elęctric field [2,3]' It's given the exact
numeral solution for atomic autoionization undęr the extemal electric field
action . There are presented the numeral data for autoionization of states with
17-12 for the Rb atom in elecric field (10(a) V/cm). There are presented the
results of the theoretical study of the autoionization resonances (AR)in complex
multielectron heavy atoms (rare-earth atom: Yb, Tm etc) in the external electric
and laser field .There have been analysed the unusual especialities of their
behaviour in a field, in particular, an effect of giant broadening of the AR
widths in the relatively weak €xtemal field. There are consideręd 2 main
channels for the AR decay. one ofthęm is the traditional Beutler-Fano channel.
Anotber one is a new decay łpę (the reorientational decay (RD) .An
appreciable dependence of the RD velocity at the modęrately weak (-l00 V/cm
) electric field has been analysed. Detailed information about the AR is needęd
to optimize the excitation and ionization of atom. The optimal schęme presumes
the compromise between the high excitation probability and high decay rate that
determines the lower and upper boundaries for AR decay rate. The use ofthe
RD channel essentially increases the possibility of such a compromise. New
possibilities of the optimization for the lasęr resonance ionization scheme with
account ofthese effęcts are indicatęd. The problem ofthe search for optimal isotope-
selective vibration lęvels excitation scheme (for UF6) is also considered [4].
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ENERGY STATES AND Tm TYPE OF TIm GaAs/AlAs
SIIORT.PERIOD SUPERLATTICES

A.I. Berchą P. Bogdarr, K. Glukhov
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Voloshina Str. 54, Ubaine

M. Sznajder, D.M. Berchą
Pedagogical UniversiĘ, Rejtana 16ą, j5-3]0 Rzeszów, Poland

Recently, the photoluminescence expeńments at different pumping levels
proved, that the asymmetric short-period superlattices (GaAs)n/(AlAs)m,
n=2m, n<l2 arę materials with the direct forbiddęn gap [1,2].

We present results of our investigation of the energy states by the envelope
function method which confirm our experimental data concerning the type of
the superlattices [3]. To obtain suffrcient numerical agreement with the
experimental values of energies of interband transitions, we introduced an
adjustable paremeter in the boundary conditions.

The introduction of this parameter is based on the assumption that the
lattice constant mismatch betwęen input materials or some defects in the
superlattice, which appear during its growth, may change the bottom profile of
the well, which in turn may influence the energy states.

Our investigation of the photoluminescence polmization t4l and
calculations show that the lattice constant mismatch is important for the
GaAs/AlAs becausę it leads to the mixing of states for heavy and light holes,
and changes the energy of interband transitions. However, the type of
superlattice does not depend on thę mismatch for the cęrtain model of the
boundary conditions in every considered superlattices.
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SILVER JUBILEE OF LASER-PLASMA
IIYVESTIGATIONS IN UZHGOROD STATE

UNIVERSITY

I.I.Opachko
Uzhgorod State University, Pidgirna str. 46, 88000,

Uzhgorod, Ubąine

In the report there are the results oftwęnty five years investigations of laser
plasma conducted in "Laser Plasma Investigations" Laboratory founded in
Quanfum Elęcftonics Chair in Uńgorod State University'

The work carried out gave the possibilĘ for the first time to:
l) conduct complex investigations of nano-second laser films deposition

with simultanęous tnass-spectrometer and probe control of the main process
pararneters.

2) use MCI (multi-charged ions) of laser plasma to investigate the light at
its interaction with the surface.

3) investigate and widen laser mass-spectrometry possibilities that include:
mass-specffomeĘ with the use of ion clusters' resonance and non-resonance
absorption of irradiation, laser stimulated elecffon bęams.

4) use pulse-periodic lasers on self-terminated fiansitions in mass-
spęctrometry, to create and prove experimentally the model of surface heating,
to find and classifr characteristic ionisation regimes and nonłinęar processes
that accompany them.

5) propose and creatę analytical devicę of new generation i.e' laser mass-
spęctromęter- projection microscope and also to use QLA (quantum light
amplifier) on the basis of Cu-vapour laser to investigate optical properties
dynamics in laser irradiation range.

6) propose and realizę the methods of production the complex and layered
films, super-lattices and other from components of laser plasma and to create
the processes models.

7) investigate processes that accompany illuminator's laser layers
separation that the got results.

The ways and perspectives of thę following scięntific investigations are
discussed.
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MAGIYETOPHONON SPECTROSCOPY
OF ZryCdyllgr-x-yTe

J.Cebulski, J. Polit and E.M. Sheregii
Iwtitute of Physics Pedagogical {Jniversity, Rzeszów, Rejtana t6A, Poland

MPR was observed on three samples of Zn*CĄHg1-"_rTe (ZMCT) (I-r0.08
and 50.11, II-r0.12 and 5-0.10, tII-x=0.17 and f:0.0i]). The measurements
were performed in pulsed magretic fields. The second derivation of transverse
magnetoresistance d2p*(B/dB2 as a function of a magnetic field B was
registered up to 6.5 T at different temperatures within the range of 77 - 200 K.
The example of expeńmental records obtained for specimen III at temperature
99K are shown in Fig. l. The structure of wide maximums - which are clearly
visible on experimerrtal curvęs' coresponds to four series ofpeaks. These series
are connęcted with four kinds of phonons. Measurements Raman spectra [1] of
several compositions confirms three-mode behaviour of phonon spectra. The
clustermodehasalsobeen O I 2 3 4 5 B,T j
observed. 4 kinds of LO- - i
phonons (of HgTeJike,
CdTe:like and ZnTeJike
sublattices and ZnTe-clu-
sters) participate in the elect-
ron-phonon interaction.

From these general consi-
derations it follows that the
series a is caused by the ab-
sorption of LO-phonons of
HgTe-like sublattice. The
peak al* is the sfiongest and
the most distinguishable at
l24 KŚ T < l58 K, whereas
peak a|- is most disting-
uishablę at T > l58 K. These
peaks are correspondent to
their harmonics ą2, a3 and a4
because a2, a3 and a4 are
observed in the fields which
are approximately equal to
ll2 Bo, l/3 Be and l/4 Bo,
respectively (Bs - resonance
magnetic field for peak
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Calculating the theo-

retical positions of MPR-s
peaks, we have applied the
best fit procedure to the
experimental positions of
peaks a|* and al- , thus
obtaining the value of
energy E, : 350 meV at
temperature: T:99 K.

12345g,t7

FĘ1. Experimental record of d2p*(B/dB2.
The electron transitions between Lan-
dau levels corresponding observed
MPR's are shown lower. The inset
shows the energy transitions appro-
priated to phonon energies or diffę-
rence ofphonon energies (the values
are given in meV).



Now, it is possible to interpret another seńes of peaks, namely: b, c and k.
Since the positions ofpeaks ól*, ct* arrd łl+ are characterised by a consequent
increase in magretic field, these peaks may be expected to be caused by
electron trarrsitions 0* - l* 1Landau levels) wiłh the asiistant absorption oflo-
phonons of consequently increasing frequencies. This sequence of increasing
frequencies corresponds to the LO-phonons in CdTe-like,ZnTe-lke sublattices
and ZnTe-clusters. The interpretation_of seńes d' e and / (magnetophonon
resonance on the difference of phonon freqUenCies (MpR DpF) is performed
by using the values ofphonon energies and band-sfiucture parameters based on
values of E, equal to 350 meV . The theoretical positions of three kinds of MpR
DPF (on h(D1e (ZnTe-cluster)-h(D1e (HgTe-like), h(01q (CdTe-like)-h(D1e
(HgTeJike) and h(D19 (ZnTe-like) - h(Dlo @gTełike) are shown by arrows
7.6,4.9 and 2.5.

A conclusion can be drawn that there is a good agreement between the
experimental positions of peaks of seńes d, e andf ald MPR DPF attributed to
them.
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INTNRACTION OT'LOW.ENERGY OXYGEN ION BEAM
WITH SILICON SIIRFACE: TRANSITION KINETICS

OF PHASE AND STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS

A.A. Efremov, G.Ph. Romanova
Institute of Semiconductor Płtysics, NAS of Ulłaine,45 Pr. Nąuki, 252028 Kiev,

Ulłaine E-mail : Lv g@Dił9. Semic ond' Kiev. UA

SiO2* yield kinetics. In calculations it is
assumedthatĄ: A1 A2: A:: Ą:: 0: 1 : l0:10: l00 in equation for .Ć1t1

A wide spectrum of
secondary ions at the initial 4

stages of near normal 02+ śa-) Si sputtering was -- g
studied experimentally for g
iłl situ cońftol of the ion- g
beam induced oxidation. 3 z
Computer modeling was o
used to describe thelecon- -Y 

,t

dary ion kinetics and to
simulate the dynamics of
structural and compositi-
onal changes in subsurface
silicon caused by Fig. l.
interaction with implanted
oxygen. The model takes
into account a detail
mechanism of oxidation
and allows us to obtain the Short-Range-Order statistics and phase content
evolution under the surface. Such processes as ion beam mixing, (including
ballistic relocation and chemically guided bounding), diffilsion, sputtering,
phase separation and oxygen segregation are considered in the framework of
phenomenological quasi chemical approach. For crystalline silicon the model
predicts the amorphisation of subsurface layer at definite fluence, which leads
to the change of the mode of oxygen incorporation into the matrix. We
calculated the observed secondary yields as the sum of contributions from
different atomic configurations: y*(t)= >ńowp(z, t)|. Here W(4 t)| 

=g 
is a

statistical weight of p-th configuration on the surface under sputtering, Ao is the
partial yield i.e. the contribution of the p-th local atomic configuration
Qrecursor) Si-Siapop, (p : 0,l,2,3,4) to thę total observed one' The relative
values Ao were estiindted fiom data processing for Sio" filńs. Good accordarrce
(Fig. l) between theory and experiment is observed both for the slope of
transient yield kinetics (within about 1.5-2 order of magnitude) and for
characteristic time of transient stage. At the end of transient stage SiO2+ yield is
about l0% higher then predicted. The last may be caused by eńancing role of
dangling bonds =Si-O...-Si= (i.e. some lack of oxygen in SiO* phase) in
formation of large secondary SinO*+ clusters.



INTERACTION OF LOW.ENERGY OXYGEN ION BEAM
WITH SILICON SIJRFACE: TRANSITION KINBTICS
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A wide spectrum of
secondary ions at the initial 4

stages of near normal 02+ śa--) Si sputtering was .- .
studied experimentally for I -

ił sitł cońtrol ol the ion- g
beam induced oxidation. 5 z
Computer modeling was o
used to describe the secon- -9 t
dary ion kinetics and to
simulate the dynamics of
structural and compositi-
onal changes in subsurface
silicon caused by Fig. L

interaction with implanted
oxygen. The model takes
into account a detail
mechanism of oxidation
and allows us to obtain the Short-Range-Order statistics and phase content
evolution under the surface. Such processes as ion beam mixing, (including
ballistic relocation and chemically guided bounding), diffirsion, sputtering,
phase separation and oxygen segregation are considered in the framework of
phenomenological quasi chemical approach. For crystalline silicon the model
predicts the amorphisation of subsurface layer at definite fluence, which leads
to the change of the mode of oxygen incorporation into the matrix. We
calculated the observed secondary yields as the sum of contributions fiom
different atomic configurations: y*(t)= >ńowp(z, t)l. Here W(z, t)| =g is a
statistical weight of p-th configwation on the surface under sputtering, Ao is the
partial yield i.e. the confribution of the p-th local atomic configuration
Qtecursor) si-Si+eoe' (p : 0'|,2,3,4) to thę total observed one. The relativę
values Ao were estimdted from data processing for Sio" filńs. Good accordance
(Fig. l) betwęęn theory and experiment is observed both for the slope of
transient yield kinetics (within about 1.5-2 order of magritude) and for
characteristic timę oftransient stage. At the end oftransient stage Sio2* yield is
about 10% higher then predicted. The last may be caused by enhancing role of
dangling bonds =Si-O...-Si= (i.e. some lack of oxygen in SiO* phase) in
formation of large secondary SinO*+ clusters.

SiO2* yield kinetics. In calculations it is
assumed that Ą: A,1 A2: .Ą'3: Ą:: 0: I : I 0: l0:100 in equation for 'f*(t)
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COI{TINIruM RADIATION DURING ION
BOMBARDMENT OF'METALS

Bandwin Yu.A.
Uzhgorod State University, Pidhirna Str.,46, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine, 88000

e-mail : bąndurin@ąel.univ.uzhgorod.ua

The study of ion-photon emission during ion bombardment of metal
surfaces remains an area of activę research for purpose of understanding the
basic collision mechanism leading to excited- state formation of escaping
particles or collective excitations. At present time only one of the components
of ion-photon emission (IPE) of metals is considered to be investigated
sufficiently enough. This component is the radiation of spectral lines from
excited secondary atoms and ions, which is produced when these particles
escape from the surface. One more component of radiation is observed in IPE
specffa. This is continuum radiation (CR), which consists of molecular bands or
wide continuum. Evidently this radiation is emitted by complex molecules
M"X- tpe, where M is target atom and X is an atom of adsorbed gas. The
indexes n and m point the number of atoms in molecules. It was found that
there was no band emission of molecules when the target surface was not
covered by adsorbed particles. ln this cases it was observed only weak band
radiation of Mo2 and Nb2 dimmers.

The component of IPE which is conditioned by the radiation of the surface
itselĘ i.e. ionoluminescence, has not been practically sfudied yet. only in the
case of ion bombardment of Ag, Al and Mg was founded radiation of surface
plasmon. An apart from of singularities of a spectrum, the angular, energies,
polarizing performances ofthis radiation are investigated Especially for silver
surface the influence of a coverage by oxygen adatoms on the form of a
spectrum and intensity radiation of surface plasmons is revealed force. Is
established, that the excitation of surface plasma oscillations of elecffons
happens in an outcome of a neutralization processes of a bombarding ion by
electrons of conduction band of the target. As the energy of surface plasmon of
silver is rather small (-3'ó eV) between other metals, plasmon radiation of
silver surface was observed by us during bombardment by various ions, except
f*. fn ttre case of bombardment by ions of a potassium, the energy transmitted
to electrons of conduction bands in arr neutralization procesśes' is insufficient
for excitation of silver surface plasmons. The most interesting experimental
results of investigation of broad band emission and continuum radiation will be
discuss in ńe report.



RELATTWSTIC MODELS IN DYNAMICS OF
TNTERACTTON FOR ATOMS, ATOMTC rONS,

MOLECULES ELECTRON SHELLS WITH I{UCLEI
I{UCLEONS: NEW EFFECTS

A.V.Glushkovr and S.V.Malinovskaya2
1Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. oHMI,ą/c ]08, odessa-9,
65a09, Utłąine E-mail: glushkov@paco.nef NPo "Comput. Centre'', a/c t 16,

odessa-9, 65009, Ulaąine

Paper is dęvoted to the sfudyng of the cooperative dynamical phenomena
due the interaction between atoms, ions' moleculęs electron shells and nuclei
nucleons. The following problems are consideręd: relativistic calculation of the
mixed Y_optical quanfum transitions; use of this effęct in nuclear-atomic-
molecular sfudies with use oflasers; spęctroscopy ofY resonances, creation of
additional satellites and narrow resonances inside the Doppler contour of Y-
line; goveming by the intensity of the complicated Y-transitions duę to the
changing of thę molęcular excited states population undęr action of laser
radiation, relativistic quanfum calculations of the complęx "Iaser-e1ęctron-
nuclei" systems I l-4].

Under emission or adsorption of the nuclear Y-quantum in atom or ion
(molecule) there is changing of the electron (vibration-rotation molecular)
states. ProbabilĘ ofthe vibration or rotation state changing (in difference from
the atomic electron state changing) is not small and must be taken into accotmt
even in '0' approximation [l]. We present thę consistent QED approach to
calculation of the eleckon-nuclear Y trarrsition spęctra (set of vibration
satellites in molecule) of nucleus in atom and moleculę. The intensities of
satellites are defined in the relativistic version ofthe energy approach (S-matrix
formalism) [3-4]. Dęcay and excitation probability are linkęd with imaginary
part ofthe 'nuclei nuclęons_electron shells-field' system. For radiate decays it's
manifested as effect of retarding in interaction and self-action and calculatęd
within QED perturbation theory. Calculation results of the elęctron-nuclear Y-
transition spectra (set of electron satellites) of thę nucleus in a multicharged
atomic ion FeXIX are presented [4]. To calculate the spectra of thę ion FeXIX
the ręlativistic perfurbation theory with model zero-th approximation has been
used (version [5'6]). It's predicted sifuation whęn electron satellites are not
overlapped by the Doppler contour of thę Y line (plasma source) [4].
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ACCURATE QED PBRTURBATION TIIEORY
CALCULATION OF THE HEAVY Ah[D ST]PER IIEAVY
ELEMENTS ATOMS AI\[D IONS Zrll0-114 AI\D MULTI-

CIIARGED IONS STRUCTT'RE WITTI ACCOT]NT
NUCLEAR SIZE EFFECT AI\D QED CORRBCTIONS

L.A.Vitavetskaya
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,

a/c 108' odessą-9, 65009, Ulvaine F-mail: glushkov@paco.net

A consistent theoretical approach, based on the quantum electrodynamics
(QED) perttubation theory is developed for investigation of thę spectroscopic
characteristics for heavy and super heavy atomic systems, multi charged and
negative ions. Zero-th approximation is generated by the effective ab initio
model functional, constructed on thę basis of the gauge invariance principle.
The wave functions zero-th basis is found from the Dirac equation with
potential which includes the core ąb initio potential, the ęlectric and
polarization potentials of a spherically symmetric nucleus the gaussian form of
charge distribution in the nucleus and the uniformly charged sphere are
considered). The conelation corrections of the high orders are taken into
account within the Green functions method (with the use of the Feynman
diagram's technique. There have takęn into account all correlation corTections
of the sęcond order and dominatęd classes of the higher orders diagrams
(elecfrons screening particle-hole interaction, mass operator iterations). The
magretic inter-electron intęraction is accounted in the lowest (on cr'parameter),
the Lamb shift polarization pań - in the Uling_Serber approxińation' self-
energy part of the Lamb shift is accounted effectively with the usę of thę 'ęxact'
calculation for HJike ions with point nucleus. Thę nuclear size effect is
accounted in the ęlectric and polarization potentials. Method is applied in
calculations ofthe:

l) ls(2)2lj'3lj'41j energy levęls for Li-like ions in interval (nuclear charge)
Z:20-100;

2) enerry levels, hyperlrne strucfurę intervals, E1_,Ml-transitions ampli-
tudes in heavy atoms of Cs, Sn, Pb;

3) enerry spectra of the super heavy elements atoms with Z:110,112,1141'
4) bond energies in heavy elements ions (Sn, Pb). Method developed is

testing in comparison with methods [1-7].
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!-URTIIER DEVELOPI\{ENT OF MULTI-PARTICLE,
MULTI.CHAI\NEL AND F.IELD METHODS IN ATON/ilC

PHYSICS PROBLBMS

I.Yu. Krivsky
Institute of Electron Physics, Nątional Acadeny of Sciences of Ulłaine

A brięf ręview of methods which during last tęn years were intensively
developed and used by the collaborators of the Department of Elementary
lnteractions Theory of the Institute of Electron Physics is presented. Among
this methods we name the method of hyperspherical coordinates known in
nuclear physics as the method of K-harmonics. For the exact quantum
mechanical tluee-particle system, this męthod was used previously in the
adiabatic approach (reducing it to an one dimensional equation) and after that it
was used in more exact approach which reduces the method to a Sturm -
Liouville problem in two dimęnsions. It is named also strong interacting
channel, R-matrix, diagonalization, overlapping of configurations, optical
potential methods and the functional density theory. The methods, named were
used for precision investigations of atoms, positive and negative ions ęlectron
statęs structures' They were used also for description of such processes as
photoionization, recombination, electron, positron and atomic collisions with
different atomic systems.

A next brief revięw of samę achięvemęnts in general field theoretical
investigations is presented. These ones were dealing with some problems of
constructing the QED in tenns of field strengths (without potentials) with wide
classes of symmetries of some field equations, with different relationships
between the Dirac and Maxwell equations. The main interesting consequence of
tłre connections mentionęd is following: the states of thę bosonic object _ the
system of specifically connected electromagnetic and scalar fields - exactly
reproduce all thę statęs of the fermionic object - the massless spinor field. The
last result was a basic one for the purely classical electrodynamical model of
atoms.

Somę dętails about thę results mentionęd herę are the subjects of reports of
collaborators of the Department of Elementary lnteractions Theory,
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SPIN EFFECTS IN QUARKONIA
p_. Lengńil Yu. Fekete,I. Haysak

Uzhgorod State University, Pidgirna str. 46, 88000, Uzhgorod, Ulcraine

The spin - spin mass splitting and leptonic decays of heavy arrd mixed męsons
are descrited within a good accuracy in the poterrtial modęl with screened potential'
We conclude that the long - disance part of the potential cannot bę pure scalar and
that a vector - scalar mixhfe is favoured. With the same parameters which give
correct avelage mass spectrum excęllent spin _ spin splittings ofheavy quarkonia is
obtained. The results are obtained by going beyond usually used perturbation
methoĄ namely using "configuration interaction approach''' It is knową that the
first tęrm of CIA męthod is in fact just a perturbative method result. CIA expansion
better takes into account the interaction between particles. A similar approach was
suggested in paper [l], rłłrere expansion was carried in basic function-ófoscillator
potential. The zuggeskd method is of considerablę interest, since the pęrtubation
method is still used as the practical metlrod [2-4l' Wę fumed to use realistic
potential, namely, screened potential. The concretę form ofzuch screened potential
was previously suggęsted in [5].

We choose screerred potential, bęcause it gives excellent description of mass_
spectum in nonrelatMstic potential models for heavy mesons. As pointed out [6]
the QCD calculations on lattice indicatęs that the spin-spin forces are rather slrort
range. Exactly the screened potential satisfięs this condition.
l. t M. Narodetskii, R Ceuleneer, C. Semay J. Phys. G:Nucl. Part. Phys.18, l90l (1992).
2. T.Mat- sŃi T. Morii Phys. Rev' Ę Vol 56,Ns, (1997).
3. L. BurakovsĘ T. Goldman Phys. Rev. DVol 57, Ne5, (198).
4. Ą M. BadalymJ.Nucl. Ph5s. Vol46'Ns4(l0)' (1987).
5. Z.Chikovati' L. JenkovsĘ, F. Paccanoni, Mod. Phys. LetŁ óĄ 1401 (199l).
6. S.Cerasimov, Proceedings ofthe Intemational Conference'Tladron Sfiucnre-98", Stara

Irsną Slovak Republic' 7-l3 Sęt. 198, p.179.

THRESIIOLD PECIILIARITIES OT ELECTRON.
IMPACT DISSOCHTTVE IOI\IZATION

IN POLYATON{IC MOLECULES
A.V. SnegursĘ

Institute of Electron Physics, 2] Universiteska str., 88000 Uzhgorod, Ulłaine
Present paper deals with the results on the systematic sfudięs of ionization

and dissociativę ionization of polyatomic molęcules by slow (E=l0_l20 eV)
electrons. The experiments were carried out in thę crossed electron and
molecular beams by means of a mass-spectrometric technique using the
quadrupole mass-analyzer.

The energy dependences ofion yield resulted fiom the interaction ofęlectons
with complex molecules ffiering in the isotope composition (i.e. Ę0 and D20;
Cotlr and C6}ID5; C5H5N and CsDsN) havę been measuręd with thę 1.3 eV enerry
incremen! while thęirthreshold areas - with the ęnhanced 0.26 eY energy step.

The use of the double-differentiation technique has allowed the threshold
energies of ion product appearancę to be dętermined with the 0.5 eV energy
resolution. For all the ion fragments produced the threshold energies for the
deuterated product appeared to be lęss than thosę for the protonated ones.

The possible mechanisms of such shift in the threshold energies should be
discussed in detail at the conferencę.
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THE ADIABATIC THREE.PARTICLE
SHELL-MODEL OF NUCLEUS

M.M. Kapustey,I.V. Khimich, R.M. Plekan, V. Yu. Pojda
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Department ofNuclear Physics,

Uzhgorod, U]łaine

Taking into account the pairing effects of one kind nucleons in the theory of
nucleus of, which play the important role in forming the excited states of nuclei,
for example, so-called superconductive states ofnuclei of ret. !,2] and investi-
gation of angular and radial correlations of nucleons leads to the necessity in
calculation method for stationary states, which going out of framework of tradi-
tional singleparticle approximation of Hartree-Fock type.

The hyperspherical adiabatic approach (HAA) was suggested in papers
[3-5] for using for these purposes, which is yield from the framework of single-
nucleon approximation.

The energy spectrum of stationary states of nucleus in the framework of
new adiabatic threeparticle shell-model of nucleus in which the middle selfcon-
jugated field is modelling by Woods-Saxon potential with taking into account
spin-orbital interaction of two valence nucleons is found after corresponding
choosing in ret. [3,4] ofhypershperical basis and separation ofangular variables
{a 0,, tpS by method of numerical solution of the system of coupled differential
equations for radial functions Fu(R)

{_*_#-'",*l-ru}o"cl*:i"N,(R)F!,(R)+Qp'(Rl*u,,(*l-*h- 6;ą.6!} =o 0)

The adiabatical potential terms of nucleons Uu(R) and conesponding basis
functions or'(Ęa) are found with the help of numerical solution of the system
ofcoupled differential equations on the hyperangle a
f-!'= -,,tt, 

j'r_1,(t,.+l)+u 'l

Ldo' cos'o sin.cr "(R).]al"'jl|,'ż(R'0)**',i,,ł,;v,|l]]J]!,'rn'"p11",',o(R'(r)=o 
(2)

In equation (2) the explicit form of matrix elements of potentials is
presented in ret. [3-5]. The residual interaction ofvalence nucleons is modelling
by the zero range potential with taking into account of their repulsion on small
distances for the simplification of the procedure of numerical ćalculations. The
theoretical calculations presented in ret. [5-7] are well correlated with the
existing experimentai data of ret. [8].
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MEASI]REMENT OT' CROSS SECTION
OF SI'PERELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING

FROM MAGI\ESIUM

I.I. Shafranyosh, V. I. Marushka
Department of Physics, Uzhhorod Stąte University,

The given thesis dęicts fue essence of our experiments and the obtained results
of superelastic elecfon scattering by meAsable magnesium atoms within the limits
of incide,nt elecrron arerry 0.5-3.0 eV for fre scanering angle close to zero. The expe-
riments have been carried out on conditions ofcrossed electon and atomic beams.

The monoenergetic beam of electons was generated by tochoidal electron
monochromator (TEM), consfiicted at the basis of [1, 2]. The heterogenerty og the
beam TEM was M,A- 0.1eV for energies 2 eV at the cunent force was o 5.l0* Ą

The analyzer ofscattered elecffons energies is ofthe retarding type. It is the
system of three flat electrodes with round diaphragms. The middle electrode is
given the retarding potential. Thg relative distribution of the anaĘer at the
ż eV enerry is equivilent to 5.l0-2.

The discharge way of excitation was used to obtain the beams of metastable
map.esium atoms. The methodolog1t of the obtaining of metastablę atom beam
is described in [3]. The parameters of the atomic beam in the region of its
interaction with the beam of electrons were the following: the concentration of
atoms of Mg in the states 3 3Po', and 3 156 was o' ó.l0^l5 mB and o 5.10ló m-3, the
angle divergence of the atomic beam was -8.7.10-'rad. The researches have
beón canied out at the vacuum - ó.5.10_6 Pa.

FĘ /. Energetic dependence ofthe differential
cross section of superelastic electron
scattering by ttre ńetastable 3 3Po''

states of magnesium atom

References

In the process of the
experiments performed
we have find out the
energetic dependence of
the cross section ofsuper-
elastic electron scattering
by the metastable magne-
sium atoms for the first
time. Fig. I shows the re-
sults. The abscissa axis is
the energy of electrons E
in eV, the ordinate one is
the value of Q cross sec-
tion in the arbitrary units.
Taking into account that
the difference between the
energies of the states 3 3P2

and 3 'Ą is 0.0l eV, it must
be said that tłre nezult
shown at'Fig. I reflects the
average cross section of
superelastic elecffon scat-
tering on the meta stable
states 3 'Ps.2.
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DISCHARGE IN INDIUM IODIDE VAPOR
f'OR LASER ON IN 451.1 nm

SELF-TERMINATING TRANSITION

Kelman V.A., Rybak A.S., Shpenik yu.O., Zhmenyak yu.V.
Ilutitute of Electron Physics, 2I [Iniyersitetsleą str.

Uz hg or od, 8 80 00, Ulłr aine
e-mai I : iep@i ep. uzhg or od. ua

In the combination with the cu-vapor laser in green and Au-vapor laser in
red an effective blue laser on self-terminating transition can bó useful to
elaborate color projection systems with brighmeś amplifiers of images. sut the
Bi-vapor and Fe-vapor blue lasers tested till now dó not satis! ńe required
ąverage power and efficiency requirements.

An indium atom has an appropriate energy level structure, demonstrating
the selfłerminating transition 45l.l nm origńitea from an isoiated ..ronun.i
6'S172.level to the 5'Py2 metastable lcłel. The quanfum efficiency of this
transition is more than 90%o. But a small energy distance between ń ground
and. metastable levels (0.274 eV) makes impośśitte to use pure indiunimetal
probe as a lasant.

ln our investigations aimed to search for the laser action on indium atom an
InI salt was used. Discharge zone was confined by the 12 mm diameter ceramic
O-rings and 40 cm long interelectrodes distance.

- {o .integral in time emission spectra of discharge demonstrate the
dominating feafure - a prevailing role of the indium atom emissions' A-łX and
B-+X molecular emissions of InI have also been observed. In the absorption
spectra the x - A, x - B and X - c bands are observed. The resonance iniium
line 410.2 nm lies in the region ofX - A transition absorbtion band.

Unfortunately, no laser action was obtained in spite of a great varieĘ of
experimental conditions used. Especially the pulse frequency *ai estublishód i''
thręe different regimes: l 00 Hz, 3- l 0 kHz and pulse sóquences (series of 1 0_20
pulses with interpulse distance 100 ps repeated with l0 Hz).

The largest intensĘ of indium lines was observed at 300 "C tube
temperature. The additional efforts might be undertaken to use another indium
:l:ry':."t compound (krBr3) with lowór working temperafure (not more tharr
200 "c) and to shorten the pumping pulse duratioń.
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TIIE MECHAMSM OF PARTLY REGULARIZATION
OF'POSITTVE ION MOTION IN MONOCRYSTALS

N.V.Maksyuta, V.I.Vysotskii
Kiev Shevchenko UniversiĘ, Radiop|tysical Faculty, 01033, Kiev, Ulvaine

It is known that atoms and ions with an ordinal number 21, falling on a
monocrystal plate at angles exceeding Lindkhard one (medium ii considJred to
be quasiamorphic) and having velocity vq ( y ( Z1u3vs (here vo=ezlh is a Bohr
velocity),at the first stage ofa flight are loosing electrons and having a charge
Zt*- Zt""v/vo. Fulflling the condition 2Zf Z2ezhv>>l (here 22 is a number of
atoms media) we use classic mechanic^s for such particles.

For the angles 0 x 2ZfZ2e2/m1la << I (m1 is moving ions mass, a - a
radius of media atoms screening) a mechanism of Rutherford dissipation is used
as well. It is considered that dissipation and braking of positively charged
particles on nucleus and electronic crystal subsystems don't promote their
motion regulation. The given paper proposęs a new ionization_recombination
mechanism of ions channeling in monocrystals based on simultaneous increase
of interaction ion potential with a concrete plane or axis and its transverse
impulse decrease on left electron impulse magnitude at the moment of electron
loss. For transverse energy is stable, i.e. if in a previous discharge ion statę it
was an energy of a continuos spectrum super-barrier state then now it
characterizes a discrete spectrum channeling level. However, to make this
motion regulation ffue, the possibility of electron loss should considerably
exceed electron capture_ possibility. Since elecffon loss o1 and capture oc
crossing relation is lvlvo)tZr"r/4Z16,the situation may be realized at v )) vs, 

^ZśZ2- At ZP>Zz the channeling effect is impossible as in this case oy'o"-lr'3 .

It is evident that a middling case should take place when the possibilities of
electron loss and capfure is equal (atZ2ż21 itwILL be o1 ł o"). A unique
situation when more dense while crystallographic plates will possess a
channeling regime while less dense ones a dechanneling is possible. These
simple considerations coincide with experimental data shown in [l]. Note tłrat
shadow effect contributes greatly as well. tn rechanneling case it plays a
regularization role while in another one it amplifies a dechannelization process
(especially for more dense directions). To sum up we should note that given
channeling may be consideręd as a partial regularization by transverse energies
of an initial dynamic chaos due to ffansverse energy preservation low at a
certain balance between electron ionization and recombination processes in a
moving ion field.

Reference:
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S.MATRIX FORMALISM IN CALCULATION
oF oscrLLAToR STRENGTHS, RADTATTON

AND AUTOIOhIIZATION WIDTHS FOR COMPLEX
ATOMS AI\ID MULTI-CIIARGED IONS

S.V.Malinovskaya
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,a/c 108, Odessa-9,
65009, Ulqaine E-mail: NPO "Comput. Centre", a/c I16, Odessa-9, 65009,

Ulłaine

In the theory of radiative and nonradiative decay of the quasistationary
states of multielectron atom it's well known an energy approach (c.f. [-3]),
based on the adiabatic Gell- Mann and Law formula for the energy shift with
electrodynamic scattering matrix. This approach represents the decay
probabilĘ as an imaginary part of energy shift dE. The method is a
consistently electrodynamic one, allowing for the uniform consideration of a
varieĘ ofinduced and spontaneous processes. Their contributions, interference
effects are represented by successive corrections of the elecffodynamic
perturbation tbeory @DPT).

Here we present new calculation scheme for the atomic oscillator strengths
(OS), radiation and autoionization widths , based on the energy approach with
the use of the new ab initio method for construction of the wave functions in
the transition matrix elements [4]. It refines the analogous method developed in
[2]. In the "4' EDPT order there are diagrams, whose contribution into
imaginary part of radiation width ImdE accounts for the core polarization
effects. This contribution describes collective effects and it is dependent upon
the electromagnetic potentials gauge (noninvariant one).The minimization of
the corresponding functional ImdE leads to the integrodifferential equation
which can be solved using the standard numerical code (c.f.[2-5]). [n result one
can receive the optimal basis. The quanfum elecffodynamical densĘ functional
theory version can be naturally developed. The gauge problem in quantum
theory is considered from the point of view of construction of the optimal one-
electron bases and exactness of calculation results for the spectroscopic
characteristics of the elementary processes in atomic systems.

To check efticiency ofnew procedure there have been calculated the oscillator
strengths for some Na-, Rb-,Cs- and Fr-like ions. It is shown that calculation of the
radiation widths and oscillator strengths wittrin traditional approach in the forms of
''length'' and ''velocĘ'' are practically equal for choserr representation. It's proved
the theorem, generalizing the known Grant theorem [5].
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ELASTIC CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS
FOR ELECTRON SCATTERING ON POLYATOI\{IC

MOLECULAR TARGETS: XY4 (X = C, Si, Ge;
Y = H, F, CL), )(Fs (X = S''W fD, CzFo, AI\{D CoYo (Y = H' F)

Paweł Możejko, Bożena Zywicka-Możejko and Czesław Szrrytkowski

Atomic Physics Divisiołt, Faculty ofApplied Pltysics and Mathemątics,

Technióat UniversĘ of Gdansk ul. Gabrielą Narutowicza I ]/I2,
80-9 52 GdnnsŁ P oland (paw @n|f'pg gda'pl)

We report calculations of differential and integral cross sections for elastic

electron scattering from polyatomic molecular targets for intermediate energy

range ofincident elecfrons (from tens ofev up to 3 kev). The calculations have

been carried out using an indąendent atom model (IAM) tu with static'

polarization model potential. In this approximation the elecffon-molecule

integfal elastic cross section, o(E), is given as a direct sum of the elastic cross

sections for each constifuent atom of thę molecule, o,(E) ,

olrv=);11e;

where E is an energy of incident electron.

The diffęrential cross section (Dcs) in IAM approximation is given as

whereft(o,k)isscatteringamplitudefori-thatom,l"Uisthedistancebetween

#= ł I fi(ookr ;(oo-, Ę*
i-th and y'-1fu atoms, I
s = 2ksin(O l2) -

is scattering angle, ł is wave number of electron and

ln figure I we comPare
DCS for electron collisi-
ons with C2F6 molecule at

100 eV with exPerimental
data ofTakagi et al [2].

This work w&s sPon:
sored in part bY Polish
Committee for Ścientific
Research (under contract
No. KBN 215 tP03 l99l l7\.
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FĘ /. Differential cross section for elastic electron
collisons with C2F6 molecules at l00 ęV:

-, present results;
(o), experimental results [2]
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ELECTRON IMPACT EXCITATION
OF I\ITRIC O)(IDE

Robert Olszewski and Mariusz Zubek
Department of Płtysics of Electronic Phenomena,

Technical UniversiĘ, 80-952 GdańsĘ Poland

In the present ab-
stract we present sfudies
of electron impact exci-
tation of nitric oxide
(NO) in the electron ener-
gy region below 15 eV.
ln the measurements the
excitation has been de-
tected by the optical me-
thod using an electron
spectrometer equipped
with a trochoidal electron
selector to monochroma-
tizn the incident electron
beam Il,2l. Molecular
fluorescence produced in
the scattering region is
transmitted via a quartz
lightguide to the entrance
of a 0.25 m Ebert grating
monochromator and then
is detected by a photo-
multiplier. In figure I we
show the cross section for
excitation of v:0 vib-
rational level ofthe A2E*
state obtained in the
electron energy range
from threshold to 15 eV.
The energy dependence
of the cross section has
been obtained from me-
asuremęnts of the inten-

46810121416
Electron energy (eV)

Figure I . Cross section for excitation ofthe
v:0 level of the Art* state of nitric
oxide measured from threshold to
l5eV.

sĘ of the (0'l) line of the y_system at236.3 nm.
The absolute value of the cross section has been determined by norma-

lization ofthe photon intensities ofthe (0,v") bands ofthe y-system to that of
the (0,0) band of the second positive system of nitrogen and using its emission
cross section determined previously [l].

The cross section shows resonant variation in the energy region close to
excitation threshold but is quite flat in the energy region above 7eV.

References:
l. M. ZubeŁ J. Phys. B 27,5'l3,(1994)
2. R. olszewski' P. Woliński, M' Zubek, Chem' Phys.Lett . 297,537 
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APPLICATION OF TIIE WAVE.PACKET
PROPAGATION APPROACH TO SOME PROBLEMS
OF INTERACTION BETWEEN ATOMIC PARTICLES

AI{D METAL ST]RFACE

A.G.Borisov, J.-P. Gauyacq,
LCAM, Unite Mixte de Recherche

CNRS -Universite Pąris-Sud UMR 8625, Batiment 35I,
Universite Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France;

A.K.KazansĘ
Ins t i tut e of P hys i c s, St. P e t ers bur g Univ er s iĘ,

St. P eters burg, l 9890 4' Russią.

A brief review of thę results obtainęd recently with the wave propagation
method in the problems related with Resonance Charge Transfer between
atomic particles and mętal surfaces is a subject of this repoń. Thę Resonance
Charge Transfer bętween atomic particles colliding with Cu(lll) surface and
the long-lived siates induced by adsorption ofalkali atoms on Cu(l11) surface
are considęred.

The wave-packet propagation approach is a quite universal tool for
investigation of number of problems in contemporary theoretical studies in
atomic physics, chemical physics, etc. Its application to the problems of
intęraction betwęen atomic particles and metal surfaces was initiated recently
[1]. Then this approach has been applied for calculation ofthe parameters ofthe
resonance negative ion (H-) state in front of Cu( I I I ) surface in [2] and of the
resonance Li(zs,2p) atom states in aont of thę same surface in [3]. Thę
importance ofCu(l l 1) surfacę is due to thę fact that it presents a projected band
gap along thę surface normal (the L-gap), i'e., in a certain domain of thęir
fransversal ęnergy' ęlęctrons cąnnot propagate free in the metal bulk. If the
energy level of an atomic particle located at some distance in front of the metal
surface is inside the gap, the electron from the atomic center cannot tunnęl into
the metal along the easiest path and this would cause substantial difference
between the Resonance Charge Transfer to Cu(lll) surface and to the
corresponding model jellium metal surface. Quite often the blocking of the
easist decay path leads to substantial decręase of the resonance width [4],
although in some cases its result can be opposite [5]. The calculations with the
wave-packet propagation approach have lead us to some conclusions which are
directly related to the experimental findings [6-9].

Ręfęrences:
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METAL VAPOR LASERS ON SELT'.TERMINATING
TRANSITIONS

Kelman V.A., Shpenik yu.O.
Institute of Electron Physics, 2] (Jniversitetska str. Uzhgorod, 88000' Ulłaine

e-mail : iep@iep. uzhgorod.ua

Lasers on self-terminating transitions demonstrate some unique paramęters
and thęręforę have vast applications in practice and scientific invóstigations.
The best of them is Cu - vapor laser (510,6 + 578,2 nm). The best lańratory
samples have an efhciency up to 3 %o and average power of 200 W.

We have performed a series of investigations of active medium of Cu -
laser, especially of those phenomena, which limit laser parameters through
discharge nonuniformities.

In detail the average gas tempęrature in lasęr discharge tube for He, Ne arrd
Ar buffer gas dependencę upon gas pressure was sfudied. It was established,
that in selftreated Cu - laser gas to temperature is defined by radiai
nonuniformĘ in distribution of pumping energy putting into dischargó and by
carring out of energy from discharge. NonuniformĘ degree increises wiń
buffer gas pressure grorłth.

It was establishęd that evolution of Cu - metastable states concentration in
timę and space at interpulse period is controlled by processes occurring at the
restoration ofcu atoms in a ground state in discharge tube and the relaxition of
electron temperafure. Nonuniform time dependence of cu - metastables
concentration was observed for neon buffer gas pressure over 75 mm Hg. A
critical valuę of pulse repetition frequency was establishęd which whęn
exceeded than the deficit in Cu ground state atoms concentration in cęntral zone
of discharge is obtainęd limiting lasing parameters.

.. For the blue Bi - vapor laser (427,2 nm) it was established the spatial
discrepancy of bismuth atoms and molęcules when Bi2 dimers are concenirated
predominantly at the discharge tube walls. Laser action in Bi - vapor laser
occurs predominantly through nontraditional mechanism of pumping -
dissociative excitation of Bi2 dimers by electron impact. Photołissoiiaiion
Bi2/Bi* laser pumped by ArF excimer laser was elaboratid.

The ways to cręate arr effective blue laser on self-terminating tansition
especially on Ti and In atoms were outlined. The first expeńents were
performed.
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THERMO STIMT]LATED LUMINESCENCE
AND X.RAY LUMII\ESCENCE

oF UNDOPED Li2B4O7 SINGLE CRYSTALS

Puea P.P.. Hunda B.M.
Institute of Electron Physics, Nat. Acąd. Sci. of Ulłaine

88016, Uzhgorod, Universitetska Str. 21, teUfax (03122) 4-37-22

Lithium tefraborate (LTB) singte crystals possess a complex of sigrificant
physical properties and, thuso furd a wide application in different fields of
sciencę and technology. Up to now, the principal crystallographic parameters of
the LTB structure are well studied by X-ray, NMR and RS methods, however, a
series of experimental data are available being explained with the assumption of
the existence of the incommensurate phase in LTB. We have suggested the
explanation of these phenomena on the basis of the crystalline strucfure dęfects
and related local levels.

It is well known that onę of the most sensitive methods of studying tho
crystalline strucfurę dęfects is the thęrmostimulated luminęscence (TSL).
Tharęfore we havę canied out the luminescencę sfudies of LTB single crystals
of morę than 20 technological batchęs grown in diffęrent laboratories, at
different time, with different drawing and rotation rates, with the use of
different initial raw materials in order to cover a wide range of possible
strucfural imperfections. The dętails of LTB single crystal production are
discussed in [1].

TSL in nominally pure LTB single crystals is negligible. It is almost three
orders lower than that in the LiF_basęd and copper-doped LTB dosimetric
samples' Thę TSL curves for the single crystals of different technological
batches diffęr sigrificantly testising the essential effect of various
technological factors on the LTB singlę crystals qualĘ. It has beęn found that
thę TSL intensĘ is the lowest for thę most high-quality parts of single crystals.
Thę lower parts of single crystals have 2-3 times higher TSL intensity and this
should bę explained by a considerably higher concentrations of point and
macroscopic defects. It is obvious that the TSL intensity seryes as a criterion of
the LTB single crystal defectness, similarly to thę case of more sfudied Al2o3
single crystals. It should be notęd that almost no discrepancies have been
observed in the X-ray luminescencę (XL) spectra for single crystals taken from
the different technological batches. It has been found, as a result ofthe studięs
on thę XL tempęrafure dependence for thę LTB single crystals, that above the
300 K thę temperafure damping of luminęscence is observęd with the activation
energy of E":0.32t0.01 eV. The differences between the curves obtained at
cooling and heating are due to the existence of single crystal defects.

This work was suppońed by the STCU (project No 576).

Reference:

1. Holovey V'M. Single Crystal Lithium Tetraborate Production Ąuantum electronics.-
1993. v. 44. - p. 103-1 10.
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STT]DY OF DIRECT AI\D RESONANCE
PROCESSBS IN COLLISIONS

OF ELECTRONS WITH ATOMS AI\D IONS

A.I.Imre
Institute of Electron Physics,

2I Uniyersitetska str. Uzhgorod, 88000, Ulłaine

High-resolution experimental investigations of direct and resonance
processes havę beęn canied out in collisions of elecfrons with the alkali,
alkaline-earth, zinc, cadmium and thallium atoms and with their singly-chmged
ions Ę using the ęlectron arrd photon spectroscopy methods combined with a
crossed beam technique.

The experimental setups comprise the following innovated elements: a
high_temperature mętal vapour beam source' a high resolution electrostatic
cylindrical electron monochromator and anaĘer, a low voltage (Ud ś 12 v)
discharge ion sourceo the spectral monochromator for thę 40-830 nm region, a
modulation system for the dętection of extremely weak photon fluxęs; a PC-
based unit for contolling ofthe experimental procedures and data procęssing.

The attention has bęęn paid to: the rolę of resonances in the excitation of
atoms (including that of the autoionizing states (AIS)) and ions; the elucidation
of new regularities and phenomena in the dynamics of elęctron-atom and
electron-ion scattering related to the excitation and decay of the negative-ion
statęs and atomic AIS; the search for and sfudy of the emissions related to the
radiative decay ofAIS.

The following results have beęn obtained:
the energies ofthe negative-iÓn ręsonances, their probable decay channels

and ęffectivę ęxcitation cross_sęctions of AIS;
the wavelength ofthe spectal lines corresponding to the radiative decays of

quasi_ metastablę AIS with theh tentative assignments; excitation functions and
analysis of excitation mechanisms;

the absolute cross-sęctions of thę threshold and near-threshold excitation
and dielectronic recombination processęs and their energy dependences;

the resonancę contibution to the electon-impact excitation cross-sections
for the optically allowed, intęrcombination and forbidden ilansitions in ion, as
well as the energies and widths of the observed resonances;

the role of relativistic, ęlectron-corręlation effects and configurational
mixing in the probabilĘ redistribution for elecfton and radiative AIS decay
channels.

High-resolution measuremęnts of the atomic constants and the fundamental
knowledge on new mechanisms of different collisional processes (including the
resonance phenomena) have a substantial effect on other fields of science:
plasma physics, fusion, astrophysics, upper atmosphere physics, quantum
electronics, and in particular, laboratory and astrophysical plasma diagnostics,
radiative plasma cooling in fusion applications, spectroscopic data
interpretation and the development of new theoretical models for the processes
occuning in the asnophysical objects, active experiments with artificial plasma
clouds in the outer space' in thę detailed analysis of kinetics of the processes in
laser systems and in the sęarch for active laser media operating in the short-
wave spectral region.



ABSOLUTE DMFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
FOR ELECTRON SCATTERING IN NITROGEN
IN TI{E ANGT]LARRANGE FROM 120'TO 180"

Mariusz Zubek*, Brygida Mielewska*, George C' King*
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Technicąl University' 80'

n* Department of Physics and Astronomy, Schu^ster Laboratory' Manchester
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Absolute differential
cross sections for elastic
electron scattering and
vibrational ęxcitation in
nitogęrr have been mea-
sured in thę angulą range
from l20o to l80u in the
enory region below l0
eV. In the measur€ments
the newly develoPed
masneti c angle-cłanging
tectlnique [1,2] has beeit
emoloved which allowęd
obs'ervation of electron
scattoing in the region of
hiń scattering angles.
Th-e absolute differential
cross sections for elastic
scatterins have been
measure.ó using the
relative flow technique
with helium as a refę-
rence gas. The cross sęc'
tion for vibrational exci-
tation reO)l of niffogen
has been dęt€rmined
fiom ratios of the vibra-
tional to elastic cross sec'
tions obtained from ener-

ry loss spectra measured
at fixed scattering angles.

o 20 40 60 to lo0 120 140 160 lEo

Scattering angle (deg)

FĘ 1. Differential cross sections for ęlastic electron

scattering in nirogen at 5 eV: = Brennan et al

(lgg}),cc Sun et al (1995), o !hyn, Caripan
(l98o), ' Srivastava et al (l97ó)' v-pręsent' - *

- Sun et al (1995), 

- 
Chandra,, Temkjn

o976'), -Cittan et al (1987), n JJ n Huo et

it (tssz), n I n Siegel et al. (1980).

Thecrosssectionforęlasticelecfionscatteringobtainedat5eVisshownm
fiflfe l toeether witrr trreoretica .łóuiation' |4,7:g,l2l and existing experimental

lb#t3;ffńilj;ffi;iltt ń"' -c'4 ńł' ń a_reasonably good agryTn€nt

*itr'fi tr'ó experimental *oi ói ltr;wiń the ręsults of Sun eąol (1995) and Bren_

ill# ;i i'ódó t'i il;;ó; Jltl'; ;;ń ;i th" aaa t zo' t r oo'
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rtrlJ r(r!.U',LUC'I'ION - ATTSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY AS METHOD

OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR
TIIIN T'ILMS CONTROLLING

J. Politl, E.M. Sheregiil, E. Sciesińska2, J. Sciesński2,
1Institute of Physics Pedagogical UniversiĘ, Rzeszów, Poland

'Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland

The study of bulk phonons in thin filrns is limited due to the low energy of
far-infrared sources. The infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS )
technique has, tberefore, been developed. In the case of incidenóe deviating
from normal two states of polarization of incident light should be taken intó
consideration. The application of approximation of ultra thin films enables to
obtain the simple relations AR \ & between the change ofreflectiviĘ of a metal
plate covered with a film and that of the metal substrate. AR \ & has been
obtained for two polarizations, namely: s and p. The present research has
demonstrated that this method proved to be particularly usable for the
multimode crystals where the oscillator strength is disnibuted on several
modes. The IRAS technique has been applied to the Zn"Cd"HBt-*_uT€ (ZMCT)
thin films. Thę reflection specffa were experimentally o6tańed'by infiared
Fourier spęctrometer FTS-14 Digilab in the region 30 -250cm' ' 1)"=ło-
330pm) at 300 K. The CdTe substrates of the studied samples have been
removed by mechanical grinding with the ensuing chemical etching. Thus
separated ZMCT layers of d : 4 - 5 pm thickness were put on the gold mirror.
The measurements of reflectivity were performed at an angle of incidence of
45 o. The quantĘ A: 1og R/Ę - where R _ intensĘ reflected from layer, Ę-
intensĘ reflected from mirror without layer - was registered' The experimental
curves for five composition of ZMCT are obtained. The obtained curves are
similar to typical reflection spectra with much ńcher structure. It should be
noted that five lines for composition I, six lines for composition II, seven lines
for composition III, IV and 8 lines for composition V have been selected. Lines
I to 6, however, remain the main lines owing to their intensity. For sample I -
which contains x = 0.02, y = 0.2 - the peak corresponding to ZnTe sublatiice on
tlre experimental curve at 168.1 cm -l is weak in comparison with the linę at
1ł5_.! cm -l which conesponds to CdTe sublattice. For sample IV containing
10.127, 50.117 the intensities of conesponding lines are comparable,
whereas for sample V intensity of line at 168 cm-l is larger than one at 1ł9 crrl
, The frequencies of LO and TO phonons were determined by comparing the
theoretical and experimental spectra.
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where p =,[e, A is hypenadius, a:2 uctgplr is hyperangle,

I{YPERSPIIERICAL APPROACTI
IN FEW BODY SYSTEMS

M,I.Haysak, M.M.Dovhanich, V.V.Onysko'
Institute of Electron Physics NAS of Ulaaine,
Uzhgorod, Ulaaine, hmi@iep.uzhgorod.ua,

' Uzhgorod State (Iniversity, (Izhgorod, Ulłaine

In hyperspherical approach there are some methods for correlation
description between identical particles in few-body systems []. In this work we
consider the sweep method with conditions of conjugation to obtain adiabatic
potentials and fwo-dimensional channel functions in helium-like systems. For
descripion of relative motion elecffons in such systems let us choose the
following independent variables: three Euler angles (6,p,y) which characterize
the system as a whole and relative two Jacobi vectors p and t [2].

In the rotation coordinatęs system for lps-statęs the equation for adiabatic
potentials takes a form [2]

Q = ffssssEpr

is angle between radius vectors pand t, V(R a,0) is operator of potential

energies of system.
Equation (l) may be solved both by the method of approximate solution and

its reduction to the solution of the system of algebraic equations using K-
harmonics. To determine adiabatic poteltials (U"(R) and channel functions (1,
(R)) with accuracy of 10{ and l0'5 a'u. ńpectively, in tłre method of
approximate solution it is necessary to perform four-five iterations for each
value of hyperradius (R).

Received adiabatic potentials for negative hydrogen ion have potential
holes, which ensure formation of bound state - in singlet and autoilizing states -
in singlet and Eiplet states for basic lJS-series. sultr states are incluŹed into
pseudo-state expansion for description of electron scattering by atomic
hydrogen [3]. Parameters ofpseudo-states and-autoionizing states are discussed.
Difference between energies forts(ls2s) and'S(ls2s) may indicate the value of
spin-spin interaction ofelectrons in negative hydrogen ion.

References:
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NATURAL GAMMA.
ACTTVITY DYNAMIC S MONTTORING

Parlag O.O., Stets M.V., Puga P.P., Maslyuk V.T.
Institute of Electron Płrysics NAS of Ubaine 88000,

Uzhgorod, 2l Universitetska str.
e-mail : iep@iep.uzhgorod. ua ;
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When solving a number of applied tasks (i.e. activation analysis, ecological,
medical, physical etc.) one requires the reliable data on the spectral composition
of natural y-activity and its time correlation. Using the SBS-40 spectrometric
complex with Ge(Li)_ detęctor ( l00 cmj ) the systematic studies of y-spectral
composition of natural activity during 300 days have been performed. The
single measurement time varied from 0.5 - 15 h. Then, measuring, the detector
operated both with the combined protection and with no protection. The
measuring efficiency was controlled by means of a standard Eu-I52 source [l].
A Ępical Y_spectrum obtained as a result of measurements is shown in fig.l.

ł000

channel

F&/. Natural y-activity spectrum
(1- combined protection, 2- no protection)

As a result of the studies:
- the presence ofthe natural and artificial (technogenic) components in the

y-spectral composition ofthe natural background has been sfudied;
- the possible causęs oftheir appearance (for the technogenic nuclides) have

- the stability and variability of the natural components of the specnal
composition for the Th-232, U-235, U-238 chains and K-40 with natural
background time variation have been estimated.

This work was supported by the STCU Grant# 576.
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CONTROLLING OT' TIIE TIIERMAL STRESS
IN TIM MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELLS USING

MAGI\TETOPHONON SPECTROSC OPY
:'

G.Tomakal, E.M. Sheregiil, J. Cebulskit, w. Sciukt
W. Strupiński2 and L. Dobrzański2

IInstitrte of Phy.sics of Pedag. [Jniver', Rejtana t6a 35-3]0 Rzeszów, Poląnd
' I ns t i tut e of El e c tr oni c Mąterials Technol o gl

Wólczyńska I33 0l-9I9 Warsaw, Poland

One of the methods to study the semiconductor layer sffain is Raman
scattering' However, there arę two inconveniences concerning of this method:
l) it makes possible to research the upper layer only; b) little sensibility of the
phonon frequencies to compressive and / tensile strain. This some
inconveniences relate to X-ray diffiaction method.

The band structure parameters changes more with deformations then
phonon frequencies. Therefore, effects sensitive to the change of the band
ltructures parameters in layers have advantage for the investigation of strain in
Layers. Such an effect is Magnetophonon Resonance (MPR) which appears
:very time when the phonon frequency orle is equal to the cyclotron frequency
o6 of the electron in a magnetic field. MPR in parallel transport of three types
Multiple Quantum Wells was studied. They consisted of ten QW of GaAs and
ien AlGaAs barriers, and werę obtained by the Metal organic Vapour
Deposition on semi-insuiating GaAs at Warsaw Institute of Electronic
Materials. The thickness of the well was l0 nm and 8 nm, the thickness of the
barrier was 4 nm for all MQW. GaAs layers were doped with Si to about 5x1010
rm-3 and 5xl0ll cm-3.

The MPR research were performed in pulsed magnetic fields up to 30 T.
Ihe transverse magnetoresistance was measured between 77K ar.rd 340K and
fie MPR oscillations extracted by subtracting a voltage linear in magnetic field.
Ihe oscillating part of magnetoręsistance Ap* 

" 
was recorded.

A fine structure of MPR peaks was observed. It is necessary to note that: a)
te observed structure is characteristic for both the examined sample and
ramples of the given, MQW type, b) the subtle structure of MPR peaks
:eappears in each type of MQW, but its character in notthe same. It follows that
:he occurrence of the observed peak structure depends neither on the two
limensional density of carriers, nor on the sże of the Quanfum Wells.

This effect could be attributed to two phenomena: contribution of banier
rhonons and influence of thermosfresses.

Stresses in MQW layers caused by mismatch between the QW lattice and
he barrier should be accounted for when the measurement temperafure is lower
fian the temperature of creation of the layers with MOCVD technology.
Mismatch leads to a tension in the plane of QW layers. Because of their various
li.stributions in the MQW their contribution, sign included, into the shift of the
€sonance field will vary. It is the effect that can explain the disintegration of
nagnetoconductivity in MQW during parallel transport

The MPR is very sensitive to the change of band structure parameters and
;an be used as a method of control strain in QW layers.

*Conesponding Author:
E-mail: sheregii@atenauniv.zeszow.pl
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ON TIIE QUESTION OF TIIE AGREEMENT
OF DPERIMENTAL DATA WITH TIIEORETICAL

ESTIMATIONS OF THE CROSS.SECTIONS
oF REACTTONS OF NON-ELASTTG GAMMA-QUAI\TA

SCATTERING ON METASTABLE STATES

I.V. Sokolyuk, T.M.Zajac
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Department of Nuclear Physies,
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One of the problems of quantum nucleonics is the question of the

description of electromagnetic transitions in nuclear systems. The question

concerning the estimation of the probability of such transitions is especially
wgent.

The latest results of the conferęnces and thę works on this problem gave

rise to discussions both of experimental and theoretical nature. The results of
the measurements and theoretical estimations stated in thęse works showed the

data to be ofa contradictory character.
In this paper the question was put forward conceming the correlation of the

mechanism of interaction of gamma-quanta with atomic nuclei and the question
of the observation of a stimulated gamma-emission. The authors believe that the
problem is not the one connected with the urgent access of the agreement

between the theoretical and experimental evaluations, but subsequent storage of
the experimental material. The results of the works [l-4] are to be considered as

the initial stage of the investigations in this direction. There is a need in the

updating of the experimental measuring technique.
In the paper the ways of updating of carrying out experimental

investigations are discussed. The attention is paid to the peculiarity of the

obtaining of the cross-sections of ręactions of the gamma-quanfum non_elastic
scattering, when the experiment is conducted with the beams of-

In particular the necessĘ of tlre obtaining in experimental investigations of
the so-called the curves ofthe yields ofphoto-nuclei reactions is discussed.

The methods of conduction of the experiments with the aim of obtaining
absolute cross-sęctions and the information on the levels widths through which
the process of the induced gamma-emission is to pass is discussed.
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FI]RTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF' TIIE CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICAL

MODEL OF'ATOM

V.M. Simulik, I.Yu. KrivsĘ
Institute of Electron Physics, Nątional Academy of Sciences of Ulłaine

New results in construction of classical electrodynamical model of atom are
presented.

The basic statement of thę modęl is the gently generalized electrodynamical
equations

rotfr - óoeE' = i, rotE + Óopfr = Lur, (l)
diveE = p", divpfr = p.ug,

where

j. =gradEo, Jmag = -gradHo,

fu = -_epąEo +Egradą ftnag = spąH0 +frgradp

e(i) = t - 
tD(*)+m, 

p(x) = 1- 
(D(i)-m,

(Dco
and' moreover, where (B,H) are the ęlecffic and magnetic field

strengths, (2) are the corresponding densitięs of currents and charges, Eo, Ho
are two scalar fields generating the gradient-like currents (2), and (3) are the
electric and magretic permeabilities of thę mędium in Sallhofer's form
(@ : -Ze2 fr, the system ofunits h = c = I being used).

The electrodynamical equations (l) are solved here directly by means of
separation of variables method without any appealing to thę Diric equation and
to thę ręlationship with solutions of Dirac equation ń it was firstly done in our
previous publications' We suppose herę the harmonic time dependence and
search for the solutions of Eqs. (l) in ttre harmonic form. Thi d'Alembert
Ansatz and the transformation for spherical coordinate system are using. The
Sommerfeld-Dirac formula for the hydrogen spęctrum

0) 
hs'd 

=
mc'

d,'

1r, +^!tT -ir1'

(2)

(3)

(4)

*d49 Bohr's posfulates are found hęre as a direct consequences of Eqs. (l).
This result means ńat together with Dłac or Schródinger .quution. *.

have.now_the nęw equation which can be used for findinglthe solutions of
atomic and nuclear physics problems. The limits of the mJdęl in which the
interaction with extęmal field and the interaction with media aró vanished, are
investigated.
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TITE MAGNETRON SPRAYING EQUIPMENT FOR
OBTAINING FERROELECTRIC FILMS

Evgene T.Kucherenko, Olexander E. Lushkin,
Vladislav B. Nazarenko,

Kyiv T. Shevchenko (Iniversity, Radiophysical Dep.

The lithium niobate crystals due to unique ferroelectric, piezoelecffic,
nonlinear properties attract broad attention of thi ręsearchers and t_echnologists'
Last years the special urgency was gained with a problem of a miniaturiźion
of optoelectror,ric devices,. and consequently obtiining of films of different
compounds. A number of successes in obtaining filmi of lithium niobate is
reached. But the problem on obtaining high-peńormance LiMo3 films of a
demanded structure remains opened. one of actively used methodr of obtuitting
of films is the method of a magn'etron sputtering. it is successfully applied tó
composition of different matters.

The device for magnetron deposition of films was designed and
manufactured by us. More fundamentals the device described in islaken [l].
This device has a number of advantages beforę others: the small size (smail
consumption of a material), low temperature of the target (target can be cooled
down to temperature of liquid nitrogen), two zones of eiosion órae target (high
performance), capability of sputtering at pressure ofresidual gas l0-3-i0{'torr,
capability of making of a multicomponent atmosphere in work volume.

As a material of the target the z-cut of a lithium niobate crystals was
utilised. The basic working gas at realization of experiments was argon.

At' a sectional stage the conditions are completed and compósition on a
metallic substrate was carried out (temperafure oi a substrate is óonducted did
not exceed 500 "c). A polycrystalline film of lithium niobate were obtained,
which one had a good adhesion.

Reference:

l. E.T.Kucherenko, A.E.Lushkin The magnetron spraying equipment for a vacuum
universal post VUP-5 // Works of 3-rd intemational sympósium " Vacuum techniques
and equipment ".



RIIEED IIYVESTIGATION OF NON
CONTII\UOUS BIMETALLIC LAYERS

V. Moroz, K. Maśek
Department of Electłonics ąnd Vacuum Physics,

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,
Charles UniversiĘ, Czech Republic

Pd/Al alloys have very interesting properties from the point of view of their
possible application in heterogeneous catalysis. Preparation of small
heteroepitaxial Pd/Al alloy particles opens a new way in studies of the iniluence
of Pd/Al crystallographic structure on the alloy catalytic properties.

Pd/Al alloy particles werę grown by molecular beam epitaxy method. Their
crystallographical sfiucture was controlled by reflection high energy electron
diftaction (RHEED). It was found that Pd deposited on epitaxial 3-D Al
particles grown on KCI is intermixing with A1. This process is iccompanied by
the variation of lattice parameter from the Al value to the Pd onę.
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RIIENTUM DOPED ALLOYS OF Pb-Sb.O SYSTEM :

SYNTHESIS, AIIALYSIS AND SOME
PHYSICO.CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Milyan P.M., Kormosh Zh.O., Semrad O.O.
Uzhgorod State Llniversity, Department of Chemistry,

Pidgirna str,46, Uzhgorod, 99000

The scientific and technical progress is hardly concemed with the materials
tecbnologY development, the main lroblem or wł'ictr is the searching ror ne;
perspective materials with desired physical, physico-chemical and-chemical
properties._ semiconducting materials occupy the ielevant place in a solution of
these problems.

In this work the results of synthesis, analysis and some physico-chemical
properties ofrhenium_doped alloys in a system Pb_Sb-o are prisónt.

We have used Pbo and Sb2o5' taken in a stoichiomótric ratio l:l with
addition of 1-5 mol.% Re, as starting materials to syrthesize the samples. The
sytthesis was carried out in thę conducting air. The t-emperature of the iynthesis
did not exceed 750oC. The obtained samples representód dusts ofbrown color
with different tones.

The X-Ray diffraction technique was used for identification of the phases
present in the obtained samples.

The densiĘ of samples was established by pycnomeĘ measurements.
Dielectric, permeability e was found from experimental studies of

capacitance of a sample. For our measuring a tested śample was made as a
tablet of round cut by a diameter of 5-7 mm and thickness of I mm. The relative
error of.measuring of temperature was r %o, measuring error of dielectric
permeability was l-2 o/o.

The concentration of rhenium in the samples has been determined using the
photomeĘ as ionic associates of the rhenic ions with cyanine dyes 

*_ 
5-

nitroindosbłil.
For determination of rhenium in the obtained samples the differęnt ways of

decomposition'of'samples were tried. The best resulis were found at -óltiogsamples with hydroxide and peroxide of sodium in nickeliferous cruciblei
during 2,0-2,5 hours at temperature 300-350.C with consequent leaching.
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RESONANT INTERACTIONS
AI\D DISORDER EF'FECTS IN CdSr-xSex
MIXED CRYSTALS RAMAN SPECTRA

Yu.M.Ańniuk, A.V.Gomonnai, D'B'Goyer,
I.G.Megela, V.V.LopushansĘ

Institute of Electron Płrysics, Ulł. Nat. Acad. Sci., Uzhhorod, Ulaaine

Resonant interactions between vibrational excitations due to third- and
fourth-order anharmonicity can reveal in Raman spectra of crystals as essential
rędistribution of intensities of interacting excitations and "repulsion'' of the
corresponding levels [1]. Mixed semiconductor crystals are suitable objects for
studying such resonances due to the possibilities of variation of energy
difference between the interacting states by changing the crystal composition as

well as in view of disorder-induced selection rules breakdown. Additional
disordering can be achieved by high-energy particle beam inadiation of the
crystals under investigation [2].

We report the studięs of resonant interactions in Raman spectra of
CdS1-'Se" (0 ś x Ś 0.35) single crystals and the effects of additional di_sordering
aue ió tb-MeV electron inidiatibn with the fluence up to l0l8 cm-2. Raman
spectra were measured at DFS-24 LoMo monochromator usĘ He-Ne
()F632.8 nm) and M (?r--457.9,488.0, and 514.5 nm) lasers at 77 and 300 K.

In the phonon spectra of CdSl-,Se, mixed crystals with two-mode
compositional transformation tlpe we have observed anomalous behaviour of
compositional dependences of two-phonon and one-phonon mode frequencies
in the range of 150 to 220 cmt. This effect as well as the redistribution of the
mode intensities and characteristic antiresonance dips are discussed in the
fiamework of Fermi resonance between one- and two-phonon excitations of the
mixed crystal lattice. Electron-beam iradiation did not induce any noticeable
changes in the spectral manifestation of Fermi resonance in CdSl-*Ser.

However, resonant Raman processes, involving the electron subsystem of
the crystals, have appeared more sensitive to radiation-induced additional
disordering. For examplć, in CdS6'g6Seq'12 the increase of the electron fluence up
to 1018 cm'2 results in the increase of the 2LO2- to LO2-intensity ratio by two
orders of magnitude with respect to tihe non-inadiated sample, what is
accompanied by the red shift of ,Ą1 exciton recombination band. These effects
are related to the disorder-induced density-of-states tails changing the resonant
conditions in the inadiated crystals. Note that in this range of x the disorder-
induced density-of-states tails are known to be maximal for CdSl-,Se, [3].

References:

1. M.P.Lisitsą A.M.Yaremko. Rezonans Fermi. (Naukova Dumką Kiev' 1984).
2. V.G.Malesh, Yu.M'Ańnyuk, D.B.Goyer, and A.V.Gomonnai. Phys. Stat. Sol. (b)'

154,. K197 (1989).

3. A.G.Abdukad1'rov, S.D.Baranovskii, S.Yu.Verbin et al. JETP 98' 205ó (1990).
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TIIE INT'LUENCE OF' ELECTRON PROCESSES
AT ADSORPTION ON THE THERMOELECTRIC

pRopERTTES OF Tl4TiS4 STNGLE CRYSTALS

Betsa V.V., Galagovets LV., Barchij LE., peresh E.yu.,
PopikYu.V.,Szabo M.yu.

Uzhgorod State Univ ersiĘl, Chemistry Department,
46 Pidgirna str., Uzhgorod, 88000, Ulvaine,

TI4TiS4 crystals have a high coefficient of thermo-EMF (cr-2.8 mV/K) and
thermoelectric efficiency (z-10'3 K-1;. That is why it is a pirspective ma-terial
for the transformers of energy at middle temperatures. It is polsible to obtain
EMF-170 mV in the interval of 550-700 K on one thermoelement in the
temperature leve1s-l5-25 Iłcm. Newly prepared samples in the vacuum at
temperature range of 300-500 K have above zero thermo-EMF (u-*-l.g
mV/K) and below zero thermo-EMF ((o.*-1.8 mV/K) at T>550 K. The
environment has a certain influence on thermoelectric parameters of syrgle
crystals samples, but the character of influence depends on adsorption
temperafure:

a) at T"6r:430 K the (x parameters is reducing and the temperature of
thermo-EMF is decreasing.

b) at Ę6':530 K during the period of 5 min it charrges from -1.ó mV/K
to+l.6 mV/K with the following falling and thęrmo-EMF changing.

The lasting oxidation in thę air atmosphere at 530 K causes the nearly
disappearing of the above zęro thermo_EMF and only at D480 K starts the
rapid growing of below zero thermo-EMF to (cr,""-2-8 mV/K at 600 K. It
follows from results obtained:

l) it is possible to stabilize and improve the thermoelectic parameters of
crystals at T>500 K in the air atmosphere processing;

2) important influence of adsorption on electric subsystem samples at
significant parameters (d*9mm, l-20 mm) testifies to its microporosity.

In the present work the investigation was done of adsorption influence of
the air at different tempęrafures on temperafure dependince of elecfon
conducting and thermoelecfiic efficiency ofsamples investigated at ranges. The
results are interpreted on the base of chemosorption electric theory.



STUDTES OF TIIE BILE
CRYSTALLTZATION STRUCTURE

FOR PATIENTS WITH LTVER PATHOLOGIES

Kurik M.V.*, Siksai L'T., Bandurin O.Yu'

Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, 46,

Pidhirna Str., Uzhgorod, Ukłaine, 88000

e-mail : bandurin@qel'univ. uzhgorod.ua
*Institute of Ecology {Jbainian National Academy of Sciences

The studies of bile biophysical properties stimulate the development .of
new methods of liver diseases diagnostic. So, the detected infringements of bile

structures at its crystallization into a solid state allow one to diagrose sgcJt [y9r
diseases as hepatitis, cirrhosis etc. by using a crystal'optical method tll.' llit
work dęals with the sfudies of peculiarities of liver and vesical bile

crystallization structure .

Bile in a solid statę was examinęd with thę help of a polarization and

convęntional ęlęctronic microscopy. 17 patients ofa control group, 53 patients

with a hepatitis, 26 patients with i iiver c-irrhosis, 14 patients who have obtained

small ionizing radiition doses, and also 27 patients with a chronic alcoholism

were examinód. It has bęęn found, that at the presence of the liver and cholic
ducts diseases the bile micellar is disturbed first, that is exhibited in the changes

of bile crystallization procęss. Depending on the character of a pathology_the

different infringementi of micellar are observed, being revealed in a form of the

relęvant microscopical inserts. Thus, the structure ofa solid bile phase can'varł
from regulated, óptica1ly arrisotropic, up to isotropic, completely regulated

strucfure.
Thę studięs of the bile absorption and luminescęnce spęctra in a group of

patients with chronic persistent hepatitis (27 persons) before the stationary
ireatment and after it hive also been carried out. The detected features in the

spectra (the presence of maxima, their spectral position and ratio intensity)

explicitly testiry to the diagnostic abilities of the method'

Reference:

1. Prima A.V., Kurik M.V., Poleshohuk A.P. Vrachebnoye Delo, 1986, No 9' p.59
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NOI\RESONAhIT MIXING
OF LOW METASTABLE LEVELS

OF Ba ATOMS BY LASER RADIATION

I.I.Bondar, V.V. Suran, M.I.Dudich
P hys ic al D epar t ment, (Jz hg or o d Stat e (Jniv er s ity,

^' " ! ;ix łi ;::: 8:I:r;; ::,y#-''
The investigation of perturbation of Ba atom under cacumstancęs when

shift ofenergy ]ęvels is comparable with difference between enęrgies oflevels
was performed. In particular, the perturbation of 6s5d 3D, and óśd 3D, states
by radiation of laser on colour centres (CCL) with frequenćy co1-8700 .ń-' *u,
investigated. Perturbation of thesę levels by such radiation was strong as the

log N'

8700 8?20 8740
a,, cm-t

frequency of this radiation is close to frequencie-s tom, conesponding to
transitions from mentioned above states to ói6plPl0 . rńó polariźabilitie*s of
both mentioned above states are positive. Moreover, the polarizability of 6s5d3D, is 50 times as much ą9 polariżabiliry oroisJ iń'. I.e. under the increase of
laser field strength ós5d 3D2 state musi shift more rapidly than 6s5d 'ó". At
some values of field strength of cCL the variation of^eneisy of 6s5d3D, 

-state

will equal to ńe difference between energies of 5s5d 3o, anJ'sssd 3D, staies. tn
ręsult the mixing of these states could seiin'

For testing of the energies of t}ese levels we used thę excitation arrd
subsequent ionization of them. We used thę radiation of dye laser (DL) with
frequency a2=l7735 cm_l for ęxcitation. During simultaneous action of this
radiat^ion and CCL radiation thę Raman procesńs of ęxcitation of perfurbed
5s5d ]D, and 5s5d ]D, states could be realized. We havę measuręd the vield of
Ba- ions as function of frequency of CCL radiation. The fięld strength of CCl
radiation was e -106 v/cm.'The lpical results of these investigation's outuinJ
at e=5x106 V/cm are shown in pid. rne *"rv.i. sńows that maximum ',A,, is
c1Y.sed br excitalion of unperturbed 6s5d 3D' śtate. ot]rer two maxima (''B'' and
']C]ł,g. c1u-se!.,! excitation of mixed in result of strong perturbation of
ós5d'D2 and 6s5d'D1 states'
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ON TIIE CONFIGT]RATION MDilNG EFFECTS
IN THE EXCITATION OF ZnII ANID CdII LINES

AT ELECTRON.ATOM COLLISIONS
Bogachev G. G.

Institute of Electron Physics' 
'r,'; i;ó;;.r"t,:!:;.|.**-o 

88000' Ulłaine

Recently we have investigated the ZnlI and CdII spectra excitation in thę
50_100 nm region at the electron-atom collisions' All thęse spectral lines
correspond to the Zn* 

^and Cd* ground-statę combinations. Among them the
lines arising from the /sp configuration levels dominate in intensiry. The lines
arising frqgr the d'unl (l : p, fl configuration lęvęls are weak. A considerablę
configuration interaction between the above two ionic level tlpes is well known
to cause the np andn/series perturbation [].

Here wę present the results on the excitation functions @Fs) obtained for
some ZnII and CdII lines arising from both "perturbed" valence-electron levels
and ''perturbing'' subvalence d-subshęll_electron levels. The EFs for thę
corresponding TntI ('75.5, 77.8, and 76.6 nm) and CdII (78.1, 79.8, aJ|ld 77.3
nm) lines have been obtained. Figure illustrates an unquestionable similarity in
their general behaviour (for comparison the EFs of the most intense ZnII 88.1
nm and cdII 84.0 nm lines are shown). The abovę EFs similarity is, probably,
also a demonstration of configuration mixing. The similar phenomenon was
found when sfudying the electron_impact excitation of thę alkali-earth atoms
121.
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TOTAL ELECTRON-IMPACT EXCITATION
CROSS SECTIONS FOR LOW-ENERGY
AUTOIONIZING STATES IN LITHIUM

A.A. Borovik, V.N. Krasilinec and O.I. Zatsarinny {
Institute"',:';:;,'ł';ć;ri;:r1;;Z';::'I6'Ulłaine

Recently we have reported the e.jected-electron excitation fimctions for the
lowest lithium atom ( 1s2s2)2S , (ls2s2p)ap p.r7r, I s12s2p3p) 2p and I s12s2prp; 2p

autoionizing states obtained at the magic angle of 54.7" [l]. Being of relative
character such ęxcitation fimctions conespond to the enęrgy dependęnces ofthe
total excitation cross section for these levels.

We have performed the PWBA calculations for the ls22s -+ ls2snl
excitation process for the (1s2s2;2s and ls(2s2ptp) 2p autoionizing states in

100 200 600

lithium with the aim to nor-
malize the experimental rela-
tive cross sections []. Figure
shows a comparison of the
experimental and theoretical
results for the electron impact
energies up to 600 eV. Above
200 eV there is a good agre-
ement between both results.
By normalizing our data for
the (ls2s2)2S state on a theo-
retical result at 600 eV we
have obtained the absolute
values of the total excitation
cross section for all autoio-
nizing states studied in [1].
The maximal values of the
cross sections are glven in table.

The quantitative analysis
of the influence of the reso-
nance and cascade processes
on the electron-impact excita-
tion of low-lying autoionizing
states in lithium will bę dis-
cussed at the conference.

AIS o-"- (10-to cm'Ż)

I s2s")'S 1.0
I s2s2n)'P 0.1

ls(2s2o'P)'P 1.0
ls(2s2n'P)zP 0.3

Reference:
l. A. A. Borovik and V. N. Krasilinec, J. Phys. B 32,1941 (1999).
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Figure. Total excitation cross sections for
autoionizing states in lithium:
(r) - experiment [l],
(-) - PWBA calculation.



CROSS SECTIONS FOR SLOW ELECTRON
SCATTERING BY CADMIUM ATOMS

I.V.Chernyshovar, J.E.Kontost, O.B.Shpenikr, L.Szoter2
l Institute of Electron Physics, Ulqąinian National Academy

of Sciences, 88000 Uzhgorod, Ulvaine
2 Department of Płtysics, Miskolc (JniversiĘ, 35I5 Miskolc,

Hungary, e-mail : iep@iep.uzhgorod.ua

The sfudies of elęcfron collisions with atoms close to the relęvant thręsholds
is of sigrrificant interest up to date. No data are available on the nęar-threshold
excitation of the metal atom metastable states as well as on their contribution to
the total scattering cross sections' The reliablę data on the absolute cross
sections for the above processes are also absent at all.

The goal of the present report is to show that the possibility to measurÓ both
the total elecfron scattering cross sęctions for the cadmium atoms and the
ionization and excitation efficiency for the lower metastablę levels at the
constant scattęring gęometry as well as the efficiency of the detęcting apparafus
does exist symplifying, thus, their absolute normalization.

Wę have used the crossed elęctron and atomic beams method with the usę
of a hypocycloidal electron specfiometer to produce the electron beam and
analyse the scattered electrons [1]. The cadmium atoms werę formed by a
compact stainless-steel effrrsion source with multichannel plate placed at the
sourcę exit'

our results show a district strucfure in thę energy dependence of the total
electron scattering cross-section for cadmium atoms as well as in that of the
energy dependence ofdiflerential elastic elecfron scattering cross-section at the
angle 1800 and the excitation functions for thę metastable 53P cd atom lęvęls.
The energy dependence of the ionization efficiency for the Cd atoms, besides
the specific breaks close to thę autoionization states, reveal a wide featurę
related to the excitation of the inner 4d10 shell in the Cd atom.

The energy dependences measured by us, the analysis ofthe experimental
uncertainties and the identification of the fine structure in the curves will bę
presented at the conference.

This work was supported by the CRDF (prop.No 6435).

Reference:

1. Romanyuk M.I. et al. Sov.Phys. JTP 1993, V.63. P.138-147
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RELATTWSTIC PERTURBATION TIIEORY
CALCULATION OF TIIE Na-LIKE SPECTRA

SATELLITES TO 2.3 NE.LIKE IONS TRANSITiONS

Yu. G. Chernyakova
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,

a/c ]08, odessa-9, 65009, Ulvąine E-mail: glushkov@paco.net

we present the results of the theoretical relativistic ab initio perturbation
theory calculation results ofenergy spectra (excited and ground staies energies,
tr,aryitiol probabilities) of the 3-3,3-4 electron and2-2 vacancy transitionJfor
the Ne-like isoelectronic sequence (z=21-96), the autoionizatión states for the
Na-like ions: CIVII, ATVIII, Ti XII, FeXVI, Ge XXII, Se XXIV, Mo XXXII
and others. calculations are carried out on the basis ofthe new ab initio version
[l-31' generalizing the known relativistic perturbation theory method with the
zero-th ąb initio and empirical effective potęntial approximation [4_9]. For
construction of the optimal zero-th approximation it's used thę ab ińitii Qyo
procedure, within which the lowest ordęr multielecton ęffects, in particular,
the gauge dependent radiation contribution for the certain class ofńe photon
propagator calibration is minimized Such a minimization result in the
construction of the optimal one-electron basis. As example, in table there are
presented values ofthe energies [100(cm-l)] and probabilities [c(1)] ofelectric
dipole transitions into ground state for Ne-like ion of Ni. Dielectronic satellites
to resonance 2-3 transitions of NeJike ions are suggested as an instrument for
the spectroscopic diagrostics of hot plasma. comparison with experiment is
carried out.

(*- experiment and compillation: Grance M.).
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i

Level J:l * This work 't This work
2p(312)3s(l12) 71.280 7t.261 7-6+11 8,4+t l
2p(l/2\3s(l12\ 72.620 72.585 6,0+11 7.2+ll
2p(3t2)3d(3t2) 78. I 30 78.r 15 1.4+l I l-6+11
2p(312\3d(512\ 79.1'.t0 79.104 1-2+13 1.2+t3
2p(r/2\3d(312\ 80.520 80.518 3,2+13 3.6+13
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DOUBLY.CHARGED ION FORMATION DURING
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION OF Ba ATOMS

M.I.Dudich, V.V. Suran, I.I.Bondar
PhvsicatDepa"'""irY6t3't',t:::nw:;#'votoshinstr'54'

We peformed thę detailed investigation of the mechanism of doubĘ
charged ions formation during r4ultiphoton ionization of Ba,atoms in visible
specńal range (l49Q0-l8700 ń_l) oinela strength e=2-l06 V/cm and pulse
duration t = 3.10-ó s' It's known that the removal of two electrons can in
general occur in two ways: by sequential ionization (step-wise mechanism) or
by simultaneous ręmoval of two electrons (daed two-electron mechanism).

For studying the mechanism of doubly charged ions formation we used the
method of detection of yields of the singly and doubly charged ions as functions
of dye laser frequency within wide spechąl' rarrge. We observed many
resonance maxima in the yields of Ba- and Baz- ions. The resonance maxima
appearing in the yield of 

'Ba+ 
ions are due to two-photon exgitation of bound

siates of-Ba atom. The majority of resonance maxima in Ba2+ ions yield are
identified in the spectrum of Ba- ion. We observed resonance transitions not
only from ground ionic state but from excited ionic states as well. This fact
indicates at the realization of step-wise mechanism of doubly charged ions
formation.

At the same time some of the observed in the Ba2+ ions yield maxima
couldn't be identified in the Ba+ ion spectrum. W^q can suppose the realization
of another, not step-wise, mechanism of Baz- ions formation at these
fiequencies.
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PECULIARITIES OF SLOW ELECTRON SCATTERING
BY Si-p(100) SURFACE

V.M.Feyer, T.Yu.Popik, O.B.Shpenik,yu.V.popik*, M.M.Erdevdy.
Institute of Electron Physics, IJlvąinian Nationąl Academy of Sciences

* Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ' tJzhgorod 88000, Uivaine

. Yting- the hypocycloidal electron spectrometer and the techniques
developedearlier [1,2], the slow (G-5 ev) mbnoenergetic electron elastic (lg0)
reflection from Sip(100) and t}re energy-loss spectrńave been studied.

In comparison with [3] the spectrometer resolution was improved in the
present experiment: for the elastic reflection it reaches 45 mev, while for the
energy-loss spectra - 100 mev. This has allowed us not only io confirm the
peculiarities found earlier but also to fix a series ofnew featuies. while in [3]the.elastic- reflection spectra have revealed the features only in a form'oi
deviation from the smooth decrease in some areas of the curves within 0.5-2.0eV and the exact determination of their energy position waŚ somewhat
problematic, the improvement in the spectrometei-reśolution has enabled the
exact energy positions of singularities in the elastic reflection spectra to be
determined (fig.1).

side by side with the elastic reflection studies we have carried out the

9n_erqr-Ęss specfia investigations at the incident electron energies fiom 0.5 to
5.0 eV. Figure 2 shows the most specific spectra at l.0 eV (cuń l) and 3.0 eV
(curve 2). The ęlastic scattering arrd losJspectra features below l.14 eV are
related to the excitation ofsurface electron states, while those above 1.14 ev -with the interband transitions in the si bulk. It has been found that the excitation
of surface elęctron states and the interband transitions are both of the resonant
character. Therefore, the same features in the energy-loss spectra may be
revealed differently depending on the incident electron energy.
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Finally, note a distinct correlation in the energy positions of the features in
the elastic reflection (minimain the energy depeŃence, frg.1) and enerry-loss
spectra (maxima, fig. 2). combination of such researches in thJ-same
experiment has allowed us to obtain an information both on the possible
interband transitions and on the excitation ofsurface electron states in sólids.
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RYDBERG STATES OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES:
AB INITIO PERTURBATION TIIEORY CALCULATION

OF ALKALI DIMERS

A.V.Glushkov and V.p.Kozlovskaya
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Iwt. Appl.Math. OHMI,

a/c l08, odessa-9, 650a9, Ulłaine E-mail: glushkav@paco.net

Within formally exact perturbation theory with ąb initio two_center
approximation, it has been carried out the calculation of thę potęntial curves for
the ground and excited states , spectroscopic characteristics for the whole
number of the diatomic alkali dimers A2 (A=Li,NąK,Cs,Fr). The high-order
contributions (due to the polarization interaction between above-core'' valęncę
quasielectrons through polarizable core and mutual screening of,'above-core"
valence quasielectrons ) are accounted effectively with the use of a nęw ab
initio functionals. A semiempirical model of the Cohęn-Schnęider type is given
for the treatmęnt of thę spin-orbit coupling effects' Therę have been predicted
some unusual especialitites in the spectra of the heavy alkali diatomics. The
new ęffect of giant splitting of thę Fr dimer 23fI* statę due to the spin_orbit
interaction has bęen predicted. The 23n* state is expected to be split into three
different states: 23116*, 23ll1r, Z3Urr. One is now dealing with tbree separate
electronic transitions rather than only one. Under availability of the a very
nźuTow linewidth light source (laser) one may be able to detect thęse three
electronic transitions separately. In table there are presented the calculatęd
valuęs of the spectroscopic constants [T" _+xcitation energy (l00 crrr');
Bę,og - rotation and vibration constants 1cm-')] for Rydberg states n.E[ (n:4-
6) of Na2 dimer, calculated by different methods: c- empirical pseudopótential
(PP)+g91ę polarizatioq b-Hartree_Fock ab initio PP*core polarization; d _ this
work; a - exp [-3]. In paper there also considered the behaviour of Rydberg
states sfudied in an extemal electric fięld'

4'>: 5tt: 61t: 4'Z: {lt+ 6,8; 4t> 5rt+ 6'Z

T" 283,3 317,7 32s,6 B" 0.0899 0,1 14 0'l0ó oę 108,7 109,4 1Ż3'7

Ż85 319 327 0,0838 0,107 0,101 107 ll0 119

286 3t9 327 0,088 0,1 l0 0,1 l0 105 113 123

284 318 324 0,088 0,1 I 0,104 101 109 m
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BOUND STATES IN QUARKOI\IY AND SIJPERATOMS
SYSTEMS: ENERGY LEVELS SPLITTING. IONTZED

SUPERATOMS SINGLE ELECTRONS COUNTER Ah[D
SUPERATOMS MASSWE MEMORY CELLS

A.V. Glushkov and M.Zuda

.IryL Appl.Math, OHMI & Atom.-Nucl.-Mol. Spectr. Centre,
ą/c ]08' odessą-9, 65009, Ulłaine E-mail: glishkov@paco.'net

In paper there are considered the problem of calculation of the bound states
energies. for following systems: heavy quarkony (bound stats of the quark-
antiquark system) and superatom (spherical nucleus of somę semiconductivę
material, alloyed selectively by donors and surrounded by the non-admixtured
matrice of the material with less forbidden zone gap) [1._3]. Enęrgy approach is
developed for investigation of the spectroscopic_ółraraóterlstics foi systems
considered. zero-th approximation is generated by the effective ab initio model
functional, constructed on the basis of the gauge invariance principle. The wave
functions zero-th basis is found from the Schrodinger equaiion with sphericaly
symmetric potential which includes the potential of ionizód donors, tlrjHartreę-
Foch-Kohn-Sham functional and thę positive difference of minima for the
nucleus and matrix conductivity zones. The correlation corrections ofthe high
orders are taken into account within thę Greęn functions method (with the uie
of the Feynman diagram's technique). There have taken into account all
correlation corrections ofthę second order and dominated classes ofthe higher
orders diagrams (electrons screening, particle-hole interaction, *u.' op.ńto.
iterations) (c.f. details in ref.[4-7]). For superatomic system (Nucleus:
Al6.35Gą'65As; nuclei charge Z:20; Mattix.. GaAs) it has b-eęn obtained the
corresponding sequence ofenergy levels 1s2p3d.... . The superatomic radius is
estimated as 390 A. There are fulfilled the energy splittings calculation for
quarkony system with the use of the different formsóf pbtentiil. In zero-th limit
for E(2s)-E(2p) we have 800 MęV under m(Q):45 GeV; under r! ! the 2s_2p
and 2s-1s splittings resulted in -l40 MeV. Therę are considered and analysed
the possibilities of creation of the single electrons counter on the basis oi the
ionized superatom and memory cęlls for computer systems on the basis of the
superatoms massive [2,3].
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TIIREE-PHOTON IONIZATION OF NEUTRAL
SAMARIUM

Gomonai A. I., Kudelich O.I., Nemeth A.N.
Institute of Electron Płrysics,

2I Universitetslra str. Uzhgorod' 88000, Ulłaine
e - mai I : iep @i ep. uz hg or o d- ua

We have studied three-photon ionization of samarium atoms by laser
radiation in the o=17214+18416 crnr spectral range. tn the frequency
dependence of three-photon ionization more than 400 maxima of different
amplitude and shape have been found, most of them being due to the two-
photon excitation of unknown up to date even bound states. Some of
dependences obtained are shown in figures.
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BOUND STATES IN CATALYSIS :

NEW ELECTRODYNAMICAL AND QUANTTJM
CHEMICAL MODELS IN BLECTRON THEORY

OF CATALYSIS

A.V.Glushkov',M.V.Belous''', Yu.A.Kruglyak', V.D.ParkhomeŃo'',
P.N.Tsybulev'' and A.S.KatashinsĘ'''

'Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI & Atom.-Nucl.-Mol. Spectr. Centre,
a/c I08, odessa-9, 65009, Ulłaine E-mail: gluihkov@paco.net

" hutitute of General andNeorganic Chemistry,
NAS of Ulłaine' Kiev, []lłaine

'' Institute of Intellectual Property' Kiev, Ulłaine"' National Technical Uni:tlersity of tJlłaine "KPI", Kiev, U]łaine

A development of the comprehensive electron catalysis theory and a study
of catalyic activity of the different materials (f.e., metal & serniconductois
materials) is of a great impońance,especially, under construction of the fuel
elements, electrochemical and plasma chemical generators etc. In our paper we
propose a nęw approach in the electron theory of catalysis, based on the
electrodynamical and quantum-chemical modeling of catalytic processes on the
metallic and non_metallic materials [l,2]. on the example of thę model
reactions: the hydrogen ionization reaction and oxygen eleitrorestoring there
are found the electron structure parameters ( the Fermi surface states densrty,
the Fermi momentum and statical dielectrical permeability) which determine
the cata$ic activity of the metallic and semiconductive materials on relation to
indicated ręactions.

The key moment of models is in adequate choice of the effective potential
field of materials medium and obtaining the direct link between electron
structure parameters of materials and catalytic activity properties with further
numeral solution of equations of the schrodinger type and the bound states type
analysis [1-3,]. Some catalytic activity predictions are made for diffeient
materials (transition metals and alloys, semiconductors [4-6], lanthanides
perovskites ABO3 [2,7]).

This work is supported by the grant of the MinisĘ of Science and
Educatfon of Ukraine (State Com. on Science and tntel. prop. Ukraine, project
No 3.4/382).
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EXCITATION OF LASER TRANSITIONS
FRoM TTIE 4d95s2 ŻDrr;r,r-LEvELs oF cd* IoN

IN ETECTRON-ION COLLISIONS
A.N. Gomonai, A.L Imre, V.S. Vukstich, Yu.I. Hutych

Institute of Electron Physics, 2 I (Jniversitetska str. Uzhgorod, 88000,
Ulł ai nee-mai l : iep@iep. uzhgor od. ua

A precise investigation of the electron-impact excitation emission ooss
sections for the laser transitions of the Cd* ioń have been canied out by the
spectroscopic method using the crossed elecffon and ion beam technique. A
sigrificant role of the resonance processes was found near the excitation
threshold up to the Cd II ionization potential. The following processes have
been studied from the thresholds up to 40 eV

e + cd+ (4d105s) 2s/2 -) e + cdt' (4d95s) 'Drnłn ) e + cd+' (4d105p) 2Po142 ł hvo

The Cd* ions produ-
c.ed. in th.e low-voltage 

3discharge (U6 < 12 V) ion
source were formed into a
beam by an ion-optical
system and separated from
the Cd atoms by a 90o
electrostatic capacitor. The
ion bąm (Ęd00 eV,
I-6.10'' A) was intersec-
ted at ńght angle by a rib-
bon electron beam (E" 1
:7 +40 eY, t":17+10)' l0-)
A, AEr/2:0.35 eV energy
spread, FĘ[IM) at a pres-
sure of 10-o Ton. The sis-
nal of (3-0.5) s-r ma!-
nitude at the sigralło-
noise ratio of (l/15+1/30)
was distinguished against
the background using a
rectangular phase-shifted
pulse modulation of both
beams. The uncertainty of
the relative emission
cross section (bars in fig.)
was evaluated to be about
+15+20o/o. The absolute 10 E (e\4 20 30 40
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value of the excitation cross section was obtained by normalizing the
exp_erimental excitation function on the l5 states close-couiling calculatión [1]
at the 40 eV electron energy. The uncertainty for the absoluie cross sectibń
dętermination was about tlSolo.

The excitation functions have revealed the distinct resonance features not
observq4 earlier [2]. A dominant^c-ontribulion ofthe resonance processes via the
Coster-Kronig dócay o"f the 4d9(2D3l2)5s2nl autoionizing statós *a' ol'.ńió
between the'D512 ?rd'D3p levels splitting (AE : 0.69 eV) for the )"441.6 nm
line. The dielecffonic satellites for the )"325.0 nm and 1,353.6 nm lines were
observed below their excitation thresholds.

1. O.I. Zatsarinny, L.A. Bandurina, Opt. i Spektr.,2000 (to be published). 2. K. Hane, T.
Goto, and S. Hattori, Phys. Rev. A27,124-131 (1983), J. Phys. B16, 629-637 (1983).
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OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF' X.RAY
IRRADIATED Cdsl-xSex QUAIITUM DOTS

A.V.Gomonnai, A.M. Solomon, V'V.LopushansĘ,
LG.Megela, Yu.M.Azhniuk, LI.Turok

Institute of Electron Physics, Ulv. Nat. Acad. Sci., Uzhhorod, Ulłąine

In the recent decade CdSl_,Se, quantum dots embedded in a glass matrix
have been athacting extensive interest in view of wide possible applications as
well as due to quanfum-size effects resulting fiom the spatid cóńfinement of
charge-carrier motion. The parameters of the quanfum dotś embedded in a glass
matrix can be varied by both technological conditions and extemal faciors.
substantial changes in the quantum dots optical properties can be achieved by
intense light [], X-ray [2] and high-energy electron [3] inadiation.

Herg we report the X-ray (molybdenum anticathode tube, 40 kV, 20 mA)
irradiation effect upon the quantum-size levels revealing in optical absorption
spectra of CdSl_,Se, quantum dots, illustrated by Fig. l.
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F'Ę 1. optical absorption spectra of X_ray
inadiated CdS6 32Se6 6s quantum dots
in a glass matrix

The quantum-size le-
vels, revealing as below-
gap absorption maxima in
the non-iradiated
CdSs.32Ses.6s quantum dots
spectra, are seen to smear
and vanish at the exposed
dose D up to 540 Gy.
Subsequent X-ray irra-
diation with up to 2700 Gy
does not result in any
essential changes.

The isochronal (20
min) annealing studies of
thę irradiated samples
have shown tle recovery
of the quantum-size-re-
lated absorption features
in the range of 510-560 K.

The mechanisms res-
ponsible for the observed
changes in CdSy.,Se, qua-
ntum dots absorpion un-
der X-ray irradiation are
discussed,

3.02.01.8
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POPT]LATION DENSITY OF THE B2XTN*' STATE
OF MERCI]RY MONOBROMIDE

AI\D MONOCIILORIDE IN EXCIMER SOURCES
OF RADIATION

N.N. Guivan, A.N. Malinin, L.L. Shimon
Uzhgorod State UnilersiĘ, Pidgirna str. 46, 88000, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine

E-mail : mal@is s.univ. uzhgorod.ua

The data on the populations of excitęd states of excimer molecules are
acfual in connection with thę creation of effective gas-discharge sources of
radiation. Without these data it is difflcult to carry out the optimization of
excitation of excimer mercury monobromide arrd monochloride moleculęs
(HgBr* and HgCl*) in working mixtures of bottr lasers and lamps.

We have calculated the population of the B2E12*-state in HgBr* and HgCl*
molecules for weakly ionized (degree of ionization <10'o) gas-discharge plasma
of a pulse-periodic discharge in binary mixtures of mercury dibromide and
dichloride with helium and neon depending on the value of parameter E/p at the
ratio HgBrdHgCl2):He(Ne):0.5:99.5 and total pressure of the mixtures equal to
115 kPa' Such percent ratio was sęlectęd from optimal conditions of
approaching to the most effectivę composition of mixtures by energy
characteństics of discharge radiation, which were obtained experimentally in
gas-discharge excimer lamp [].

The populations of B22,2*-state in mercury monohalides were found from the
kinetic equation for the population ofthis state. In the equation the processes were
taken into account, that result in the population and decay of this state:

dissociative excitation ofmercury dihalidęs by electrons, its spontaneous radiative
decay and quenching by molecules of mercury dihalides [2].

The population of the B'Eq72'-state in HgBr* molecules is equal to 3.25.10"
sm3 and it is 5.2 times larger than for HgCl* molecules in mixtures with helium
and 4.6 timęs in mixfures with a neon at E/p:3 V sm-l(mm Hg)''. The
populations of HgBr* and HgCl* molecules in mixture with helium are larger
than thosę in mixfure with neon. Maximum populations of the B'x,2'-state in
mercury monohalides are achieved with E/p:2-5 V cm rlmm Hg;'r.

Thę obtainęd valuęs of the population BŻ!,2"-state in HgBr* and HgCl*
molecules in the gas-discharge excimer lamp [] are higb and they are close to
the detected data on the population in activę media of lasers at the samę values
of E/p parameter.
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TIIE STT]DY OF INTEGRAL EXCITATION CROSSSECTION
OF ISOMERIC STATES OF IIUCLEI IN (y,y') REACTION

A.I.GuĘ, V.S.Bohinyuk, A.G.okunev, A.P.osipenko,
A.M.Parlag, A.M.Fradkin, I.V.Khimich

Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Department ofNuclear Physics, Ulaaine

Paper [1] shows that a series of maxima and minima is observed for all the
isotopes at the cross section energy dependence which testifies to the fact of
activation levels present at such energies.

The airn of the present .pup., ń to sfudy A(y,y')'A reaction excitation
function for the ' 'Se, ' ' 'Cd, t "Hf n 7 -9.2 MeV range of energy and checking
the availablity of activations levels in this range of eńergy . AJtivation methoł
{2] at bremsstrahlung beam of M- l0 microtron at the DŃP of Uzghorod State
University.

fh-e samples being irradiated, the maximum energy of bremsstrahlung
beam.has changed with 0.1-0.2 MeV step. For monitoring of bremssnahlung
radiation the ionisation chamber has been used, its current ńas been transmitted
upon integrating RC-chain. The given activĘ in the samples has been detęcted
by the scintillation gamma spectrometer with 60*60 mm size NaI crystal.

The integral cross section has been estimated by the formula [3]:

o,", ='jot., ). oe" =}Ę_-(Ę.:-Ł)
', Iw(E,,E,).dE,

EP

where Y(E.)-yield, W(E-,Eu)-specrum of a bremsstrahlung radiation with maxi-
mum energy Ę, Ę-enerry of first activation level for the conespondińg isomer'

Abrupt breaks have not been observed at the graphics oĄjntegral.gJoss

lfiction dełlqndence upon maximum energy of bremsstrahlung in "Se(y,y')"'"Se,

Cd(y,y') Cd reactions which might have testified to the presence in this
ranqggenergy g{feparate activation levęls with large cross section'

Hf(y,y') Hf reaction. When natural Hf has been inadiated by brems-
shahlung with maximum energy larger than 6 Mev, 4 isomers may, be formed
with I sec, 4,3 sec, 18.6. sec and 5,5 hour half-life periods, their gamma spectra
hardly differ. In order to avoid these influence of these isomers irradiation upon
our measurement we have chosen the following regime: the sample has been
irradiated for 100 sec, cooled for 20 sec. and the measurement time has been 100
sec. Thus, the interfering isolłł{:rs activity at the beginning of measurement has
been decreased to 0,5 %o of 

_ -"Hf 
isomer activĘ. The yield measurements have

been carried out at the most intensive line with 0,215 Mev energy. At the integral
cross section energy dependence two breaks have been observed at 6,2 and 7,2
Mev energies, and they testif to the activation level presence with large cross

ępoction agn6.2 MeV energy' The break at 7,2 MeY is connected \i/ith
H(y,n) Hf reaction threshold.
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] TIIE RADIAL HARMOMC
OSCILLATOR PROBLEM: SOME RESIJLTS

M. Rytel
Atomic and Moleeular Physics Laboratory,
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Author will present some resultś obtained recently for the radial harmonic

oscillator and their possible applicatibns in rovibratingdiatomic molecule.
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THERMO STIMI]LATED LUMIbIESCENCE
IN TIIE Tb.DOPED LITHIUM

TETRABORATE POLYCRYSTALS

Hunda B.M., Marunchak V.M.. Solomon A.M., Turok I.L, M.M.
Borisyuk

Institute of Electron Physics, Nat. Acąd. Sci. of Ulaaine
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Lithium tetraborate (LTB) is one of the promising rnaffices for

thermoluminescencent dosimeters [1,2]. The results of the studies on the
thermostimulated luminescence (TSL) in polycrystals doped with Mn, Cu, Ag
and thęir combinations are discussed in a series ofpapers. It has been found that
thę TSL curve intensity and shape vary considęrably wit}r the dopant type and
concentration. In addition, an information on the lanthanide-doped Li2BaOT
luminescent properties is extremely scanĘ. It is known that these elements
reveal the distinct luminescęnce properties and often sęrve as thę activators of
numęrous nonluminescent mineral [2]. The present work concęrns the TSL
studies of Tb-doped Li2BaOT polycrystals.

The experimental studies of the TSL curves were carried out by using an
automated apparatus [3]. It has been found that the TSL curves for Li2BaOT:Tb
polycrystals have tlree maxima, i.e. the low-temperature (50-l50oC), the
intennediatę-tempęrature (160-250"C) and the highłemperafure (3l0-420"C)
maxima denoted by A, B and C, respectively. At the minimal activator
3oncentration, the maximum A is the less intense one. With thę Tb
loncentration increase up to 5 mol%, its intensity rises, while the maximum
itself is shifted towards the higher tempęrafures. At all Tb concentrations, the
largest TSL intensity was obsęrved for the maximum C. The fact that the
:elease of the carriers from the local trapping levels for this maximum occurs
lbovę 300oC allows onę to suggest Li2Bao7:Tb for the use in the
hermoluminescence dosimeters that may accumulate the dose at high
:emperatures. A large half-width of the TSL maxima, a considerable
)oncentration dependence and some peculiarities in the TSL curves testiff the
:omplicated sfructure of the maxima, i.e., they are due to the presenće of
lęveral local charge carrier fiapping lęvels or their quasi-continuous
listribution.

This work was supported by the STCU (project No 576).
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Copperdoped crystalline lińium tetraborate Li2Bao7 @TB) is widely used
as the material for the production of high-sensitive thermoluminescęń Gl,)
leteclqs of ionizing radiation [l]. the works on the development of L'TB-
based TL-materials with enhanoed characteristics, in particular, LTB:Eu are in
progress. ąŁh the present paper, the method of determination of europium
content in LTB by means of photo- and neufon-activation analysis has 

-been

suggested.
Eu content was determined with respect to the final activation product Eu-

152m produced in the following reaction:
Eu-t5l (n,5, y) Eu-152m
Eu-153 (y, n) Eu-152m
The Eu-doped samples were activated at the fast neutron pu-Be source with

the 2.73'106 n/s neutron yield (activation time l44h) and at the M-30 microtron
(Ey*:17,6 MeV, activation time - 0,5-1,5 h). Neutrons were decelerated to the

1lermal energies by means of the conventional 6 cm thick ,,neutron-stop"
blocks.

, The.spectra (analitical lines Eu-152m - 841,6 and 963,4) were measured by
using the PC-interfaced certified y-specfiometric SBS-40 complex and i
cylindrical semiconductor high-resolution Ge(Li)-detector (100 c# volume).
The spectrometric information processing and y-active nuclide identification
were carried out with the help of a standard software with a database
comprising more than 360 isotopes (wittrin the 45-3100 keV enerry range). The
optimal regimes of activation, cooling and measurement have bien cńośen to
determine Eu content in LTB. A statistical error for all series of measurements
did not exceed 3%.

This work was supportedbythe STCU Grant#576
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ON THE POSSIBILITY TO DETERMINE RBPULSTVE
POTENTIALS IN eV REGION FROM FAST

MOLECULAR BEAM SCATTERING DCBRIMENTS
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Rodionov I.D.**, Rodionova I.p.**
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It is not an easy problem to obtain the interaction potentials by fast
molecular beam (energy - lkeV) scattering experiments. The collisions were
traditionally considered as the elastic ones in such experiments. The concept is
usually true for the rare gas scattering but if one of the colliding sides is a
molecule the inelastic processes may take place. So it is necessary to make sure
are the resulting collisions are elastic or not. To solve this problem we have
desigted and build up an experimental set up which permits not only to
measure the scattering angle but gives the possibiliĘ to measure the energy of
the fast particles. The differential cross sections and the energy loss spectra
measured in such experiments allow to deduce thę ęlastic and inelastic
differential cross sections values. The procedure to find the interaction potential
out of these differential cross sections is proposed. It also includes
measurements of the absolute integral cross sections. Using the differential and
integral cross sections one can obtain the scattering angle function of the impact
parameters. The differential cross-sections are always measured within a
limited range of scattering angles so the function is also available for thę
limited range of impact paramęters. Yęt to solve inversion problem it is
necessary to have the scattering angle function of the impact parameter up to b:
@. The known theoretical or experimental interaction potential describing the
potential well and long range attractive part was used to overcome this problem.
The scattering angle impact parameter function was calculated for large b for
this potential. Experimental and calculated curves are aligned by the
interpolation line and thus the united deflection function (experimental,
interpolated, calculated) is used to restore the repulsive interaction potential
with Firsov inversion formula. The potential determination results are
illustrated by He-N2, N2-N2 examples.
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THE IIYFLIIENCE OF DOMAIN WALLS
ON THE PITYSICAL PROPERTIES

OF SbSJAND Sn2P2S6 FERROELECTRICS

D. Kaynts, A. Horvat
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The presence of domain walls in ferroelectric crystals is taken into account

in the description of their physical properties according. to the Landau
thermodynamic theory. It is shown, that such account results in occrurence
essentially new effect - renormalization ofcoefficient near.P and accordingly
to displacement AT" of Curie temperature.

Experirnentally the influence of domain strucfure condition on tęmperafurę
of phase transition in crystals SóS/ and Sn2P2S6 was sfudięd by measuring
temperature dependences of complex dielecfiic susceptibility components
measured along ferroelectric axis. The measurements werę carried out on
qualitative monocrystals, growing up from a gas phase, and having sharp
express anomaly near phase transition with the maximum of dielectric
susceptibility €'.*źQ+ 3) . 10a.

Width and surface energy density of do-main-walls of these crystals gives
values f = 1 + l0 r|m, Wo= (2 + 20) . L0ł llm] which are near equal to the
appropriate values for BaTiOj and for IGS. The dependence of temperature
displacement of phase transition on the amplitude E6 of a pulse bias electric
field during 10-10' sec, applied to polidomain crystals in fenoelectric phase is
investigated. With growth of E6 the difference between temperatures of phase
fansitions in mono- and polidomain crystals decreases and becomes equal to
zero at the moment whęn the value of E6 became close to the value of coercitive
field of the sample.

This fact is explained by integration of domains which polarization vector
parallel to the direction of the field Ą. lĘ depends on quality of samples, and
also on conditions ofexperiment, because it is determined by concentration of
domain borders, which are sensitive to the different sort of extemal influences
and to the crystal defects.
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ASYMPTOTIC APPROACH TO TrtE PROCESSES OF
TWO BLECTRON CAPTURE AT SLOW ION.ATOM

COLLISION

M.I. Karbovanets, M.V. Khoma, V.Yu.Lazur
Uzhgorod State University, Department of Theoretical physics,
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Two-electron capture at the slow ion-atomic collision is under consideration
within the framework of as1łnptotic approach. Cross section of one- and two-
electron processes at the separate final state is calculated using the method of
close-coupling channels. Diflerent ways of two-electron transfer (sfiaight
A+ B%* -+ A2+ + BGb-2r+ and Step-by-Step A+ Bzb* _+ A+ + Btzb-tY _> A2+ + BQb-z)+)
and relative contribution ofthem to the total cross section ofprocess have been
investigated. Two ways of representation for activę funneling electrons
correlation interaction - multipole approximation and exact expression using
the Fourier-image has have been consideręd. Described approaches were
applied to the investigation ofthe two-electron charge-exchange

ur(t 

") 
+,ł ru 

- 
$ s' ) --> H e-' + A ro - (3 s' ąl,n rl r\.

The theoretical results on the total and partial crosś-section are seen to be in a
good agreement with experimental data (see fig.l).

An analytic expression of
Coulomb one-electron, the
three-center Green's function, is
derived within the asymptotic
approach. Obtained result was
used to calculate electron
wavefunction of atomic ion at
the vicinity of distant molęcular
ion, and furthermore for to
obtain the analytic expression of
the matix element for two-
electrons exchange interaction
of the higbly charged ion with
molecular ion. Non center mole-
cular field is taken into account
using the exact expression (seri-
es expand) for one-electron two-

center radial Green's function.
Total cross-section of two-electron transfer for reaction He*+ Hr+He+2p

was computed within the framework of close-coupling channels method and
different nonadiabatic coupling models.

't
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PIIOTOREF'RACTTVE PROPBRTIES
OF MODIFIBD SnzPzSe

I.V.Kedyk, A.A. Grabar, I.M. Stoika, M.I. Gurzan and
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Tin hypotiodiphosphate Sn2P2S6 is a fenoelectric photorefractive mateńal,
suitable for photorefractive applications such as coherent beam amplification,
phase conjugation and laser beam clean-up, image processing, etc. The
photosensitivity of the crystal covers the range from 530 to 1300 nm.

ln the communication the results of the investigations of optical and
photorefractive properties of the Sn2P2S6 crystals are presented. The
experimental studies of two-wave mixing, photorefractive beam fanning and
parametric scattering were performed using red (He-Ne) laser beams (633 nm).
On the base of analyzing obtained data a set of the microscopic parameters
responsible for the photorefraction were evaluated. It is shown that these
parameters (two-beam gain coeffrcient, response time constant) can be
effectively modified by post-grown treatment (light inadiation, thermal
annealing), as well as by vapor-transport growth conditions. The best modified
Sn2P2S,6 samples eńibit large values of the gain coefficient (up to
38 cm'') at the comparatively short response time (-100 ms).

Applicability of the proposed crystals as a material for real time image
processing system was demonstrated on example of the novelty filters in one-
and two-beam schemes, that give possibility to visualize moving objects and
enhance their edges with high contrast and relatively high transformation rate.
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STIMULATING THE SUPERPLASTIC DET'ORMATION
OF TITE Al-Mg-Cu-Si-Mn-Zr ALLOY BY TIIE
PRELIMINARY PULSE ELECTRON BEAM
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Preliminary results of investigation of the influence of super-hard X-ray
radiation on the indices of superplasticity of a low-doped aluminum alloy of the
"avial" type are presented. Mechanical elongation tests were performed in the
air in the creep regime at a constantly acting flow stress. Characteristic features
of the development of the grain and porous structures in the course of
superplastic deformation were studied by means of light microscopy, using
standard methods of quantitative metallography. Iradiation of samples was
performed at the pulse accelerator "Start" with the following parameters: the
beam energy En=l MeV, the current value [n=10 kA, the current pulse duration
(p:0 nanoseconds. The samples which had been exposed to the inadiation by
10-20 pulses of the braking X-ray radiation were deformed immediately after
the irradiation. The results of investigation of the inadiated samples were
compared with those for the samples which had not been exposed to irradiation.
It has been established that under the same test conditions the deformation rate
for the irradiated samples is almost two times higher than the rate for the ones
which have not been irradiated. However, the optimal conditions for the
superplasticity manifeslation are shifted to the region of lower flow stress
values. In the both cases the elongation up to fracture under the optimal
conditions of the superplastic flow was of 200%. Investigations of the
microstructure of the deformed inadiated samples have sown that it is
analogous to the structure of the fractured samples which were deformed under
the same conditions without inadiation.

Apparently, the increase ofsuperplastic deformation rate which is observed
after the irradiation and the decrease ofthe optimal flow stress could be caused
by the increased extent ofnon-equilibricity ofthe grain boundarios due to the
interaction of the matęrial with thę super-hard X-ray radiation and by the
radiation-induced stimulation of the elementary deformation processes which
occur under the conditions of superplastic flow.
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ROLE OF CLOSE-COT]PLING EFFECTS IN
CONTIIYUUM FOR IONTZATION PROBLEMS

Kondorskiy A.D.
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Close-coupling equations for transition amplitudes are used for
investigation of the ionization of hydrogenlike atom by intense monochromatic
laser field [1]. The orthogonal and normalized basis in which the solution of the
time dependent equation is expanded contains unperturbed wave functions of
the discrete spectrum and generalized Coulomb wave functions of the
continuum [2]. The laffer takes into account the Coulomb potential of the
atomic core and the additional momentum acquired by the electron in an
extemal, time-dependent fi eld.

_ For the investigation of the close-coupling equations the fact, that bound-
free and free-free transitions are efficient in different regions of complex time
plain, is used. Simplified equations are consffucted. The equations for bound-
free tansitions are reduced to the ordinary differential equations. The equations
for free-free transitions are solved by quadratures.

Results are obtained for ionization of a hydrogen atom from its ground
state in strong and superstrong linearly polarized fields with the following
parameters: the values of the light frequencies change from 0.01 to 0.3 atomic
units, and the electric field values from 0.05 to 15 atomic units. Energy
distributions and angular momenfum distributions of electrons are ańó
presented.

It is shown that in this case the ground state decays completely, and free-
free transitions play a defuring role in the dynamics ofthe process. The electron
transitions from the continuum into the highest Rydberg states are also
considered. The total population of all the Rydberg states is found to be less
that5o/o.

The range of applicability of the approach is discussed. A comparison with
numerical results obtained by other authors [3] is given.
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USE OF WAVELETS
IN POTENTIAL SCATTERING PROBLEMS {

;

M. Kovacic, J. Horacek, K. Najzar
Chąrles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,

Prague, Czech Republic.

, Daubechies' compact support wavelets are applied for solving integral
Lippmann-Schwinger equation describing particle scattering on a sphericilly
q,mmetic potential. Structure of wavelet representation of physical operators is
discussed. It is shown that for fast decaying potentials wa-velets enible sparse
approximation of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation kernel. ConsEaints for
such potentials are deńved. 

i
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TNFLUENCE OF B-RADIATTON ON OPTTCAL
ABSORPTION EDGE IN Cu6PS5I CRYSTALS

Gy.Sh. Kovacs,I.P. Studenyak, V.V.Panko, O.A. Mykajlo,
V.V.Mitrovcij, A.G.Okunyev, A.M.Fradkin
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Cu6PS5I crystals belong to an argyrodite family, being characterized by
high concenffation of disordered vacancies and known as fast-ion conductors
and ferroelastics [,2]. Below room temperature they undergo two phase
transitions (PTs), one of them being superionic at 7;(165-175) K, the other -
fenoelastic at T": (269Ł2\ K [2]. At room temperafure Cu6PS5I compound
crystallizes in cubic syngony (F43m space group) []. The low-temperature
phase (at ?<Ę) symmetry of Cu6PS5I crystals still remains undetermined'

Cu6PS5I crystals were obtained by chemical transport reactions method.
CuoPSsI crystal samples were irradiated with the fluence of l0r5 cm2 7-MeV
electrons. Absorption edge spectra studies and isoabsorption measurements
were carried out using the technique and setup described in [2].

The measurements have revealed the absorption edge in both non-irradiated
and irradiated crystals at T5T,to be of Urbach shape, however, the Urbach edge
convergence point coordinates increasing in the irradiated sample. The
absorption edge analysis enabled its parameters to be determined as well as
exciton-phonon interaction parameters. The irradiation is shown to result in the
absorption edge blue shift by g 0.003 eV (at 7=300 K) and the absorption edge
energy width increase from 21.0 meV to 22.4 meY (at f:300 K). Besides, a
slight enhancement of the EPI is observed as well as the increase of the energy
of effective phonon, participating in the absorption edge formation. Note that in
the irradiated crystals the contribution of static structural disordering into the
absorption edge energJ width incręases from 9.8 to l2.l meV.

Irradiation results in the superionic PT temperature shift to lower
tempęraturęs as well as the PT smearing decrease' The fenoelastic PT
temperature is shown to remain almost unchanged under irradiation.
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THERMOGRAFIC Ai\D X.RAY PHASE
STUDIES OF T]NDOPED AND DOPEI)
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Lithium tetraborate (LTB) is a promising material for acousto- and
optoelechonics, while the doped LTB is that for the production of tissue-
equivalent strucfures, able to detect the ionżing radiation dose based on the
thermostimulated luminescence (TSL) effect. It is also well known that the TSL
efficiency depends to a great extent on the matrix phase state, deviation from
stoichiomeĘ as well as on the dopant nafure and quantĘ. tn view of the
necessĘ to develop the optimal conditions of synthesis of undoped and doped
LTB in different phasę states with the controlled composition arrd reproducible
TSL parameters, the thermogravimetric and X-ray phase studies of doped and
undoped LTB are of high importance.

In the present paper, by using the thermogravimetric method, the conditions
of LTB synthesis from the initial components (B2O3 and Li2CO3) by their
melting at the 5olmin heating rate have been studied. It has been found that
LTB syłrthesis proceeds in several stages. The synthesis thermogram reveals the
endothermal effects of B2O3 dewatering within the 90-220'C interval, melting
at 450'C and lithium carbonate decomposition at 620-630oC, Nvo endothermal
effects of LTB production at 640 and 745oC as well as the samę effect ofLTB
melting. Based on thęse data the LTB synthesis regime has been suggested.

The effect of the LTB samples thermal prehistory on their strucfure has
been studied. It has been shown that depending on the regime of LTB sample
production from the melt (i.e. quenching and annealing) one can obtain the
vitreous and crystalline LTB samples as well as those with coexisting vitreous
and crystalline phases.

Since, according to the phase diagram [1], the Li2O-B2O3 system allows the
production of at least five compounds, we have studied, by using the
thermogravimeĘ and X-ray phase tecniques, the influence of the deviation
from stoichiometry within the LTB production region up to 9 mol.oń Li2o and
B2O3 on the temperature transitions and the structure of the polycrystalline
LTB. It has been found that at> 3mo|.oń deviation from stoichiomeĘ towards
Li2o and B'o3, the thermograms show ńe appearance of the additional
endothermal effects, while the diffiactograms - the redistribution of the
intensĘ of the principal maxima in LTB as well as the occurrence of new
maxima. Based on these data, one may conclude that at the Li2O excess the
LTB synthesis results in the production of Li2BaOT- LiBO2 mixed phase, while
at the B2O3 excess - the Li2BaOT-LiB3O5-LiB8Ol3 mixed phase. These results
may be usęd in estimating the deviation from stoichiometry in LTB.
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PCI EFFECTS IN ELECTRON EXCITATION
OF AUTOIOIilZING STATES IN LITHITIM
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The near-threshold study of the electron impact excitation of autoionizing
states is complicated by the post-collision interaction (PCD effect causing the

lines in the ejected-electron specfium to shift in position and to obtain
broadenęd non-Gaussian shapes [l].

[n the present woĄ we report as the fust observation of the PCI effect in
the ejected-electron spectra ofihe (ls2s2)2S, (ls2s2p)aPr p,312, Ls(2s2p3P) 2P and

ls(2s2prP1 2P autoionizing states in lithium atoms. In order to reveal line shift,
the spectra were precisely measured in the impact energy range from the

excitation thresholds oflevels up to 2 eV above with an energJ resolution ofthe
spectrometer of 0.2 eV and at an observation angle of 54.7o. The apparatus and

measuring procedure were described earlier [2].

0.0 0.5 1.0 't.5 2.0

AE, eV
Figure shows a comparison between calculations using the formula

a =A|(AEr/2 - E;''\ [3] (broken line) and experimental data (full circles) for
the ls2s2 23 level (F=5 meV, E":51 eV). The results for other autoionizing
states in lińium will be presented at the conference.
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II-LIKE ANID He-LIKE SYSTEMS
IN ST]PERSTRONG MAGNETIC FIELD:

IYUMERIC CALCULATION
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The electron structure of atomic systems in strong mapetic field can be
drastically changed (f.e.: white stars, pulsars etc.). The interest to this problem
of the hydrogen atom in a static magretic field has also been stimulated in last
years by an experimental observation of complicated spectra with narrow
resonances coexisting with broad one (c.f.[l-10]). Theoretical estimates of its
spectrum have been performed in the fiame of the different approaches, in
particular, Random Matrix theory, the WKB approximation (c.f.[l-8]).It has
been shown that the predictions of the theory in the immediate vicinĘ of the
ionization threshold are to be improved. The present paper is devoted to a study
of the structure of the quantum states of the H-like and He-like atomic systems

in a static magrretic field (0.0l-l.0; in units: Bo=mŻe3clh3Z3 ). n
calculation there are used representations for the wave function of problem
hamiltonian (linear combination of the slater, hydrogenJike functions). The
third variant is based on the correct numeral solution of the Schredinger
equation with the use of the early developed method -the operator perturbation
theory form and the well-known in the scattering theory "distorted -wave"
approximation [1]. We have fulfilled the calculations of energy levels, dipole
matrix elements and quadropole moments with arbitrary nuclear charge in the
field interval 0,01 Z' <B< Z' . To calculate resonances widths G we have used
the OPT method (see detailes in ref.[l]). Here we only note that the resonance
width is defined by the imaginary part of the state energy in the lowest PT
order:

hnE=G/2=n<VEblHI,YE,S

with the total Hamiltonian. For interval (n-ll2)w<E<(n+l/2)w we have found
that the resonances widths (II atom) are -0.003-0.005 , which is reasonably
agreed with the experimental data [4,5] and theoretical predictions [6,fl. For -
ll2 w <E<112 w interval there has taken a place the regular dynamics, under
the E - w - chaotic one [8].
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COULOMB EFFECTS AT TIIE REACTION
OF ONE.ELECTRON TRANSFER AT TI{E FRAME

OF METIIOD DISTORTED WAVES
CONTII\T{IES SPECTRA

V.Yu.Lazur, L.M.Khalus
Uzhgorod State University, Departmeint of Theoretical physics,

32 Voloshina str., Uzhgorod, 88000 rJlvaine
L az ur @univ. uz hg or o d. ua

The processes of an one-electron charge-exchange
Az"* +p11Q"-t)+ *p+ (1)

recently became a subject of intensive experimental and theoretical study and in
connection with making and operation of devices for realization of
thermonuclear synthesis with a magretic plasma confnement, development of
new types of lasers, desigring and usę of accelerators of heavy ions of high
energies, and also in view ofnecessĘ ofexact ultra heavy rays interpretation.
The items of information, necessary in these fields, on nuclear processes are not
restricted about velocities ofreaction, but include more detailed performances,
such as spectra and angular distribution of products of reaction. It presence
increased requirements as to completeness, and on the foreground is already
telescoped not qualitative, but quantitative description ofthese processes, and to
precision of theoretical and model calculations.

. In present paper results ofour investigation are given ofprocess ofan one-
electron charge-exchange (l) at medial and high velocities ofa relative motion.
In particular, the basic affęntion is given to study of męchanisms of such
ręaction and their connection with angular distribution ofproducts.

The updating of the Dodd-Greider's integral equations is canied out for
system ofthree charged particles, taking into account Coulomb asymptotic of
wave functions in a problem of an inelastic dispersion with rearrangement. on
this basis the theory of reaction of an one-elecfron capture is constructed at
collision of a hydrogen-like atom with positive charged ion taking into account
the effects multiple Coulomb re-scattering of an electron on thę ion-residual of
a target. The reaction of a resonant capfure ofaproton on atomofhydrogen
fI. + II(b)+ H(ls) + g* is in more detail explored and is shown, that without
correct accounts of a coulomb interaction in a wave function of a final state it is
impossible to reproduce Thomas's peak in angular distribution of products. As
a sequence of advantages (enough complete account post - collision interaction
and prompt convergence of a series of a perturbation Dodd-Greider.s theory)
the offered method gives in good conformity to experimental data as by total,
and differential cross-sections.



WKB.METHOD IN TIIE TWO-CENTER PROBLEM
FOR THE DIRAC EQUATION

V.Yu.Lazur, O.K. Reyry
Uzhgorod State University, Department of Theoretical Physics,

32 Voloshiną str., Uzhgorod, 88000 IJlcraine
Lazur@un iv. uz h gor od. ua

The modem achievements in heavy ion accęlęration technology made it
possible of experimental studies of heavy ion collision processes and in
particular the one-electron capfure procęss ofhighly charged ions:

trQr-t)+ + Bzr* _+ Azr* a pQrD+ , Zt,Zz>>l (1)

The theoretical description of such kind of processes reduces to correct

determination exchange splitting M = Et - E, of quasi-molecular terms of
the system (AB\(zrzz-t't* , which correspond to the entrance and exit channels

of the reaction (l). {hen Z1 andĄare very large, the relativistic effects on the

motion of the active electron are not negligible and the determination of AE
requires knowledge of the relativistic electron wavefunction. Since the Dirac

equation with the potential of two Coulomb centers does not permit a compl€te

separation ofvariablęs at any system ofcoordinates, the given problem does not

have exact analytical solution. At the present paper we applied quasi-classical

approach (WKB-method) for solving the two-Coulomb-center Dirac problem in

a nźuTow region near thę intemuclear axis at asymptotically large internuclear

distances R. Using this function we have derived several analyic formulae for

the exchange splitting of the adiabatic potential curves 46(R) in the limit of
long distances between interacting partners in all versions, óE is expressed

through the known characteństics of disconnected atoms: charges of atomic

(ion) cores Z1, 22, ?s\nptotic coefficients A1,2, binding energies Ą.r/2, ffid

quanfum numbęrs of the electron in the considered states of atoms (ions).

The rssults of the relativistic M and analogous non-relativistic trsr'r

versions ofthe calculation ofthe exchange splitting between potential curves of
the system Q,e,Z\ show that the relative conffibution of relativistic effects

amounts to about 50oń, even atZ:48.
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UhIIFIED QUANTTJM-MECIIANICAL TTTEORY
CALCULATIONS OF TIIE ELECTRON.POSITRON PAIR

PRODUCTION IN INTENSE LASER FIELD
Ah[D IN IIEAVY ATOMIC NUCLEUS COLLISIONS,
ATOMIC PARITY NONCONSERVATION EFFECT

S.V.Malinovskaya, N.S.Loboda, S.V.Filatov
Atom.-Mol.-Laser Spectr. Centre & Inst. Appl.Math. OHMI,

a/c I08' odessą-9, 65009' Ulłaine Lmąil: glushkov@paco.net

A consistent unified quantum męchanical and quantum-electrodynamical
approach (operator perturbation theory method and QED perturbation theory) is
adapted to collision problem: The electron-positron pair production in collisions
bętwęen two heavy nuclei and collisions betwęen two atoms with the electron_
ejection effect [-5]. It is proposed the modified version of the many-body
perturbation theory for calculation ofthe atomic parity nonconserving effect (it's
applied to calculation of heavy atom of Cs). Method is in some details diffęrent
from the other approaches (c.f.[ 7_8]). New calculation schęmes for the electron-
positron pair production in collisions between two heavy nuclei with nęar-
threshold enerry and in thę intense laser field is considered. [n first case a
consistent quantum-mechanical approach (operator perturbation theory method)

[1-4] to a ęlęctron_nuclear system as a whole is used account being taken ofthe
ręlativistic nafure of the electron subsystem. The model potential of the wholę
ęlęctron-nuclear system accounts thę finite size ofnuclei and possible resonancęs
of the super-heavy compound nucleus formęd from original nuclei [1].
Resonance phenomena in the nuclear subsystem lęad to the structurization of the
positron spectrum produced. To calculate the electron-positron pair production
cross-section in both cases, we use modified versions of the relativistic energy
approach, based on the S-matrix Gęll-Manrr and Low formalism (c.f'[l-s]).
Some calculation results (U-U collisions etc.) are presented. New numerical
calculation schęme for calculation of collisions process between two atoms with the
electron-ejection effect has been proposed. There are presented the resutrts of
calculations for the energy levels, hyperfine structurę intervals' E1-, Ml-transitions
amplitudes in heavy atoms of Cs, Sn, Pb (parity nonconserving 6s-7p dipole
amplitude in Cs; calculation leads to the valuę: <6s|Dz|7s>:g.92xil0 ''i|e|ao(-awn9)
and compared with other calculation [6,7].
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DYNAMICS OF POLARIZATION OF TIIE
TWO.LEVEL MEDIUM IN LASER FIELD.

PHOTON ECIIO AND APPLICATIONS
IN TIIE NEURAL NETWORKS THEORY

A.V. Lobodar , N.S.Lobodar and A.V.Glushkovz

.] Comput.Dept.oHMl, ą/c I I6, odessa-9, 65009, t]tłąine
'Itst. Appl.Math. OHMI & Atom.-Nucl.-Mol. Spectr. Centre,

ą/c 108, odessa-9, 65009, Ulłąine E-mail: gluśhkov@paco.net

In paper within the density matrices equations method and S.matrix
formalism [l,2] there is considered the dynamicś ofpopulations and polarization
of the twoJevels medium under the coherent interiction of the lasęr radiation
with medium' It has bęen solved the task on the propagation of amplitude_
modulated laser radiation in the two-levels ato_ms gas. It;s ihown the pośsibilĘ
of the nonlinear transformation under definite conditions of tle stiong field
enęrgy to weak fields (c.f. [3])' It is considered the polarization ofthe reionant
medium (medium is characterized by the distuning distribution) under ęffect of
two separated in timę laser radiation pulses. Induced dipole moment is defined by
the square ofboth pulses. DiversiĘ on the distunings resulted in the diversity of
the oscillation phases for separated dipoles, creating the macroscopic medium
polarization. Thę intensive radiation pulse is conesponding to the time moment
of the. restoring the synphase for microdipoles (photon echo). Multiphoton
excitation realization ofphoton ęcho is also discussed.

At pręsent timę the photon echo effect can bę considered as a nęw
perspective physical principle for realization of thę neural nętworks in optics,
optical information processing systems, the operative memory systems in optical
computers I4-7). It is studied the possibilĘ of operating the optical neural
network, constructed with the usę of the stimulated 161ęę_pulsed photon echo
(multiphoton one). It has bęen fulfilled the modeling of the neural network with
retarding for processing the complicated sequences of images. It is also
considered the modęl dynamical system of the emitted oscilla_ting dipoles and
numerically studięd the one-frequency synphase oscillations rąime, multi-
frequency synphase onę and chaotic regime on the bifurcation diagram (physical
example - a grid of the quantum genęrators connęcted through the_góneral
resonator).

Referęnces:

[1]. A.V.Glushkov, L.N.Ivanov , Preprint ISAN N3-AS-92, Moscow, 1992; phys.Lett
A. 1 70 33 (1992); .
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[3]. V.D.Tvorogov, V.G.Fedoseev, K.N.Ugay, Opt. Atrn 4,625 (lggt).
[4]. D.Psaltis, N.Farhat, Opt.Letr. 10,98 (1985).
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[6]. S.O.Elutin, S.M.Zaharov et al, JETp 88,401 (1985).
[7]. E.N.Manykin, v.v.samartsev, optical Echo-Spectroscopy.-M.:Nauką l984.
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PRODUCTION OF ZINC SULPHIDE.
AI\D SODIUM F'LUORIDE.DOPED LITHIUM

TETRABORATE AI\D STUDIES OF ITS PROPERTIES

Loja V.Yu., Lada A.V., Turok I.I., Solomon A.M.,
Hunda B.M., Krafchik S.S., Semak Yu.I.

Institute"f 
'::ł::;,i#tr;;Y,:x!#i88000,t]lrłąine

Lithium tetraborate Li2B4oi @TB) is a promising matęrial for acousto- and
optoelectronics and dosimetry. No data on LTB doping by I and II group element
chalcogenides and halogenides arę available in periodic litęrafure.

We have performed a synthesis of LTB alloys in vacuum with argon
supression of dissociation at P:10-t Tor with different percentage content of
doping binary alloys, in particular, NaF and ZnS. It has been found that in order
to produce the volumę_homogeneous sa_mples-one has to obęy the following
technological regimes: vacuum - 5.l0-)-l.l0-ó Ton, container tęmperafure -
850+900oC, synthesis duration - 20 min. A series of experimental samples in the
amorphous state (based on the X-ray phase analysis data) were obtained with the
doping component concentration being 5.104+1.10-5 mol (ZnS) and 1.5.10-a mol
(NaF). The character of the dependence of thermostimulated and X-ray
luminescence in doped melts has been studied. The analysis of the TSL curves
indicates their complicatęd nafurę. For the NaF-doped Li2B4o7 alloys peculiar is
the occurręnce of a single peak at 283 K, while for the ZnS-doped samples -
three peaks arę observed at 350, 405 and 460 K, respectively.

Thę dęcręasę of the dopant concęntration results in the X-ray luminęscęncę
intensrty rise. The analysis of the TSL and XL curves for obtainęd alloys
indicates their promising nature in dosimetric applications.

This work was supported by the STCU gant No 576.
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ST]PERCOITDUCTTVITY AT 1OOK
IN CdBaCaCuO CERAI{ICS

R.T. Mariychuk t, P.P. popovich r, V.V. Bunda 2, E.E. Semrad I

I (Jzhgorod State IJniversity, Chemistry Department,
46 Pidgirna srt., Uzhgorod,88000, Ulłąine,

E-mąil : rmar@is s.univ. uzhgorod. ua
2 (Jzhgorod State Institute of Information Science,

Economics and Law

The last explored class of ABazCą-lCuno" HTSC homologous lines (A- Bi,
Tl' Hg' n=l,2,3'..) was the group of HgBa2Cą-1Cuoo" with crossover
temperafures 94K (n:1)' |23K (nź), and l33K (n=3). It was associated witb
volatility, toxicity and difficult preparation technology of mercuric oxide.
Cadmium is a candidate for inclusion in such system as analogue of mercury by
chemical properties.

The similarĘ of thę chemical properties and closeness of the ion radii of
mercury and cadmium may prognoses thę existence of homologous sęries
CdBa2Can-1CunO2*2o*6.The attempt to make the CdBa2Ca2Cu3Os6 was described
in [1]. The multiphase samples was obtainęd and Ę :l07 K was reported.
SuperconductivĘ was associated with CdBaCaCuoł*s, CdBaCa2Cuo56 and
Cd2Ba3Ca3Cu3o11*6 phases. Thę sample Cd63Ba2(Y67Cąa)Cu350, with
orthorhombic unit cell (type YBa2Cu3O7) and T" = 80 K was synthesized[2'!.

The samples of homologous sęries CdBa2Cą-1Cunozn*z*6 (n = 0, l, 2,3, 4),
CdBaCaCuOa.5, CdBaCa2CuOH6 and Cd2Ba3Ca3Cu3Orr*o and CdBa2Cu3O6*6
węre prepared by solid statę reaction. It was founded that samples
CdBa2CaCuO5*6, CdBa2Ca2Cu3O3*6, CdBa2CaCu2O6*6 have a superconducting
transition at90,97 and 102 K, respectively. The presence ofdiamagnetic phases
was confirmed by magretic measurements. The presence of the original phases
did not confirm, because all reflects was identified semiconducting BaCuO2 and
CaCuo2. SuperconductivĘ of samples we associate with changes of properties
of aforementioned phases in result of Cd, Ba and Ca doping.

References:
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BARIUM ISOTOPES AS THE OBJECT
FOR STUDYING THE ISOMERIC RATIOS

V.M.Mazur, Z.M.Bigan, T.Y.Marynets, Yu,V.Pylypchenko
Nątioanl Academy of Sciences of Ulłaine

Institute of Electron Plrysics
Univ er syte ts lu s t. 2 l, 8 8 0 I 6 Uzhhor od, Ula aine

The cross-sections of excitation of isomeric states in (y,n) reactions on
barium - 129, 131,135 isotopes in the energy range 8-17 MeV were investigated
on a bremsstrahlung of the microffon M-30. The approximation parameters of the
croŚs-section were as follows: o1 is the cross-section in maximum, E1 is the
energy of maximum, 11 is the half-width (seę in table):

Tabl.Lorcnz curyes parameters used for approximating
the isomeric state excitation cross-section in thę Ba isotopes.

IsotoDo or. fib Er. MeB fr. MeB (n/2)orL=on'mb.MeB
l29mBa 68.6 15.6 3.26 351
l3lfrBa 68.3 15.6 3.06 328
l35mgU 62.t 15.s 3.19 311
l37mBa 51.4 15.5 266

The following isomeric ratio values węre obtained at the energy of 16 MeV:
tzeBa - R=0,27r3rBa - R:0,25l35Ba - R:0,2l37Ba - R:0,14.

The estimated isomeric ratio determination enor reaches - 15 %. It is seen
from the above isomęric ratio values that isomeric ratios decrease with isotope
mass: they are maximal for the lightest 129Ba isotope and minimal for l37Ba.



The theoretical method of the description of slow elastic atom'atom

..utt.iine in the optical potential approacń, which has beęn testęd for the

..i.'t.ui. He' atoń scattering by the ground statę Na atoms at 68 meV energy

i]il' p'...nt.d. This method ń applied for the investigatioi:f 
'l" 19::e^!1o"'.'""

initre'wiae (0.l-l000 meV) atomic particle enęrgy range' The descriptton oI tne

scattering Process is based on

OPTICAL POTENTIAL MODEL FOR ELASTIC
SCATTERING OF TIIE METASTABLE He121'3S;

ATOMS BY THE XalS 2S1 ATOMS rN TrrE
0.1 - 1000 meV ENERGY REGION

Remeta E.Yu., Kelemen V.I.

I nst itute of Ele ctr on P hYs ics'
Nątional Acade.y of Srierce' of Ulłaine, Uzhgorod

e-ntail : remeta@ieP.uzhgorod. ua

the quantum and quasiclassical
notions about the atomlc
interaction. The quantum des-

cription uses the Phase function
..ihod for the scattering Prob-
lem and for the Phase analYsis
of the collision Process. The
quantum features PlaY a deci-

sive role in this Process'
'".';""'':""':''j:':':;:""':":':';ł. opticalpotentialsforthęseto' lo' 'd 'rair óf atoms are known andąmv, t

iheir determination is based on

iń.-.on'ia..ution of the He*Na
quasimolecule as the autoioni'
zins complex.

tigutit present calculated
ouantń total (-), elastic (-'')

-a Penning-ionization (")
cross sections together with the

experimental (o) (enor t507o)
an-d other theoretical (quasiclas'
sical) (ł data for the singlet and

to'' 'o' u,|$" lo' 
triptótńfium scattering, respec_

tivelv. The well defured struc-

fureofsomecrosssectionsrequiregoodexplanationwithintheframeworkofthe
phase analysis.
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[l] Remeta E.Yu., Kelemen V.I., Zavilopulo A.N', SnegursĘ A'v' JETP' 2000' v'90' Nsz'

250-257.
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OPTICAL POTENTIAL APPROACH FOR LOW-ENERGY
ELECTRON ELASTIC SCATTERING BY TIIE Be, Mgo Ca,

Ba AND Yb ATOMS IN TIIE FORWARD Al{D
BACKWARD HEN{ISPHERES OF ANGLES

Remeta E.Yu., Kelemen V.L, Bilak Yu.Yu., Shimon L.L.
Institute of Electron Physics, Natiołwl Acądemy of Sciences of Ulaaine,

Uzhgorod, e-mail : remeta@iep.uzhgorod.ua

The summarizęd material on the theoretical investigations of elastic slow
electron scattering by alkaline-earth and Yb atoms to the intęrval of angles of
forward and backward hemispheres depending on the collision energy E is
presented. This intęrval is connected with the experimental conditions of the
hypocycloidal electron spectrometer operation. The form of the analytical
expression for the S(E) function (through the direct and intęrfęręnce terms)
measured in such experiments results from the partial-wave expansion for the
electron amplitude of scaftering

s(E) = +t(2 t+t)fqjsin2 ze, + (t-tttcoszt r)2)eur(E)+2k' l

- 
[ ,'7rł<zł 

-tleutlt\1\1sin2e rsin2e, + (1 - 1, cos2e7 )(l - 11 cos2e, )lQ7, (E),

wherę lć=2E, functions Q7r(E) are connęcted with the Legendre polynomials

Pi(x) :

Q4 (E) = 
ł'T" 

i]1'i].*,,o.,,o'
x, (E) = cos0, (E),x2(E) = cos0t(E).

Complex partial phase shifts s r{r) = e,(E) + i. Ę(E), n /(E) = expt-2Ęn (E)]

are evaluatęd from thę Schrodinger equation with the corresponding optical
potential describing all complicated electron-atom interaction.

Special cases of the boundary angles of electron scaffering in forward and
backward hemispheres, are, respectively:

01(E) = ArcsinJa/Ę 02(E) = Arcsin/67E,

0t,, = l80o +Arcsinlm 
:

whęre constants a, b, c are given by the experimental conditions'
The influence of thę P- and D-resonances on the S(E) function for the slow

electron elastic scattering by atoms is analyzed and demonstratęd in thę various
expeńmental conditions'
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ELE CTRON-IMPACT IONIZATION
CROSS-SECTIONS OF Sr ATOMS

FROM GROT]ND. AI\D METASTABLE STATES

I.I.Shafranyosh, M.O.Margitich, L.L. Shimon
Department ofPhysics, Uzhgorod State (JniversiĘ. lJzhgorod 29400,

Ulłaine, E-mail : shafr@iss.univ. uzhgorod.ua

Present paper deals with experimental study of ionization of Sr atoms from
ground- and triplet metastable states in the energy range from threshold up to 40
eV (for ground-state atoms) and to 20 eV (for metastable_statęs atoms). The
process was studied in the normally crossed atomic and elecffon beams with ion
detection in the analog mode. The idea of the experiment is presented in [1]. The
ground_state and metastablę-state concentrations in the region of interaction of
the atoms with the ęlectron beam were determined by an absorption method.

The results of the experiments are presented in the fig.l-2. The reliability of
this method of investigation was confirmed by the fairly good consistenry of our
results on ground-state atom ionization with data ofother papers [2]. The use of
thę electron monochromator allowed the sffuchrre in the energy dependence of
ionization cross section for normal atoms (see fig.l) to be revealed in more dętail
within the 20-25 eY energy region. As is seen from curve I of fig.2, the energy
dependence ofthe energy ofthe ionization cross section from the metastable state
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FĘ1. Effective ionization cross sections Fig.2.Effective ionization cross sections
for Sr atoms from the ground state: for Sr atoms from the triplet metastable
Okuno [2] (l); presentpaper(2) states (l) and the ground-state (2)

reveals a flat maximum at E-ll eV, a structure atE-4.4-5.7 eV, shouldes at
E-5.7 and ó.8 eV. The energy dependence of the ground-statę atom's ionization
coss section has the form a-śtructureless monotonically increasing curve. Such
discrepancy is mainly duę to thę different mechanisms of ion formation from the
mętastablę and ground states.
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EI\ERGY DEPEhDENCES OF ELECTRON EXCITATION
CROSS SECTIONS OUT OF METASTABLE STATES

OF LOWER Ms, Ca ANID Sr LEVELS

Shafranyosh I.I., Snegurskaya T.A.
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Uzhgorod, Ulłąine

A quite scarce opportunĘ to compare the experimental arrd theoretical
results that, evenfually, improves the reliabilĘ of the obtained information, has a
great importance in studying the elementary processes of electron intęractions
with the excited atoms.

Here we report on somę data on the energy dependences of ęlęctron
excitation cross sęctions for spectral transitions to low-lying Mg, Ca, Sr levels
(with minimal changes in thę initial and final state quantum numbers) out of thę
metastable states and will compare them with the theoretical dataU,zl obtained
earlier (the calculations were
performed by the six-state
close-coupling method).

Thę experiments węrę
carried out by an optical
method with the use of a
crosses atomic and electron
beam technique. The electron
beam was produced by a five-
electrode elecffon gun (beam
current reached 30 pA at 30
eV, and the energy spread
was 0.5 eV)' The metastablę
alkaline-earth atom beam was
produced by a discharge me-
thod, the mętastablę atom co_
ncentration was (3-5). 1 0ecm-3
(depending on thę metal un_
der study) based on the spect-
ral line self-absorption data.

Figure shows the energy
dependences of excitation
cross sections (excitation
functions, EF) for some spęc-
tral transitions (ST) - the first
terms of the diffirse series. As
is seen, for these ST, as a ru-
le, are typical thę smooth EF
with maxima at few threshold
units inherent in the dipole
excitation. It seems quite reli-
able that the above EF arę
close (as a rulę with no near-
thręshold features being taken

E,eV

Figure. EF for some spectral transitions in Mg,
Ca, Sr atoms out of the metastable
(curves 1,3,4,7,8) and ground (curves
2,5,8) states.
Mg: I - 33P, -33D,;2- 3rso - 3rp,;
Ca'.3,4 - 43Pr- 43Dr;5 - 4rso - 41p,;
Sr: 6,7 - 53P, - 53Dr; 8- 5rso - 5rpr

M
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into account) to those for the resonant sr excited from the atomic ground states
(see figure). It should bę notęd that the excitation cross section values are also
quite similar (close to l0-r5 cm2 [l]). For the sake of completeness, the same
figure illustrates also the theoretical data on EF for some ST out of the mętastable
states (curves 3' ó). For Ca atom the calculatęd EF (curve 3) indicates very
clearly the presence of a near-threshold resonance obsęrvęd first experimentally
(curve 4). [n general, it should be noted that the data obtained testi$ a fairly good
agreement of the data for the lower statęs.
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IsoMER Hf-178M (1ó+) As AN EFFECTIVE
SOLID FOR THE REALTZATION

OF A *IIOT GAMMA.LASER'

I. V. Sokolyuk, T .M.Zajac
Uzhgorod State University, Department of Nuclear Płtysics,
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onę of the major problems of realization of a gammałaser is the

maintenancę of Mossbauer conditions for effęctive solid. As far as the effective
solid undergoes the heating during the experiment mainly due to the
nonresonance absorption ofthe gamma-quanta the preservation ofthe Mossbauer
conditions is problematic: a number of problems, including thosę of technical
nature arise regarding the heat abstraction and subsequent cooling ofthe reaction
mass.

tn this paper the possibility of the realization of a gamma-laser in conditions
when the effęctive solid does not meet the Mossbauęr temperatures conditions,
i.e. the ęffective solid is in the so-called "hot state'' is considęred.

The possibility of the use of the 178m2H(16+) isomęr nuclei as an ęffectivę
solid fi2r such a "hot gamma-laser" is examined.

In the paper the possibilĘ of realization of the schęme of such gammałaser
is studied based on the hypothesis of one-nucleon interaction of the gamma-
quanta with the nuclei and the nature of the isomers' nuclei is considered. Tho
scheme based on 178mH(16+) isomer is proposed. In particular the possibility
of the obsęrvation of a non-coherent stimulated gamma-emission with the use of
gamma-transitions from spontaneous decay of l78mH(16+) isomer was studied.
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QUASIMOLECTILAR TERMS FOR SYSTEMS:

''INERT GAS ATOM - IIALOGEN ATOM''
''INERT GAS ATOM - RARE EARTH ATOM'

V.N.Polischuk
Comput. Dept. OHMI, a/c I16, Odessa'9' 65009' Ulrraine

e -mail : glus hkov @t ac o. net

When studying the adrosbtion spectra on the magletic dipole o*-sr11o.11:f

the rare earth aiomls in the inert medium it is important to know the cross-sedrons

"iń. 
a.p"ńi'.tion ano non_adiabatic transitions under atomic collisions. tn the

Dresent paper there *a pr.r.ot.a the results of calculations of the quasimolecular

ffi;iffiil;il ;"6ti"1.) for the systems:."inert gas ato_m Q.{e.,Ar,r(r,Xe)-
it;G;;!"* in trtd grounJstate (F, cl, I). and "inert itom (He' tu)- rare earth

il"i(T;i;'ńe ca'lculations are'carried out with use of a new ęffective

nseudoootential męthod u.''ń (generalizing the known Baylis method) and.thę

:-;#il';Jńń';til th."'y iił1. 1o i.te into account the conelation-

nolarization effects , *. pioń'.'u nćw form for polarization pseudopotential- It

i.";ffi.."j;;iil. Lo.ir'"f,rt" effective calculaiion for the main perturbation

;il;[;;"il oiacrpotariJion oiagrams wittr the use of rhe Thomas-Fermi

;;;-"ńń *a generoń' tń. mó*" atomic polarization potential [l]. This

iiń r'* ."t any disidvantages,which arę characteristic for the known Dalgarno

ootential. Some calculat.J'p.'ń.t.'' R (interatomic distance: in atomic units)

'"ii"'J-ip"',lii.i.i *.ii Oiritrt, in meV) are presented in table I with some

":*p..i.il'iuiautu 
for the Jystem:_inert gas atóm- Cl atom into gound state' tn

t"Li" z *. p*sent the .utó,ilut"o autu foi the interaction potential of the 4f'sheu

ofthe Tm atom with He and Ar atoms'

35
3Ż
3,2
3,6

l8

3,4

15

3,3

7,2

3,2

E [4]
E this work

R t4l
R this work

cl(xl2)

Table 1,

Tąble 2.

Ł a.u. 6 8 l0 t2

E:4f Tm-He/a.u. 0,98 l0G4) 0,73 l0(-5) 0'44 l0(-ó) 0,24 10(-7)

E:4f Tm-Ar/a.u. 0,66 lo(-3) 0,82 l0(-4) 0,72 l0(-5) 0,60 l0G6)
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FLUCTUATION EF'FECTS IN IIIGH-TEMPERATTJRE
SI]PERCONDUCTOR OXIDES

P. P. Popovich
Institute of Solid State Physics and Chemistry,

Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ,
54 A.l/oloshin Str., Uzhgorod, 88000, Lllcraine

E-mail : p opovich@is s.univ.uz hgor od. ua

Sincę the discovery of the high-tempęrafurę superconductors a lot of efforts
have been undęrtaken to explain thę diflerent propeńies ofthese materials. one
of them is the non-Gaussian ńermodynamic flucfuation phenomenon near the
superconducting phase transition' A diffęrent approach to this problem would be
to develop a lot of models.

The amplitude fluctuation of the order parameter dominates above Ginsburg-
Landau transition temperature T" leading to paraconductivĘ' In the normal phase
non-equilibrium Cooper pairs appear and decay, caused by change ofdensity of
states. The phase flucfuation ofthe order parameter below Ę generates resistance
in thin wires and breakdown in fluxoid quantization of small rings.

The ęxcess conductivĘ or paraconductiviĘ is the additional conductivity
caused by fluctuations. The study oftemperature dependence ofparaconductivity
is a method to obtain pararnęters characteristic to superconducting phase. These
flucfuations increase as the temperature approaches the critical onę.

Thę first attempt to explain the ęxcęss conductivĘ which is the measurable
manifestation of this kind of fluctuation was canied out by Aslamazov and
Larkin (AL). They studied the permanent acceleration of Cooper pairs caused by
fluctuations. In the case of cleaner films the experimental results were above the
values predicted by AL theory. For this reason Maki and Thompson modified the
original oquation with an additional term, which originates fiom the indirect
effect of the fluctuations on the quasiparticle conóuctivity. Lawrencę arrd
Doniach transformed the AL theory for anisoffopic superconductors considering
the two-dimensional fluctuation within layers and Josephson coupling between
them.

The microscopic origin of high tempęrature superconductivĘ is still a major
unsolved problem. Calculation of parameters like peneffation depth and
coherence length from flucfuation theories are extremefu usęful in uncovering
some features of superconductors.
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FORMATION OF NUCLEI ISOMERIC STATES
IN TITE PIIOTOF'ISSION REACTIONS

Yu.Pylypchenk o, Z.Bigan, I.Kobal
National Academy of Sciences of Ulłaine

Institute of Electron Phys ics
Universytetska st' 2 I, 8 80 I 6 rJzhhorod, Ulłaine

e-mai I : vpi I ip @univ. uzhgor od. ua

The excitation of
isomeric states in thę nuclei
of l3lTe, l33Te and l3sxe is
investigated. The indepen-
dent isomeric vield ratios ofl'lTe, l33Te ńd "'Xe haue
been determinęd in l6.5
MeV gamma induced fis-
sion of232Th and 238U using
garnma specffometric tech-
niques. The experiment was
carried out cn thę variable
energy miuotron M-30
with the maximal energy of
bremsstrahlung of 30 MeV
at the tnstitutę of Electron
Physics in Użrhorod.

To obtain the indepeo-
dent isomęric yield ratio of
the isotopes the precursor
yield correction was done
(see Fig.l).

Obtained data and the

Bltł1 u.l2-;
--t\rn r/ #ii:_ \,,,..

, r, *ifu5, r, r01 oJi, n pr--a\,1
Il.0i nr 2$.0 r'r 8.0? d

l.36 rll ll.ł rr 20.it h

Figure l. Thę isobaric decay chain for
the mass number l3l and 133.

literature data for thę same &agments show the following important fęatures:
The value of the independent isomeric yield ratios depends on nuclear

strucfure effects such as shell closure proximity.
The value of the independent isomeric yield ratios decreases with

dęcrease of the excitation energy. That might be a proof of predominating
cluster effects in thę threshold energy fission.
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ELBCTRON SPECTROSCOPY STUDY OF METAL
PARTICLE - GAS MOLECULE INTERACTION

Ya. Lykhach, V. Nehasil,
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University,

Prague, Czech Republic

The changes of the physical properties occurring in the model system of the
noble metal non continuous film deposited onto ceramic support and interacting
with impinging gas molecules CO and 02 exhibit a point of interest in a
heterogeneous catalysis. Since an interaction of the gas molecules with the small
metal clustęrs is influenced by a metal-support interaction, an electronic pańicle
structure, and the supported small metal particles morphology, the really
observed adsorption represents thę interference ofthe different effects.

The non continuous Rh/films supported by y-AlzOt and ZrO2 substrates have
been prepared to investigate the sffucture influenced adsorption and particle
reconstruction stimulatęd by the gas molecules adsorption. The samples were
stabilised after the metal deposition by the high temperature and intensive
adsorption affecting to avoid the non reversible changes ofparticle morphology
during the adsorption experiments, that were performed later.

The combination of different methods, such as Auger Electron Specfioscopy
(AES), Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) an Elastic Peak Elecffon
Spectroscopy (EPES) allow to follow the studied systems behaviour, it means to
determine thę surface morphology, chemical state and an electronic strucfurę of
the metal deposit under the actual condition and furthemrore to separate the
particular operating effects. The experiments are completed by the
Themodesorption Specffoscopy (TDS) experiments to measure the adsorption
capacĘ of the samples.
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IIYVESTIGATION OF THE WORK CObIDITIONS
AI\D CHARACTERISTICS OF MT]LTIWAVE
EN{ITTERS ONRARE GASES CITT ORIDES

AI\D FTORIDES

Shevera I.V., Shuaibov A.K, Shimon L.L.,
Dashchenko A.I.,Minj a A.I.

Uzhgor od St at e Univer s ity,
Pidgirna str., 46, 88000' Uzhgorod, Ulłąine,
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We present the results of a desigr and systematic investigation of specffal,
temporary and resource characteristics of an elecfiodischarge excimer emitters,

with radiation on: 175 nm ArCl (B-X) i 222 nm Krcl (B-X) / 236 nm XeCl (D-
X) 1258 nm C12 (D'-A') / 308 nm XeCl (B-X); 175 nm Arcl (B-X) / 193 nm (B-
X);222 nm KrCl I 249 nmKrF / 258 nm Cl2' / 308 nm XeCl i 353 nm XeF. An
active medium of a lamp was formed on gas-mixtures: ArlKriXelCl2, ArlCFzClz,
HetKrlXelCF2Cl2 , with the help of a powerful transverse discharge with a spark
preionisation' The optimum pressur€ of the Ar/KrXe/Cl2 mixture is 15-20 lrPa'
whereas the partial pressure chlorine is 0,2-0,4 kPa. ln order to obtain bands of
comparable bńgbtness, the partial pressure of Kr and Xe atoms should be in the

range 0,2-0,5 kPa.
Using the CF2CI2 molecules as unique catriers of Cl and F atoms, the

multiwave operation mode of excimer emitters with bńghtness ration Kr and Xe
clorides to fluorides as 9/l is also realized. The optimal content of CF2CI2
molecules was 0,008-0,01 kPa (Ar/CF2Cl2 mixtures). Correlation of B-X-bands
brightness of ArCl and ArF was 10. The radiation expectacy in the multiwave
mode reached 5x103-lxl05 pulses. Such emitters can be used in pulse
photometry, high energy chemisĘ, biolog1 and medicine.
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THE ACTIVATION ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMC SCRAP
SAMPLE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION

stets M., HoshovsĘ M., Parlag o.
Institute of electronphysics of WAS, Uzhhorod

Buzash V., Okogrib V.
Uzhhorod State University, Uzhhorod

, 
A series of aspects related to the problems of electronic scrap materials (lamp

and semiconductor electronics, ullF-technique, etc.) utilizition have been
considered, namely:

- evaluation of the element composition of samples in the ,.black box" mode
(lack of apriori information on the objects under study);

- estimation of profi tability and expediency of extraction of different-type
metals (first, Au and Ag, also W, Mo, Ni etc.);

- choice and ranking of methods of analysis and exffaction during
utilization.

The analysis of the problems was canied out on the basis of the activation
analysis experimental data at the M-30 microtron (IEp UNAS).
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GAMMA.SPECTROMETRY IN IDENTIFICATION
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SAMPLES

stets M., HoshovsĘ M.
Institute of electronplrysics ofWAS, Uzhhorod

Potushnyak M.
Uzhgorod Group of Archaeol ogical Department

of the l.Krip'ialcevich Institute of Ubainian Studies,
National Academy of Sciences of the (}lłaine

The abilities of semiconductor Y_spectromeĘ in solving some problems of
archaeology, in particular, the geography of economical relations between
different regions of Transcarpathia and adjacent areas during 5-6 millennia
before Christ have been considered. Some models for the development of y-
spectrometric taxonomic pattems are discussed. These models are based on

- the ratios of relative specific activities (RSA) of y-active nuclides (GAN)
included into the T\-232, U-238, U-235, Np-237 series;

- the RSA ratios for GAN-representatives of different natural series (e. g.
U-238-GAN tU-235 - GAN);

- the RSA ratios not included in to the Th- and U-, Np-series (K-40, Cs-
l37,Na-22, Co-60 etc).

The analysis is done on the basis ofexperiment carried out at the 36 samples
of poftery (100 cm' Ge(Li)-detector, passive Pb-Cd-Cu-Al protection, 4 hour
exposure). The methodological questions, in particular, the correct account for
the expeńmental background _ have been considered on the basis of the
analysis ofthe post-Chornobyl GAN (Cs-l37, Ag-l l0m ets.) content.
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INFLUENCE OF CATIOMC SI'BSTITUTION
ON OPTICAL ABSORPTION PROCESSES

IN CUMPz)k (M= In, Cr) LAYERED CRYSTALS

I.P. Studenyak, V.V.Mitrovcij, Gy. Sh. Kovacs,
O.A. Mykajlo, M.I. Gurzan, Yu.M. Vysochanskii

Institute of SolidState Physics andChemistry,
Uzhhorod State Univ ers ity,

46 Pidhirna St., Uzhhorod 88000, Ulaaine

CuInP2S6 layered crystals are ferroelectrics with two cation sublattices -
indium and copper. They undergo a first-order phase transition (PT) of
order/disorder type from paraelectńc to ferroelectńc phase (T":3l5 K), the
symmetry reduction at the PT (C2lc-->Cc) resulting from ordering in copper
sublattice and displacement of cations from centrosymmetric positions in indium
sublattice. In CuCrP2S6 crystals two PTs at T"1xl90 K and 7"2ł150 K occur,
separating three phases: unpolar paraelectric phase ('l>7"), antipolar
antiferroelectric (T<7") and intermediate quasi-antipolar phase in the
temperature interval T"z<T<T"t. The paraelectric phase symmetry is C2/c,
antiferroelectric - Pc. CulnP2S6 and CuCrP2S6 single crystals were obtained by
chemical transport reaction method.

ln the ferroelectric phase ofCutnP2S6 the absorption edge shape conesponds
to direct allowed interband transitions, while in the paraelectric phase exponential
Urbach shape is observed. [n the atifenoelectric (7<7a) and paraelectric (7}Ę1)
phases the absoirytion edge in CuCrP2S6 possesses exponential Urbach shape. In
the intermediate phase (Tr2<T<T"r) there is no convergence point, the exponential
edge is shifted parallelly and the absorption edge energy width is temperature-
independent. Such behaviow ofthe absorption edge in the intermediate phase of
CuCrP2S6 is, evidently, the consequence of the structure modulation, typical for
incommensurate phases. tn the PT range the Urbach absorption edge parameters
are changed, being determined by the influence of various types of disordering.
The exponential Urbach tails, appearing in CuCrP2S6 crystals, like in CutnP2S6,
can be related to the essential effect of dynamical structural disordering,
occurring in copper cation sublattice.

While comparing the absorption edge of CutnP2S6 and CuCrP2S6 crystals,
we have noticed In-+Cr substitution to result in an essential decrease of the
energy gap (-l.38 eV) and the absorption edge energl width (-52 meV). In-+Cr
substitution leads to the exciton-phonon interaction weakening and the increase
of the effective phonon energy' pańicipating in the absorption edge formation.
The almost twice higher energy gap value in the paraelectric phase of CuInP2S6
crystal is probably related to the disordering in this crystal being additionally
achieved due to the hopping motion of Cu* ions into the interlayer van der Waals
space.
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GROWTII AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF' CuTGeSsI ARGYRODITE-TYPE CRYSTALS

I.P. Studenyak, Gy.Sh. Kovacs, V.V.Panko,
V.V.Mitrovcrj, O.A. Mykaj lo

Institute of Solid State Physics and ChemisĘ, Uzhgorod University,
46 Pidhirną St', Uzhgorod 88000, t]lłaine

CuTGeS(Se)5I compounds belong to argyrodite family and are structural
analogues of Cu6PS5Hal, possessing high ionic conductivity and a number of
other important physical properties [1]. At room temperature, similarly to
Cu6PS5Hal, they crystallize in cubic syngony (space group F 43m). Some
physical, chemical and electrochemical properties of CuTGeS5I crystals were
studied in [2]. There are no reference data available conceming phase transitions
(PTs) in CuTGeS(Se)5I crystals.

CuTGeS5I crystals were grown by chemical transport reactions method. The
evaporation zone temperature was kept in the interval 973-1073 K, that of the
crystallization zone - 873-1023 K. The temperature difference between the
zones was 40-60 K. CuI was used as the transport agent in the amount of 10-20
mg per 1 cm3 of thę ampoule free volume. The obtiined crystals werę dark red
distorted tetrahędra and platelets, 5x3x3(2'5) mm3 in size. The obtained crystals
were identified by X-ray technique, the composition was certified by chemical
analysis. The calculated lattice parameters were close to the ręference data, and
the chemical composition conesponds to the formula CuTGeS5I within the
experimental error.

Isoabsorption sfudies have shown no phase transitions in the temperature
range 77173 K. Contrary to Cu6PS5I crystals, in CuTGeS5I at low temperatures
at the absorption edge no exciton bands are observed, and the absorption edge in
the temperature range under investigation possessing the Urbach shape. From the
absorption edge analysis the absorption edge parameters and the parameters of
electron-phonon interaction (EPD are determined. P-+Ge heterovalent
substitution is shown to tesult in the absorption edge blue shift by ł 0.05 eV (at
7L300 K) and almost double increase of the absorption edge energy rvidth.
Besides, at the P-łGe cationic substitution almost double EPI enhancement is
noticed as well as the decrease of the effective phonon energy, participating in
the absorption edge formation. The absence of exciton bands at the absorption
edge of CuTGeS5I crystals is explained by the EPI enhancement and static
strucfu ral disordering increase.
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AN AUTOMATED SETUP FOR STUDYING
THE ATOMIC SYSTEMS EXCITATION

BY ULTRAMONOEI\'ERGETIC ELECTRONS
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The eĘerimental apparafus has been developed for studying the excitation of
atoms and molecules from the ground and metastable statós by monoenergetic
(AEł20 meV) electrons with the use of the photon spectroscopy technique.*The
principal units are as follows: a hypocycloidal electron monoiirromatoi (mrrł)
F], an electron gun for the metastable state population, a collision chamber with
a vapour-filled cell or an atomic beam source, a spectral monochromator, a
photon detector' the controlled power supplies and dótection units, the digit_io_
analog and the analog-to-digit converters, a pc with the interface board foi data
inpuVouĘut, the pulse counters (l6/32bir) and a timer.

HEM produces the electron beams with the 20-gO meV energy spread at the
0.5_30 eV energies. The vapour_fiIled cell is used for the substńcei with high
vapour pressures at relatively low temperatures (Na, K, Rb, Cs, Hg or gases),
rvhile the multichannel atomic beam source for those with lower vapŃ pńsures
(Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, Tl, etc.).

The process of measurement is fully automated by means of an IBM pC. The
control and measurement algorithms have been developed for studying different
processes. The Turbo Pascal v7.0-based program has been diveloped for
measuring, data processing and visualization.

The program allows one to study the current-to-voltage characteristics of
both electron beam sources and the energy dependences of excitation cross
sections for the atomic systems within a wide energy range with the 2.5-500
meV step. The precise digital voltmeter, nano- and micró-ampermeter, pulse
counter readings are written to the data files. In addition, tńe data oń t}'e
experimental conditions (i.e. the electron source electrode potentials, atomic
source temperatures, exposure time, etc.) are also recorded and can be easily
reproduced.

The program graphics allows the experiment to be controlled in the on-line
mode with thę simultaneous control oi a number of parameters in different
combinations by using the monitor. The computer dialogis performed by means
of a main menu with branched submenus. A program 

"ń easily be modified and
extended depending on the demands that mayvary.

The sfudies on the selective excitation of the 63P1-levęls of the Hg atoms by
electrons produced both by an electron gun and HEM have been canięd out for
the frst time.

Reference:
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TIIE ELECTRONIC SCREENING EF'F''ECT
IN IMPACT.PARAMETER CALCT'LATIONS

A. orbón and B.Sulik
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In this work we focus on the electronic screening effect ofthę projectile on
the amplitude of a target atomic transition in the framework of the semiclassical
approximation (SCA).

The aim is to elaborate a general tool for accounting projectile electronic
screening effect in impact parameter calculations, even when the target or
projectile wave functions are numerical. Our calculation is based on Ref. !1. The
method is applicable when the projectile electronic wave functions are
approximated by Slater-type orbitals [2]. Then the screening potential has the
following form:

r"(n -"1)= E! 
_Żr', r.R - r|n*-' u-atiR-r],

where N is the number ofprojectile electrons, ł is the internuclear distance, r
is the projectile €lectron and nucleus distance, F is an integer, Cp, llp are real
and ao is a positive number. For numerical projectile wavę functions we use a

nonlinear least-squares fitting technique to estimate the parameters[3]. Following
Ref.[1] we utilized the multipole expansion !l:

f; = 
t*1#,,+t t z(ar.W L+r t 21o", )r, (Rr)

where I ,*, , , and K ,*r, , are the modified Bessel functions of fractional

order, and the identity:

x, e_* = .d'*l , ,-^
d(- o)'.' x

We have elaborated closed expressions, recursive relations and integral
representation routines for the n th order derivation of the modified spherical
Bessel function of first and second kind and respectively for their products. The
numerical stability against the arguments, the order of functions and the order of
derivation has also been analyzed. Total cross sections are calculated and
compared with experimental data and reference theoretical results.

References
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STUDY OF THE TRANSFER-LOSS PROCESS IN
COLLISIONS OF Li.LIKE IONS WITH LIGI{T TARGETS

AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES
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Department of Physics' UniversĘ of Crete' l{eraclion, Greece
Thę method ofzero-degree projectile Auger spectroscopy was applied earlier

to measure the statę selective K-sholl excitation of the Zi_likę F6* ion incident
with 3 - 10 a.u. velocĘ on He target [1]. In the present work we sfudy the
process:

ru.(lstzs)+ He-+ F6t(tszs2p)+ He* +e-
For the pĄectile final state there exists threę alternatives which can be

marked with the spectroscopic notations : 
op,2p-113p;tp1,tp*11rp;tp1.

one of the possiblo mechanism resulting thesę final states is the so called
transfer- loss process (TL) : the ionization of a 1s electron of thę projectile and
the a transfer ofa target .ls electron to the projectile 2p she\l"

TL is the dominant procęss for producing the Is2s2p projectile configuration
at intermediate (3 _ xOMeV) impact energies. We calculatę tho transfer-loss
probabiliff using the independent pańicle model (IPM) by taking the product of
the transfer (capture) and loss (ionization) probabilitios.

Pr, = PrP,.
The cross section for a specific n is :

The electron transfer probabilities have beęn calculated within the framework
of the continuum distorted wave (CDW) approximation [2]. Calcutations for the
projectile ęxcitation and ionization probabilities węrę performed by a
semiclassical approximation (SCA) code in first order [3]. Both the CDW and
SCA results wcre corrected by the help of the unitarization method introduced by
Sidorovieh et al" [4]. Preliminary calculations for the TL cross section provide a
general agreement with the experimental data.
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COMPARATTVE STT]DY OF' THE INTERACTION
OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SYNTHETIC SORBENTS
wTTr{ TrrE I\drcRoQUAI\TrTY OF RADTOI\IUCLTDES

IN TI{E WATER SOLUTION

H.V.Vasilievat, V.V.Strelko t, A.P.Osypenko2

' Institute of Sorbtion and Endoecologł Pr oblens,
National Academy of Sciences of Ulłaine, Kyiv

2 Uzhhorod State University, Uzhhorod

The interaction of titanium phosphate (two modifications) and absorbite with
thę radioactivę microadditives in the water solution has been investigated using
the gamma spectomebry of fission fiagments. The fission fragments were
obtained in the thermal neuffon induced fission of uranium-235. To make the
reaction under study the microffon M-10 has been used, being located at the
Department of nuclear physics (Uńhorod State University).

The sorbtion of the ions'elY, e7Nb , e\zr, ev'.o,'i32Te, 133[, raice was
investigated.

The sorbtion factors rvere calculated. The half-life time and iradiation
conditions were taken into account.

Obtained experimental values show that the largest sorbtion factor is
observed for elZr and tflce fragments.

Both modifications oftitanium phosphate have got nearly equal factors. But
the factor for the modification with the smaller ratio of titanium to phosphate

group is obviously larger in the case of 'lZr and tllCe.

Obtained by us results as well as the literature data were compared and their
most important features, as the possibilĘ to change the cavity size and therefore
inference the selectivĘ toward ions of different size and charge, have been
discussęd.
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MASSBS OF PSEI]DOSCALAR MESONS
rN TIIE LOW-E]\IERGY QUANTIIM

CHROMODYNAMTCS (QCD)

V.I. Sabov, T.I. Danylo, A.V. Sabov
Uzhgorod State UniversiĘ, Department of Theoretical pltysics,

32 Toloshina str., Uzhgorod, 88000 Ulłaine

We have calculated the low-energy QCD wittr the 't Hooft interaction. We
obtain satisfactory result for the pseudoscalar mesons. Our calculations have
shown that the 't Hooft interaction allows us to describe the masses of
pseudoscalar mesons masses and their singlet--octet mixing angle in satisfactory
agreement with the expeńment. In order to sfudy the role of the Uł(l) anomaly
on the low- nergy QCD further, the sfudies of the ą'- mesons properties are
desirable.

The strength ofthe UA(l) - breaking interaction we havę obtained is rather
strong in compmison with the previous studies in the tbree flavor model. The
contribution from the Uł(1) _ breaking interaction to the dynamical mass of the
up and down quarks is about 24Yo of the from the usual Ur(3)xUn(3) invariant
four - quark interaction.

STRUCTURAL CHARAICTERIZATION
oF PD TIIIN FILM GROWTH ON At2O3 USING

PHOTOELBCTRON AI\D ION SPECTROSCOPY

N. Tsud, D. Baća, K. Veltruskó and V' Matolin
Department ofElectronics and Yacuum Physics,

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University,
V Holeśovićkach 2' I8000 Prague 8, Czech Republic

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy QGS) and low energy ion scattering
spectroscopy (LEIS) were used to investigate catalyst thin frlm growth mode in
the submonolayer region. Palladium was deposited step by step in situ using an
electron beam evaporator on different aluminum oxide substrates. The Pd
growth process was monitored by means of the Pd3d572 binding energl, modified
Auger parameter and Full Width at Half Maximum of the Pd3d572 peak. The
deposited layer morpholory was determined using the QUASES software based
on analysis of the Pd peak shape and background. The relative covęrage and the
thicknęss of Pd films obtained on the different substrates are compared. The
results showed that the oxide stnrcture and the metal-substrate interaction (MSI)
influenced the particle shape and growth.
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GAMMA.SPECTROMETRY OF THE SAMPLES
FROM MUZHI].EVO MINE

Stets M.,Maslyuk V., Parlag O.
Institute of Electron Physics of UNAS, Uzhhorod

Buzash V., Boldyńar o.
Uzhhorod State University, Uzhhorod

The experimental results obtained during the development of activation
analysis of the samples of ores in Muńiyevo are considered. Using thę M-30
microtron (IEP UNAS) (E. : 18,5 MeV electron energy; L : 5 trA average
elecffon current; 2 hours iradiation exposure; 100 cm3-DGDK detector; NTA
5l28 analyzer).

The qualitative and quantitative estimation of element composition of
samples (As, Ag, Au, Br, Mn, Fe, Cn, etc.) was performed. The estimation of the
expedient time modes for serial analysis was made. Based on the anĄsis of
systematic and random errors, the estimation of the possible rank of activation
analysis in the industrial ore production and preprocessing technologies.

count/K, r.u.

Typical gamma_ray spectra of Muńiyevo ore samples
(idientified gamma-active nuclides:

As-74: As-76; Ag-110q Au-198; Mn-56; Zn-7lm)

1
2-

100

K channel



R.MATRIX CALCULATION
OF TI{E ELECTRON.IMPACT EXCITATION

oF zn*AND cd*

O.L Zatsarinny and L. A. Bandwina
Institute'f 

'"'"*":-ł';,;:;'ry6)';;.':;2ht^tś:ird88000'Ulłaine'

Our work presents the calculation ofthe excitation cross-sections for electron
scattering onZn+ and Cd*. The low-energy electron impact excitation of Zn* and
Cd* was investigated using the R-matrix method. Elóctron collision excitation
strengths have been calculated in a l5-state close-coupling approximation.
Special aftention has bęen paid for accurate representation of target wave
functions. The close-coupling expansions include I 5 target states of the 3d'u 4s,
4p, 5s, 4d, 5p, 3d9 łs2,łśłp łor żn* and 4dlo 5s, 5p, 6sj5d, 6p,4d9 5s2,5s5p for
Cd*configurations. The presence ofthe open 3d9sńel for 7'nĘ and 4d9 sheil for
Cd*^causes the strong core-valence conelitions and the accurate representation of
3dlonl,3d9nln'l'for-Zn* and of 4dlonl,4d9nln'l' for Cd* states ńith a common
set oforbitals is the main difficuĘ in presents scattering calculation.

All the target and scattering calculations have been performed in the Z,S-
coupling with the inclusion of the relativistic shift terms in the atomic
Hamiltonian. For Cd* ion discrepancies from IIF calculation and our are even
more large as compared to the case of Zn* ion. This indicates that the core-
valence correlation and relaxation effects increase with nuclear charge. As
expected, the relativistic effects also become more important for Cd*. The
corresponding corrections are very large, especially for the core-excited states,
and strongly influence the relative positions ofthe target states.

Excitation cross section calculated in the 15 state R-matrix approximation are
compared with the existing atomic-collision experiments. We have also analysed
the convergence ofthe close-coupling expansions by comparing the l5-state, 6-
state and simple 2-state results. The calculated date reveal a large resonance
contribution in the low-energy region, which is more prominent in comparison
with other one-electron-like ions. This can be attributed to the influence of
subvalent 3d-shelt for Zn* and 4d- for Cd*.
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MULTIPLE SCATTERING OF' TIIE ELECTRONS
EII{ITTED IN 150-250 KeV/U

C*+ INERT GAS COLLISIONS

B. Sulik", Cs. Konczn, A. orbónu, K. Tókósi'J, and D. Berćnyin
ą Institute ofNuclear Research ofthe Hungarian

Ącadeny of Sciences (AT)MKI), Debrecen, Hungary
o Insti,tutefor Theoretical physics, Vienna Univeisity

of TechnologłWiedner Hauptstr. 8-]0, A-1040 Vienna,
Aus tr ia, e -mail : t oke s i@c onc ord. tuw i e n. ac. at

.We.- report experimental signafures of consecutive projectile_target_
projectile--etc. scattering of the emifted electrons before ejiction at atolmic
targets. This fype of multiple scaftering is often referred as Fermi-shuttle
mechanism- [1-6], which provides "ping-Fong" elecffons. The experiment has
been performed at the
beamline of the 5MV
electrostatic accelerator in
ATOMKI in 150 and 233
keV/u collisions of singly
charged He, C and O ions
and inert gas (He, Ne, Xe)
targets. The ejected elect-
rons were measured by the
ESA-21 electrostatic elect-
ron specffometer in the l0-
3000 eV energy region, in
13 angular channels simul-
taneously.

For C and O ions, our
data provide evidence of
double scattering at
backward angles (at the
electron energy
conesponding to two times
the projectile velocity, 2V).
Moreover, for C+Xe and
O+Xe collisions, we found
a clear signature of tripte
scaftering at forward angles
in the spectra of the emitted
electrons (see Fig. 1).
PWBA calculations with
realistic (RHF) wave func-
tions provide quantitative
agreement with the He* +
Xe data, and a significant
disagreement with the C* +
Xe data at the expected
electron velocity (4V).
Preliminary CTMC calcula-

)n Energy (eV)

FĘ 1. Double difIerential electron emission cross
sęction at forward angles in C* + xe collisions. Full
symbols: experiment. Lines: pWBA calculations
for the target electron emission with IIFS target
wave functions. The shadowed areas are the yields
associated with triple electron scattering. For the
30o spectrum, the results of a preliminary CTMC
calculations are also shown (open symbols). We
would like to call attention to the fact that more
than 7 orders of magnitude in double di{Ierential
cross section was measured at zero degree, without
going into the background fluctuations.

'1.8 MeV/u C* + Xe

t5-(x 0.1)



tions also support the present interpretation. In the studied collision systems, the
significant disagreement between theory and experiment at high electron energies
seem to be mostly due to the structures belonging to multiple scattering
processes. Accordingly, for high energy electrons, one might associate the main
process with consecutive (P-T-P_..) multiple scatteńng beyond first order in the
intermediate impact velocity region.
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OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF LASER EROSION PLASMA

OF GALLIUM,INIDIUM AI\D COPPER

A.K.Shuaibov, L.L.Shimon, A.J.Dashchenko, M.P.Chuchman
**',}!ił::*a#,!:'jyt#;'"'

The results of investigation of emission laser plasma Gallium, Indium and
Copper are presented in the given paper. Plasma was formed by means of a
neodim laser with emission capacity of (0,5-2)x10' Wcmz in the range of
focussing. It was shown, that the most effectively were populated the low - Ęing
excited conditions GaI, InI and CuI. The most intensive spectral lines GaII and
InII were observed only for the ion-component of plasma emission. The
population of the excited conditions of atoms and ions in a laser plasma resulted
from the dielectronic recombination. Due to plasma emission the narrow space of
recombination streams in, the system of energy levels of GaII, GaI, InII, InI and
CuI are defined. The obtained results are usęd for a spectroscopic diagnosis of
erosion plasma crystal, which are used for a laser dustering of thin plates.



NEW VIEW ON THE INITIAL CAUSE
OF'THE APPEARANCE

OF PATIIOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Telychko F.F.
Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine

Based on the results of the experimental, clinical and thęoretical
investigations (19ó6-2000) the conclusion was made as to thę chemical_
energetical essence and initial cause (the starting mechanism) of the appearance
of pathological, above all, ecopathological processes. It was found that the
material bases for pathological processes serves the change in atomic-molecular
composition of the tissue's microstructure. This regularity is obvious in cases of a
hypertension, liver cirrhosis, pancreatitis, Altsheimer disease and many other
pathological states.

The change in the atomic-molecular composition and, accordingly, the
optical density and roentgenological contrastness of a biosystem is documented
by microroentgenography and according to the Hounsfield scale on KT.
Pathological chemical "filling" of small tissue volumes (lungs, CNS, liver etc.)
forms the matęrial basis of diagnostic images. This is due to the fact that in result
of pollution of microstructures the concentration of the energy absorbers (atoms,
molecules) grows in small volumęs of tissue, incręases the summary effective
area ofinteraction (effective cross section) and correspondently the effectiveness
of photons energy absorption. So, for example, the total absorption,
roentgenocontrastivĘ of the microstructures of fuberculosis seat in lungs of
I mm dimensions can correspond to effective area of interaction of normal lung
tissue up to 10-20 cm2.

Thus, pathological changes in a human organism are mostly a "chemical
disease" due to material and enerry overload with the correspondent
consequences.

Our data need a certain correction in modern views (theory, conception) as to
the initial cause of the appearance of pathological changes in tissue. With the aim
of prevention of many deseases we must struggle against biosystem's pollution.



DESCRIPTION OF ANGULAR CORRELATION
OF ELECTRONS IN POSITRON I\'EGATIVE ION

BY HYPERSPHERICAL COORDINATES METHOD

M.Haysak, M.Nagy*, V.Onysko**
Iłtstitute of Elecnon Physics NAS of Ulłaine,

- Uzhgorod, Ulrłaine, hmi@iep'uzhgorod.ua,
Institute of Physics of Slovak AS, Bratislava, Slovąkia,

Uzhgorod State University, Uzhgorod, Ulłaine

The energy of the ground l'3s-state of positron negative ion (e*e-e-) in the
hyperspherical coordinates method has been calculated in Bom-Oppenheimer
and adiabatic approximation accounting for the contribution of angle and radial
conelation. In rotating syslem the relative motion ofparticles in such system is
described by independent three variables - hypenadius (R), hyperangle (o) and
angle (0), which are defined by Jacobi vectors Il].

To obtain adiabatic potentials and channel functions we use eigen functions
of squme ground angular moment as the basis. They have a form

e-(a,0) = N,.(stna)n g(n+,) (cosd)P.(cos0), (l)

here Nn. is normalization factor, Cn(u)(*) and P.(x) are Gegenbauer and
Legendre poĘomials, respectively.

Quasi-crossing points for autoionizing adiabatic potentials were revealed,
which form a structure in non-adiabatic potential. The structure ofnon-adiabatic
potential is localized in the region ofhypenadius value of7-10 a.u.

The received energy values have been compared with results ofcalculations
performed using other methods I2,3l.Itwas shown that in order to receive energy
values with accuracy lOa a.u. it is necessary to include more than 70 elements
into the basis for determination of adiabatic potentials or to use Pade
approximation on the dimęnsion of basis.
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SPECTROELLIPSOMETRIC ST{JDIES OF D* ION
TRRADTATED lV (110) A.ryD (111) SINGLE CRYSTALS

L.V. Poperenko, M.V. Vinnichenko. V.S. Voitsenya-
Physics Depattment, National Kyiv

Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv, Ulłaine*
Nationrll Science Center ,,Khąrkov Institute

of Physics & Technologł,,' Kharkov, Ukłąine

It is knorłn that ion treatment of metal surface could improve its optical
characteristics due to remoł'al ofthe adsorbed layer as v'ell as todeteriorate them
according to surface roughening, subsurface layer disordering and its
stoichioneĘ changes. Main ąim of this work was to investigate 

_ihe 
optical

propeńies rnodification for fungsten single crystals after the high-dose treaiment
by deuterium plaslna ions.

The tungsten specular surfaces r'łere prepared by polishing of the W single
crystal slabs with diamood paste up' to obtaining ttre lrighest value of reflectanóe.
Then surface"s rvere subjected to high_dose D p1asma ión inadiation with energy
in range E:0.1-1.77 keV with romolal of 5.i pm rhick layer'for (lt0) surfaie
Td 6.! and 7.0 pm for (l l l) surface respectively. Modifióation oi the specffal
dependences of optical characteristics for iradiated mirrors has been studiied by
means o-f spectral ellipsometric technique for probing photon energy range 0.5-5
eV' Surface microrelief changes were determined by itómic force ńicrosópy.

lłre measured optical conductivity values of the uninadiated W (l l0) iingle
crystalline surfaces are different from the reńrence data [l]. tn our caie uut.r.ńt
optical conductivity are lower and absorption bands have-bócome displaced to the
lower probing photons energy values. Long_term inadiation by deutełium plasma
ions. with given enerry distribution led to enhancement of the bptical
conductivify values as well is to the sharpening of the absorption bands. It could
be inferred that single crystal surface iiritially has ladsorbed layer of
contaminations and the subsurfóce layer structure was damaged in a consequence
of mechanica_l polishing. Such ion ńeatment caised sputteiing of the ońaeea
layer and surface contaminations. The correlation of thó optica|characteristics of
the single.crystals of tungsteh permits to ascertain that increase of the sputtered
by deuterium ions layer thickness caused not only decrease of the optical
conductivity values in the UV more than in the IR, but alsó broadening óf the
characteristic absorption bands near the l, l.7,2.2 arrd 3'eV the grńer the
thicker was the removed layer' Inasmuch a.q thę atomic force microscoly showed
no significint changes for surface microreliefofw (lll) after the inidiation by
deuterium. ions (the highest roughness is 6 nm), the changes in optical
conductivity spectra could be explained by mirror subsurface hler disord'ering
after such ion bombardment.
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CHERN-SIMONS F'IELD THEORY AI\D TIIE IIADRONS
CONFINEMENT PROBLEM WITHIN A FADEEV YAIYG.

MILLS FIELD DECOMPOSITION

A.K' PrykarpatsĘ1,2, A. Szum3
1Dept. of Nonlinear Mąthematical Analysis ąt the IAPMM of the NAS,

38 Naukova Str., Lviv 7960I, Ulłaine
2Dept. of Applied Mathematics at the AGH,
30 Mickiewics Al.,Krakow 30059 poland

3Dept. of Physics ąt the Adam luIickiewics University, Poznan, Poland

l.Chern-Simons Lagrangian and color confinement problem.

The Yang-Mills Lagrangian was taken by physicists to serve as a
fundamental model of elementary high-energy particles called hadrons. Making
rse of the Feynman functional integration technique the model was for the first
:ime quantized by Faddeev-Popov in 1967 and 1980. There was stated that yang-
V1ills field model describes charged quasi-particles called colors (or quarks)
whose stable quanfum states can be realized by means of introducing some
uirnral gluing fields called \textit Faddeev,s ghosts. But the main confinement
rroblem of describing localized mass-energy spectrum states in the ambient
lpace R' X Ę was not solved and remains such up to now. Nevertheless, some
iears ago Chęrn_Simons proved a very important statement about Yang-Mills
.leld Lagrangian, which turned out to be extremely useful for treating the above
;onfinement problem. Yang-Mills theory devoted to explain the intemal structure
rfhadronic pańicles is based on

l-
Lyu = iJ ^,-ł 

SP (F n F) (l)

,vhere F :: dA+A n I, is the curvature 2-form, l,= I5*o 7(s)"" Namely,

hey proved the following integral identity holds:

Lyu=żl62oSr(And,ł+!,łnAnA) Q)

vhere Ea . p3 x Ą is a simply connectęd compact smooth closed submanifold in
R'3 ' Ę, dE4 is its three-dimensional boundary and the Yang-Mills curvafure 2-
brm is given. Based on the identity (2) one can now replace the yang-Mills field
heory defined on the whole subspace Ea c R3 " & by the following Chem-
iimons Lagrangian

Lr'=.Lolr'Sr(AndA*|dłAnA) (3)

vhere the integration is perfbrmed only over a three-dimensional worldsheet
i/c nf x Ę which is now assumed to be compact but not necessary simply
:onnected. But in general, the general representation A:=2N1di^G trG)ę,
Lppeared not to be suffrcient for effective solving the color confinement problem.
\ partial remedy just recently, in 1999, was found by L. Faddeev who Juggested
rnovel decomposition of the Yang-Mills gauge field for the four-dimensional
epresentation of SUQ{) connection:

4::\ = z i C irm| 
+ | i C "b" a pmr m| + Ż,,i p'j cob" a rm! ni + |,,i oi dob" a r.7.",
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where z;, i:1" =ank (SUQ,U, are unit vectors, (Cr p, o), tr: fr, are Higgs
multiplets with scalar rho and sigma parameters. L.Faddeev has suggested that
the field multiplets which arise in the above gauge field decomposition are the
appropriate order-pararneters for describing different phases of the yang-Mills
connection lrł),p=ffi. In particular, he proposed that their using will shed

new light to important open problems such as color confinement, since this
decomposition can identi{ configurations responsible for it. Making use of the
above Faddeev decomposition for the CS Lagrangian, one can get succęded in
deriving special quanfum phase states a priori enjoying confinemęnt constraints.
This work has just started, some preliminary results has been obained by V.
Schomerus and othą working with Faddeev's group, who considered a CS-model
with a rvorld-sheet submanifold il swept by a Z-dim spherical brane. They also
showed how a spherical brane can arise as a bound state from a stack of}-dimbranes.

ELECTRON.BEAM IRRADIATION BASED
RECORDING ON ORGANIC DYE FILMS

Kravets V.G., Vinnichenko K.L.
NationąI Taras Shevchenko Kyił (Jniversity, Physics Department,

^'!#i;:#,;!:;',f :ć;:;:""y,::i,y;'*

Thin organic films have rapidly evolved as potentially important
materials in microelectronics. They are promising candidates for high density
optical memories due to their optical and structural properties. Also they can be
used as master disks for CD and DVD ROM replication because film pit shape
possesses a1l properties needed for super high density compact disks. In this
work we present the experimental results showing the effects of electron-beam
heat process on the information recording parameters in dye films. Dye
composite films were obtained by vacuum deposition method. The changes in the
optical properties and the surface structure were sfudied. In our experiments we
have inadiated organic dye films by elechon beam at different time to modiĄl the
strucfure and morphology of the surface. The changes observed in the structural
properties have been sfudięd by high_resolution electron microscopy. The one
main broaden ring is observed for amorphous dye film in initial łate on the
diffraction pattern. Annealing the dye films by electron-beam inadiation dirring
2-5 sec leads to grain formation whose size varies between 2 and, 5 nm. It was
found that organic dye films have hexagonal structure in the grains formed after
annealing process by electron beam. The threshold energies necessary for the
modification of the dye film surface structure after electron beam irradiaiion were
estimated. The obtained results give possibilify for the study of dye layer
behaviour as an electron beam assisted recording medium.
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